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Children ?
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BILLS CONTINUE

Won't they be

♦

stronger—healthierrosy-cheeked—

|

and

BENSDORP’S COCOA

|

instead of Tea

numerous

TRY IT.

WRAPPER S

bills introduced in the Senate

during the morning hour was one by Mr.
Frye, to provide for the settlement of the
Pacific Railroad company’3 indebtedness
to the government.
Also one by Mr.
Thurston on the same subject.
Mr.
Thurston also introduced a bill to increase pensions.
Various executive documents were laid
before the House and appropriately
referred for action, ohiofly reports of sur♦

?

COCOA
ALWAYS IN YELLOW

Washington, December IS. —Among the

anlTee

jBENSDORFS

Condensed Form.

a

they drink

♦

the Day in the FiftyCongress of the United States in

the river
veys for improvements under
and harbor act, also the report of
the
ooast and godetic survey
f or the
year
!--1895.
Mr. Wheeler offered a joint resolution
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A CORNER
—

IK

rhe

The Business of
Fourth

♦

liis bill of the last session
providing for
the settlement of all debts of bonds aided
the Pacific railway.

making

Postmaster General W. L. Wilson

regent of the Smithsonian Institution
vice Henry Goppeo, deceased, and asked

a

immediate consideration.
Mr. Adams objected, desiring that the
matter be referred to the
committee on

—

V

Men’s Underwear!
of

the

loads of

hourly arriving,

On motion of Mr. Dingiey the
House
decided that when it adjourned today it
be until Mondaj next.
Air

Holiday

we

had

WIaV»«r nfforpri

n.

VAonlnflrm

nnllintr

the Secretary of State fur copies of
the correspondence relating to the claim
for damages made by the owners, officers
and seamen of the ship Henry Orossley,
flying the American flag, commanded by
Amos F. Stubbs, which was fired upon
while in the port of Ozua, Santa Domingo, on December 10, 1893. Mr. MoCreary
objected to immediate consideration.
It is stated on excellent authority today
th t Speaker Reed will not announce his
committee appointments until the lattar
pare of next week.
After the disposal of some routine business the House resolved itself into a committee of the whole and Mr. Grow
addressed it upon the President’s reference
in his late message to the MoKinley law.
At
the conclusion
of
Mr. Grow’s
speeoh the House adjourned till Monday

Yes,

to

our
MEN’S
UNDERWEAR
into a CORKER, and the CORNi
is not large enough to hold such an
immense line as we carry. Therefore,

move

29

A CRONER
IN
UNDERWEAR.
We’ve got to sell two or three lines
to make room—Don’t let low prices
make you think of

Again.

ONE

That sale of Ladies
Children’s Hosiery

Ladies’
Hose.
Children’S
Hose,

Made to sell for $1.25; CorPrice only 62 l-2o.

garment.
ner

cts.

cheap goods?

One lot Men’s E leeced Shirts and Drawers, ordinary price 75c., Corner Price
48c.
Ono lot Men’s Fleeced Shirts and Drawers, in white, brown and gray mixed,
heavy, and a very nice cold weathei

LOT of Bro. ribbec
Shirts, never sold for less than 75c.
We have only shirts left; will close
them for 38c.

next.

Washington, December 12.—Among tho
bills introduced in the Senate today was
by Mr. Thurston, Repulbican, of
Nebraska, increas ing by 26 per cent all
pensions heretofore or hereafter allowed
to all officers, solders and sailors, and
all widows and dependent relations of
soldiors, and directing an immediate reriiion and correction of the pension lists
and records so as to provide for such increase without further proof,
suoh increase not to apply to any pension granted by a special act of Congress; by Mr.
Call, Democrat,of Florida, providing that
passenger tarnsportation on all railways
engaged in the interstate commerce shall
not exceed 1 per cent per mile, and it is
made lawful for railway companies to
have separate cars for dieSrent races, na-

and

is this

morning at 8 30.

Six
twelve

SPECIAL

hundred

(612)

one

anc

pair Ladies’

Black Cashmere

Hose—

regular 50 ct. and 75 ct.
qualities—every pair perfect—different weights.
One hundred and fifty-

Our Stock of Furnishings is replete wit!
NICE THINGS !
Why not buy Sat
uruay your Christmas presents anc
have the pick.

two pair Children's Black
Cashmere Hose— plain

and/

NECK WEAR !

to

NIGHT SHIRTS!

ribbed— sizes

7 1 -2

10—every pair

worth

50 cts.

Philadelphia. December 12.— Recently
stories have been set afloat
conneoting
Senator Quay’s name with the Republisan nomination for the
presidency.
Mr. Quay was asked today about
tbe
reported combine to nominate him and
he replied: ‘‘I would not take it on a
gold plate.” When questioned for

Gent’s Mufflers.
Collars and Cuffs.

29 cts.,
per pair, or 4 pair for $1.00.

enough

White Shirts.
Senator, Bonanza,Portland Pride, Fores

City,

The
Not

price

UMBRELLAS.

sale

BOYS’

ends

stockings
and

CLOTHING.

last

Well, the last two days made the Boy’ i
call for Reefers and Ulstesr! To cal
your attention to all cf our line
would take
up too much
spaoe

!

HERE’S ONE OR TWO!
OBa lot Roy’s Reefers, 8 to 16 years
BSSTALL WOOL, Indigo blue, warranted
beautifully tailored and nicely trim
rued. “It’s a good thing.”
Onl, r
¥5. 00.
Another 1 Same siezs; blue Chinchila; ;

good

garment. You would be satis
fled to pay more, hut we only as]

Terms
easy

enough

we

are

WORKS

al

when
all

the
sold

think they’ll nol

In curing torturing,

long.

miliating

Your

Friday

money

Saturday

or

il

what y°u get do not fi!
you or suit you.

years;

blu

,

■

)

—

Chinobilla; heavily lined, an exoel
The Export of Beef.
lent winter coat only $4.50;
$6.0 *
December 12.—Secretary
Washington,
vould be the right price.
Morton, of the department of agriculture
has issued an order postponing the certifi
cation of the export beef to March
11

I

1896. As stated in the details of the orde:
it is on aooo unt of numerous
petition!
having been received from reliable ex
porteis of beef alleging that great damagi
to the export beef trade must follow thi
enforcement of an order requiring
tilt
usual cortiiioatlon showing that
th(
meat offered for exportation is sound ant
wholesome, to be made January 1, 1896
on account of the large
quantity of bee
on hand which
though inpected canno
be identified for certification; and to givi
the affected trade the dessired opportunity to appeal to Congress for certain modi
floatious of the existing law,
whioh art
alleged to be necessary to prevent the de
struotion of a portion of this trade.

White Store.
516 CONGRESS ST.

.)

j

J

Bad For

SPECIAL.

Crlspi.
Rome, December 12.—The pavliamen 0
tary committee to whioh the matter wa s i

NOTICES.

referred,

CARPET CLEANSING
Or Steam

Scouring

1

A process for Woolen Carpets, Rugs, Mats, &<
Which cleanses without beating, restores the co 1or to original brilliancy, at

FOSTER'S
DYE
AND

HOUSE
STEAM

Works
Carpet Cleaning
Telephone
13 Preble St.

Connection,

will propose that ex-Prime Min
ister Giolitti be tried on the charge o p
stealing dooumentg abstracted from th 3
Bank of Rome, which figured in th 3
proseoutiou of Siugor Tanlongo, governo
of that institution.
These documents
th
Singor Giolitti claimed,
showed
Prime Minister Crispi wag implicated i:
the bank scandals.

No

Another

Bad

Firm.

Washington. December 12.—The Posl
Department today denied th
privileges of the mails to "the America [
Home Journal and tlio Fireside,
cot
ducted at Bridgewater, Conn., by C. B

Thompson, who advertised offers o t
articles for stated sums,and failed to sen
Th
them upon reoeipt of the money.
paper was printed by the Boston Publish
in company.

!
J

P

Ladies’ Watches
Away up in quality—Away down
in prices. Why not select ono
for Christmas. We have a
hundred of them. No old stuff,
now

but the latest

productions

Elgin

and Waltham

Come

to

of the

Eactoiies.
store, we will be
pleased to show yoi*, and if you
like the style and price we will
for
you until
lay it aside
Christmas.
the

Boston, December
State of Maine

12.—Ihe

remains

steamer

the wharf,
Capt. Colby not deeming it prudent to
venture out today owing to the heavy
northeasterly gala The steamer Portland
left this morning for Portland, but was
obliged to return owing to the tremendous sea running outsido.

CHRISTIAN

at

ENDEAVOR.

Proceeding* nr the

Board

of

Truatee’l

Meeting Yesterday.

Detroit, December 12.—The board o!
trustees of the United Society of Christian
Endeavor finished their session today.
Rev. H. R. Cross of
Worcester, Mass.,
was elected
vice
President
president.
Clark, Rev.E. R. Dille of San Franoisoo
and Prof. W. W. Andrews of Saokville,
N. B. will comprise a committ 30 which
will hold a conference with a committee
from the Epworth Leugue from Chicago
Saturday morning. The board of truste s
has been made interracial by the eleotion
of two colored members, Bishop
B.
W.
Arnett of Wilberforce, Ohio, representing
the Afrioan Methodist Episcopal cbruch,
and Bishop Alexander Walters of Jersey
City, representing the African Methodise
Episcopal Zion church.
The council composed of trustees and
officers of the United Society and presidents of the State Territorial and
Provincial Unions will meet the day before
the International convention of 1896
in
Washington for considering the Interests
of the Christian Endeavor movement.
Tonight Christian Endeavor rallies
were held at five local oliurohes and addressed by members of the board
of
trustees.
Case.

New Charter for Santa Fe

\
J

J
J

|

X

A hundred of them.

Railroad.

Topeka, Kan., December 12.—A new
charter of the Santa Fe railroad was filed
towith the Secretary of State at noon
the new
day, a few minutes before
direotors oonvened. These provisions are
with such
the same as the old charter,
additions as are
necessary to
legally
the
property and bepossess and operate
old
The
name
of
the
company.
longings
Santa Be
is the Atonison, Topeka and
Railway company. The oharter is Signed
J bv the recent purchasers, C C. Beeman,
i Edward King, Victor Morewitz and by
(j. K. Holliday, Thomas Osborn, and O.
4 S. Gleed of Kansas are direotors.
The
A now directory selected are Alice Walker,
D.
P.
E.
president;
Riploy,
« chairman;
Morton,
B. Robinson, first and Paul
0 third vice
presidents; Victor Morewitz,
0 general councillor. A committee of three
€ was appointed to select other officers and
report at a njeeting to be held in New
York in about ten days.
THE

WEATHER.
I

Gents’ Watches

air.

Boston, December 12.—Local foreoast
for Friday: Fair; slightly warmer Friday
night; northeast winds.
Washington, December 12.—Forecast for
Friday for Maine : Fair; northeasterly
winds with slight changes in the temperature.
Local Weather Report.

w

|
5

?
m

0

t

MeKENNEY,
TSu1

.leweSea*,

monument
open
novliautf

|
p

square

Ev/onings

8 p. m.—Barometer. 30.300; thermometer, 9.8; dew point, —1; humidity, 69,

N;

wind,

_

J
0

•

0

December

la.—It

was

not

mtll yesterday that
Speaker Reed began
he serious work of
forming committees.
Jntil that
he dovoted his leisure to

time,

learing
1

the applications of members and
to satisfy himsolf as to their
□dividual capacities and fitness f or the

mdeavoring

Speaker Reed finds it embarrassing to
>laoe Mr. Henderson at the head if the

Portland and Boston Steamers Left

local
12.—The
Any good kind you wish. Don’t 0
Portland, December
Elgin and 0 weather, bureau office records as to the
keep the poor ones.
are all right.
f Waltham
They if weather are the following:
So. m.—Barometer, 30.181; thermome# have suited millions and will #
humidity, 71;
ter, 3.U; dew point, —8;
f suit you. $3.50 to $100.
wind N; Velooity, 10; weather, oloudy.

J

office

FOREST CITY

the

__

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Washington,

Political.

1

Sold throughout the world. British Depot: F. Newbeet & Sorts, 1, King Edward-st., London. Pottbb
Dblg and Chsm. Cobp., Sole Props., Boston, U. 8. A.

¥8.00.
On* lot Ulsters; ages 8 to 15

disfiguring, hu-

humours of

Skin,
Scalp, and Blood when all else fails.

back

fort—Gssslp and Rumors

reasons

the trial of Waiter Langerman for criminal assault on her, had an interview with
M ss Aub todav. When Mr. House was
83 n after leavirsr Miss Aub lie said she
made the foliouin; statement:
“I have
absolutely no recollection of having mado
'J
confession
be
told
on the
any
story
stand at the
trial
was the absolute
truth. I did not state that in the relations that existed betweon Langerman
anil myself no force was used; if I did
1 have no reason
si state, it is untrue.
for making such n statement, because
did
use force.”
Mr. Langerman
Mr. House said that Miss Aub told him
that if_he could ussure her that no harm
would come to Miss Eellard she would
tell him the whole truth. In the absence
of such assurance she would say no more.

this

begins
mornining
past eight sharp.

Sale

All sizes and kinds, and at all prices.

PRO-

for two reasons.
not lit for it.

December
York,
12.—Lawyer
House, assigned hv Judge Cowing to defend Barbara Aub,indioted for perjury i

one

(Friday)
half

THE

replied: ‘‘Well,

Row

customer.
The

and Cumberland.

is

six pair to

over

TO

The Lssignments they desired.
be
It can
first is that I am
The : jositively stated that the Speaker is still
second is I would not live thirty days in indeoided whom ho will appoint to the
the office. My only ambitioD is to take ihairmanship of the appropriations eomrest and enjoy life after I complete my : nittee, and there are
strong surface indiduties.”
:ations that he is equally undecided re“Does thia mean that you will not seek
cliairmanre-election to the Senstorship?” “That.” jarding the ways and means
answered
he,
“depends on circum- 1 ihip. It has been generally expected the
stauoes.”
ippropriations oommitteo would be given
In reply to queries as to a current story
tfr. Henderson of Iowa, who was
the
to the effect that he would be in the nex
Cabinet, Senator Quay said: “There is linking Republican member in the last
not a word of truth in it.”
Congress. This, it is believed will bo
ihe final disposition of the matter, but it
HIGH SEAS RUNNING.
is as yet unsettled.
he

Barbara Aub’s

Price
lOW

AS

Senator Morgan’s Beliring Sea Speech—
Was ifc Intended to Reflect on Paunce-

Presidency,

SUSPENDERS!
Fancy Silk Suspenders in boxes.

SPECULATION

SPECTIVE MAKE UP.

Yesterday.

upon

account

i

Skilful Political Leader Not After the

library.

Goods

Hr. Heed Getting Down to Solid
Work on Committees.

“NO.” SAYS SENATOR QUAY*

if

happier

TO FLOOD T1IE

SENATE.

%
♦

Business

Public

of

CAPITAL GOSSIP.

$1.

24 hours ocoupanoy; that freight
charges ordered to be reduced to an
amount not exceeding that necessary to
pay the interest and not exceeding 5 PjJr
cent on the present value of the railroads
engaged iu the interstate commerce,
which shall be estimated upon a basis of
cost at which such railways could be
duplicated today; the penalty is a tine of
810,000 for each violation, proivded half
Df which be paid the informer, or by imprisonment for not more than one year.
By Mr. Frye, Republican, of Maine,

velooity,

8;

weather;

ClMean

daily thermometer, 8.0; maximum thermometer, 18.0: minimum ther2.0; maximum velocity of
mometer,
wind, 19, N ; total precipitation, 0.
Hurd to He Arraigned Today.

Biadefurd, Deceinebr 12.—The coroner’s
its inquest in
jury to-niglit oonciuded
the death of James M. Hurd. They ren*

dered the verdict that lie came to his
death by a razor in the hands of his son,
A1 ireil S. Hurd. The arraignment of the
murderer will take place tomorrow.

J

___________

ceive umler the law of 1889, from
the
comptroller of the currency, circulating
notes equal in amount to 100 per cent, of
the current market value not exceeding
par of United States bonds, the deposited
tax to bo paid on the circulating notes
fixed at one-eighth of one per cent each
half year.
Another authorizing
postmaster to redeem unused postago stumps
at a reduction of 8y2 per cent of their face
value; reducing to one cent per pound the
rato of postage on
mail
second class
matter delivered by carriers,
newspapers
excepted; reducing to ono cent per pound
postago on books transmitted by mail;
extending free delivery system to placas
of 5000
inhabitants; making mailablo
matter of third olass consist of all matter
now
embraced in the third and
fourth
olasses, and fixing the rale at one cent
for oaoh two ounces; fixing the rates of
duty ou pearl aud shell buttons,
imported, at three and one-half cents per
lino, button measure of quarter of an
inch per gross, and in addition 36
per
cent ad valorem restoring the rates of the
duty imposed by the McKinley law on
importations oF wool and manufacturers
thereof.
Mr.
Cummings. Democrat of New
York, introduced a bill for a popular loan
by au issue of three per cent bonds redeemable at the pleasure of the
United
States after ten years of issue.
Mr. Poole. Republican of Now York,
amending the tariff law by inorensing the
duty on “osier” willow to 30 per cent
ad valorem, and manufacturers of it to 40
per cent ad valorem ; chair cane or reeds
to 10 per cent ad valorem ;
transferring
salt from the froo list, making it dutiable
at eight cents per hundred pounds.
Mr. McCall, Republican of
Massachusetts, amending the pension laws so as to
remove for tbo disability of such persons
as
were enlisted
in the
Confederate
service to escape military prisons, etc.,
and also to remove for the disability of
persons conscripted into the Confederate

sorvicev

House

Wants His

Morton

sommittee. Equal embarrassment wonld
itiend any attempt to supersede him.
| Equal uncertainty exists as to *lie ways

Report—Secretary
May Be Attacked, Too.

Washington, December 11.—There is
md means oommittee.
There is
no still no official explanation given why the
eason to doubt that
Mr
Dingley of long expeoted report of Secretary Carlisle
llaino, will succeed to this chairmanship, is not sent to Congress.
The House of
of
ilthough the friends of Mr. Payne
Sow York, still assert that this honor is but continues to
adjourn from day to
■eserved for him.
day in tbs hope that tho report will be
ouumu
xietiu
ueciuo
lo
give
;hia chairmanship to New Voik and re- forthcoming. The Secretary spends nearly
:use Mr. Henderson the chairmanship of all his time at his residence at work on
;he appropriations committee, it is not the
document, and it is now thought that
inlikely that Mr. Dingley n.ay succeed to it
may bo sent to Congress on
Monday
ihe appropriations chairmanship.
that
Mr.
Speaker Reed will not in all probability next. It is quite probable
innouuoe the committees until
the very Carlisle’s desire to consult with President
last of next week.
The
announcement Cleveland with
regard to some portions
may be delayed until the following Mon- of it is responsible lor his delay in sendif
lay
adjournment for the holidays be ing it to Congress. Of course, the P esipostponed until that due e. Neither Is it dent and the Secretary of the Treasury
iikely that the Speaker will announce aro anxious that their statements with
iny single committee in the meantime, r gard to the financial situation
and
not even the committee on rules. Speaker their recommendations for
legislation
no plans
Reed has made
for Christmas shall he as
nearly harmonious as possible,
He has declined a number cf and if
holidays.
they are to sucoeod even partially,
invitations which would take him out of in this tho
Seoretary wiit be obliged to
the city during that priod.
His present do some fine
figuring. No official of the
Intention la to remain in Wash iugton.
that
'treasury Department will deny
there is a deficiency in the revenue, and
Mr.
Carlisle-ean
avoid
only
making this
The intimation in Senator Morgan’s repert Behring sea speech that Sir Julian fact known to Congress by ignoring the
Pauncofote, British Ambassador to Wash- subject, as tho President did.
It is undoubtedly the
desire of Mr.
ington, sent newspapers with abstracts of Cleveland
aad Mr Carlisle to
concenthe British blue book on that
subject,
the addition of l
trate
tho
-jresa upon
whioh appeared in the loading
journals
Administration
nf the United States, ha- led to serve recommendations of t;
for
the
retirement
o£
and
not
greenbacks,
editorial oorament in some instances.
It
is claimed that it does Injustice ro
the to confuse this branch of iho financial
British Ambassador iu a manner probably question with suggestions about the lack
of revenue.
It lias been intimated that
not intended by Senator Morgan.
escape
The correspondence was made public in Secretary Carlisle will partially
the
embarrassment
there is a deficiency
London ten days before received by the
British Ambassador, or the State Depart- of forty millions or so, but offsetting this
next
were by the ass ranee that within the
ment, and copies of the extracts
cabled from London by the United Press. few months the existing tariff law will
have
sufficient
revenue
w
to
produced
pi
Sir Julian Paunoefoto made no
combook
munication of the blue
to any out tiro deficit and show a balance on t.ie
Tho
right side of the treasury ledger.
nor is
States,
journal in the United
Congress is eagerly
there, as he contends, any expression in Republicans in
for
the
for
the
waiting
Secretary’s
report
his dispatches to ids government which,
rightf lly considered in their proper con- purpose of attacking it, by showing that
nection, can be construed as being dis all his statements, and those of tho Presinotwithstanding,
courteous, or conveying any reflection dent, to tl.e contrary
there is a lack o£*i'evenue that must be
upon Congress or any of its members.
made up by tariff legislation.
The indignation of Congressmen at the
continued absence of the President, and
Members of Congress interested in the
the failure of Seoretary Carlisle to treat
Venezulean boundary dispute with Great
them with the respect due by sending in
Britain
said today,
that Pro-sklent
bis
is not confined to
Crepso, will be guided in making his re- the report promptly,
in either the House or
ply to Lord Salisbury by the suggestions tho Republicans
Senate.
Many
leading Democrats
of this government.
Lord
Salisbury’s not heretofore epccailly
antagonistic to
note, it has been reported, asked for the tho
adminisration, join with the Repubpayment of $60,000 ns compensation for licans
in expressng the opinion that the
the arrest of British colonial officers
a
President and Secretary Carlisle have
into
year ago, an episode which passed
a slight upon
Congress that shouli
That put
history as the “Uruan incident
resonceu.
President Crespo will refuse to pay this oe. vigorously
Several members have
fnrtflmnitv is

nor

tain

That, hn will

sn

advised by Secretary Olney is equally certain. It was said today that his reply in
substance will show that the
arrest of
Sergeant Barnes and his associates is the
outgrowth of the boundary question
which must first be settled before any of
its incidental features can be considered.
Such reply, it is asserted,
would
force
Great Britain to meet the issue without
further equivocation or delay.
Some
members of the House insist that
Secretary Olney notified President Cleveland
that his aosenco from Washington at this
time is making him the subject of unfavorable critJoism, and it is
predicted
that he will shortly return to tho capital.
If this prediction should prove true there
Is no reason to doubt
th. t tho
correbetween the United States and
spondence
Great BritaiD, having reference to the
attitude of this country on tho
Monroe
doctrine will be sent to Congress within
a few days.
Should it not ne sent,
a
will be
resolution asking for it
introduced and doubtless passed before
the
last of next week.

[ Piteous Tale of

Suffering

the

on

Coast.

BAR HARBOR

FURNISHES A

SAD

STORY.

thought seriously
promoting in tho House resolutions
expressing their resentment, but it is
probable 1 hat none of them will due so.
The success, however, of Congressman
Barrett’s attack on Ambassador
Bayard
yesterday, is so marked that it encourof

ages all ilia members
and it is not

Poverty Knocks

Hard

at

Door—While He
His

Pool-

Young’s

One

Tho house was not
done Wednesday.
worth mere than $100 and tho oontents
$50, for which the town will recompense
The utmost precautions are
the owner.
being taken, for the physicians say that
they ne>er saw cases of the disease like
this before.
Harbor
Bar
Much alarm is felt in
where the four children are located in
village.
the thickly settled part of the
exact
When they were brought here tho
known.
not
was
disease
of
the
nature

Struggled
Family Died—Discovered

Authorities in

a

Terrible

By

Evil Is

Rampant and Vice Walks Hand in
Hand With

By the

Plight—Where

Nabobs Koll in Kiches in Summer Grim

Hanger Stalked in Winter—A Peculiar
Disease.

A liar Harbor despatch to the Lewiston
Journal says:
Down at Otter Cliffs on the fashionable
Dcean Drive, the Board of Health of Bar

QUAKER CITY.

TnE

One

Philadelphia,

Police.

December 12.—The testi-

given before the Senatorial Investigating Committee today showed that the
mony

Philadelphia to
social evil flourishes in
seeman appaling extent, and that too,
if not
ingly, through the indifference,
with actual connivanoe of the polioe. It
was sworn

that

committee

to before the

in thirteen police districts,
comprising
larbor, Wednesday, burned the little the heart of the city, that there were six
ill
ihanty ot John Young, together with its hundred and twenty-nine houseR of
hundred
:ontents.
This hovel has been the scene fame, and of this number two
one
district alone.
and elgthy were in
>f misery, destitution, death and
conof the Third
:agion for over three months, the details Rev. Hugh Gibbons, pastor
end Rev. Henry L.
)f which seem scaroely possible.
Within Presbyterian church,
whose

few days tlirfe corpses, blaokened by a
been
most contagious
have
disease,
:arried from this shanty by John Young,
die owner of the place, and till recently
a

a
wife and six
ihildleu.
Today there remains of the
family cirole but four little children, the
a
wife and two children dying within
few days of each other.
be
The Young faini ly was reported to
suffering with typhoid fever which has
last
existed in the filthy shanty sinoe
September, until it lias assumed the most
deadly form known to the medical profession.
Monday a consultation of

nhvBip.ianB

Episcopal clergyman,

Phillips,

onargos are in the foulest spots of tile
city, testified to the eharaoter of tho
house that surrounded their churches and
when
to the indifferenoe of the police
they were appealed to by them to suppress
these resorts. Mr. Gibbons stated that at
and
elections in his ward, repeating
padding cf the voting lists were done
and
stood
by
openly while the police
allowed these frauds to go on.
ARREST.

UNDER
J. E.

Gagne, Lewiston’s Ex-Tax Collector,
Under Bonds.

was

Lewiston, December
tions have happened in
Gagne of Lewiston who
his collections with the

HELD AT THE SHANTY

13.—Two

sensa-

the case of J. E.
is $4000 short in

in the presence of a thirteen-year-old boy
who was dying of the disease. In fact he
city.
lied shortly after the consultation was
In the first plaoe the oity solicitor has
over. An autopsy hold on the boy’s body sued the signers of the $50,000 bond.
by Drs. Averill and Douglass showed J The next step was the arrest of Mr.
fears of the
that the worst
physicians Gagno, his arraignment and the plaoing
A oase like it has not ex- of bonds at $5000.
were realized.
The oharge against
for years.
The Gagne on which he was arraigned at 2 p.
isted on
the island
physioians ordered the strictest quaran- m. was embezzlement. The warrant was
tine and no one has ventured near
the sworn out by City Soiictor Crockett and
house from the neighboring village
of
the hands of
was placed in
Deputy
the
Otter Crhek for several days, and
his
him at
lonely little aottage has been as complete- Marshal Sands who found
ly isolated as if it was in the desert of grocery store on Lincoln street.
Sahara.
and
Mr. Gagne pleadeo “not guilty”
The story of John Young is one
of said that he
though he could get bonds.
terrible privation and suffering.
He is He
and
concerned
exciteu
much
appeared
thirty-two years old and is a fisherman and evidently had not expected arrest.
by occupation. Last riristr ho was fishIn the suit against the bondsmen the
a
un ho contracted
ing on Duok Island
writ was served by Deputy Sheriff Cumditease from a sick tailor it is
thought. mings of Lewiston who listened, i£ we
He lay five weeks in his little cabin with are to
judge by what he says, to some
the
scarcely anything to cat cxcopt what very interesting conversation from
who
some kind hearted summer
visitor
Z.
who are
gontlemen in question,
The Blouiti Arthur Reny, W. E.
heard of his plight brought him.
Cloutier,
of
three
Consisted
shabby Frank Pinette and Mr. George A. Wiseliving place
rooms on one floor in
which were
two man. They say emphatically that they
beds and a cot.
In these slept his wife will take the case in earnest and give it a
and six children. The youngest was one fair trial.
Among the attorneys they
The have consulted are Savage & Oakes’, Moyear old and the oldest thirteen.
consisted
of
a
barred
of
flour
provisions
Gilliouddy & Morey, and Joseph Chabot,
and a
Esa.
Friends of Mr. Gagne are suggesting
FEW PIECES OF SALT POKE.
to him that he go through Insolvency as
with
the
Young struggled
sickness, the best way out of a part of his present
to the
which the phsyicians said was
tpyhoid entanglements. He still adheres
belief that he has been robbed, and says
fever in its most malignant form.
that he is innocent of any evil intent.
Ho recovered sufficiently to minister to
his
WiLY DR. HAMMOND.
his five-year-old child, Josie,
and
_

wife, who

were strlken witii the disease.
The five other children had to shift for
and
themselves and grew thin
sickly
from staivatioa and cold.
The cabin
stands in the shelter of the forest,
but
the ioy winds from the
ocean
whistled
through the orevicos of the walls.
Young grew worse and

GAVE UP IN DESPAIR

He Lived in New Haven at One Time—His
Career

There.

New HaV6n, Conn., December 12.—Rev.
New
Wm. P. Hammond, arrested in
Orleans yesterday for many crimes, lived
Maroli,
in this city some time prior to

wbeu he
posed as a physician.
praying that God would end the lives of 1890,
of that year hjs wife died
20
February
his family.
Chief of Police Clark was
doath certificate states that the
notified and a few days ago went to the and the
The
her death was la grippe.
sorrow-stricken shantv. He found Young cause of
certificate was signed by Dr. Hammond
in
his
the
bedside
of
sitting
despair by

Mrs. Hammond’s maiden nant®
is given in the certificate as Helen BlackHer age was
ley, a native of Malta.
himself.

wife and ohild.
“I can’t stand this awui strain
any
longer," ho said. "My little girl is dead
over tbero and my little Albert
has the
fever.
Mary there in that bed has not
spoken sinoe last night and she, too, will
die. Oh, God pity mo and end this hell."
The child Josie had died during
the
night and lay in the bed just as she had
closed her eyes on the scene of
sorrow.
The mother was still unconscious and the
in a
tossed
Albert
thirtoon-year-old boy
fever. From another cot four bright faced
little tots peeped from under a blanket.
One of the little onos cried.
“Mister,
have you got anything to eat for me and
mamma.
ftjamma won’t eat any more
and she says we can have it all.”
That day the Board of Health
finally
succeeded in getting a man to assist the
almost exhausted Young. His name was
Walls and he promised to
stay by the
family until tiny eithor died or recovered.
the
Josie was buried in a lot near
house, the only mourners being the father
and Walls, who carried the corpse in a
rough hex iu their arms to the burying
place.
Thursday the blizzard came and
the scene in the hovel was a dreary one.

with a grievance,
unlikely that so me of tho
Cabinet ollkors will yet feel the heavy
hand of Congress laid upon them.
One of the men who is apt to be attacked most fiercely is Secretary of Agriculture Morton. Against tto protests of a
i ''ere majority of both sides of the House,
Z iressed in legislation enacted at the
lust session, lie abolished during the sufnmur the seed division
of his department
and refused to carry out the Jaw for
Ho has tho opinion
distribution of seed.
of the thou Attorney-General Olney that
his action was constitutional and with
in his powers, but the Democrats as well
as the Republicans feel that fclioir privileges liavo been curtailed by the taking
away of their seeds, and they will attack
At present the
the "Secretary sharply.
programme is to pass a resolutou for a
committee of investigation,but since yes- THE SNOW FLEW
IN
THROUGH
impeachment resolutions have
THE CRACKS
Loga?i Carlisle, chief clerk of the treas- terday’s gained
in
as
favor
tho most direct
ury has directed that an exhaustive ex- rapidly
of getting such questions prompt- and the winds threatened to overturn the
amination he made of the files and papers manner the
it
would
not bo surbefore
House,
ly
The dootor had told them not to
oflloes
of
and
all bureaus
auditors
if a resolution should be forth- shanty.
divisions of the Trasury Department to prising
the
of J. allow any ono to enter the place for fear
coming
proposing
impeachment
roeords
tho
determine whether
treasury
Morton, Secretary of Agricul- of contagion and Walls threatened to
are intact or has been tampered with this Sterling
ture.
leave the dying ones to their fate.
order is the result of a recent discovery
international
that obsolete
At three o’olock Friday morning, whou
oanoelled
MANY IRONS IN THE
FIRErevenue stamps has been taken from the
the snow
the blizzard raged and
was
in so doing,
government records and.
pilod in deep drifts along the ooean road,
records in some cases were mutilated in A Prominent Baltimorean
Missing Under Walls
others wholly destroyed.
As a result of
disappeared and trudged six miles
Serious Charges,
this investigation five employes were disthe
to Bar Harbor, whore
authorities
missed. It is believed that 75,000 records
caught him and oompellcd him to take n
have been either mutilated or destroyed.
bath of bi-chloride of meroury and gave
Baltimore, December 13.—George W. him a suit of clothes.
This occurred in one olfioe alone, that oi
He is now undei
the first auditor.
Welzant, leader of tlie Polish element of quarantine here. The four little children
The credit for the discovery of the theft Baltimore, aud one of tho best known were brought to Bar Harbor and cared
belongs to Auditor Baldwin. Examinain the eastern seotion of tlio city, 1h for. It is reported that one of them has
tion of the records in the fifth auditor’s men
shown signs of the same
form of
the
of linauoial
offioe disolosed the fact that a number o1 reported missing because
disease as the sick ones.
Ho conducted a saloon,
records had been tampered with
am
embarrassment.
That night Mrs. Young died aud
the
foreign stamps attached to, or consuls] was proprietor of a Polish newspaper, husband fitted her for the coffin, which
seals stamped on the papers
detached 01
was brought down from here and placed
a
of a land company, and of
cut out-,
at the door, the undei taker driving away
Logan Carlisle said today tha president
this petty pilfering seemed to have beer large building association and conducted according
to
instructions
of
the
His liabilities are physicians. With difficulty the father gol
going on for ten years or more. Much n banking business.
it was one in tho presence of other. Those
a man to help him to
carry the corpse ol
! est imated at $3,0000
where
engaged in doing it- evidently did no
his wife to the lot near the house
in
It is believed that he lest money
consider it a crime. Until the investiga !
was
buried
a few days bethe'little
girl
A warrant is said to bo
tion of all records Is completed no furthe
many ventures.
the son, died ami
fore.
Monday,
Albert,
out for Welzant for coverting to his own after two doctors held an
the
discharges will toe made.
autopsy,
He euuse monies belonging to others.
his son and laid him
of money tor father carried
in
the
transmission
in
thi
introduced
gaged
the
bills
Among
House today were, one by Mr. Bingham patrons to tholr relatives in Poland, and BESIDE HIS MOTHER AND SISTER!
Kepubliean of Peiinslyvania. providinj ; it is rumored that several large sums he
Drs. Averill and Douglass
performec
was given to send there have not reached
o
that National banks new organized
the autopsy and found that tho theoriei
hereafter
shall be entitled to re their destinations.

organized

advanced regarding the peculiarly deadly
'lliey
nature of the disease wore correct,
ordered that the house and all its conwas
tents bo destroyed by fire, which

IN

die husband and father of
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thirty-five.
Residents of tlio neighborhood remember Dr. Hammond and the oircumstances
of his wife’s death. Very little is known
of
him,
except that he practiced
medicine.
of his wifo he sold all
the
funeral
After
and
his furniture at auction, left town
said that he was going to Chicago.
Trying Times for the l>octor.

Nashua, N. H., December 13.—Dr. J.
C Mooro, with oounsel, this afteruoou,
Dr.
appeared before Judge Wallace.
Moore’s counsel addressed the court, asking for a reduotion of bail on the indictment found jointly asainst J. C. Moore
and Charles F. Morrill of $85,000, stating

that liis bondsmen had surrendered him
in opon court and wished for a discharge.
Uhoy further appealed to reduce the
of
bonds on the other two indictments
$500 each.
Judge Wallace decided that
the bail must stand as previously, and
John C. Bickford and Isaao L. Heath of
Manchester should be appointed to accept
tho bonds in oase they were secured.
Meantime Dr. Moore was placed in the
The
custody of High Sheriff Haaly.
Doctor was ordered to be taken to the jail
until his bail was p rocurred.
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of
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baking powder.

leavening
States

Royal Baking

strength

Government

Powder Co.

100 Wall St., N. V,
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YOUR PALATE IS YOUR STOMACH’S CONSCIENCE.
YOUR

KNOWS WHAT IS
GOOD FOR YOU.

GAGGED
Boldest

to what she says.
Thin people may
more

becom

fatter,
dyspep
Jcomfortable by taking the Shaker
and

e

Digestive Cordial. It agrees witli the weakest
stomach.
It helps the weak stomach digest
other food. It is fattening and invigorating iu
itself, for it contains artificially digested food.
The Mount Lebanon Shakers have made a
great many interesting discoveries within the
past hundred years, but none more important
than this

ingenious

for all diseases which

cure

traceable to

faulty digestion. A single 10
cent bottle will tell whether it is adapted to
your case, and can be had through any drug
gist.
are

IS IT CHANGE UF HEART ?
Will Hill He the

Mouth-

Administration

piece in the Senate.
December 12.—The arrival
of Senator Hill in town for the session
awakens a good deal of speculation as to
the part ho shall play in the Congressional drama. He has suffered with the other
barters of his party, and, like the others,

Washington,

finds a somewhat cheorloss outlook.
But
there is business even for the Democrats
to do, and somebody iu the Senate must
act as spokesman for the minority. Shall
it he the senior Senate from New York?

regarded as
striking features of
It is

iu

New

What

the

Will

Convention in Baltimore
Discuss.

New York, December 12.—Two

now

as rue uesi

quaimeu

man

in

the Senate, both by reason of hi; talents
ami opinions, to represent the administration in the contests approaching. But
so it is.
The administration must have a
Its
representative—a champion—there.
of
policies may be never so unlikely
adoption, but they must need have attention from somebody.
And from whomf
Mr. Brice is not a debater. Mr. Gorman
is hardly qualified, for personal reasonsMr. Vilas is too extreme in his admiration of Mr. Cleveland.
Mr. Gray at last
draws back on aocount of a slight taint
of jingoism in the President, and
Mr.
Mills is no advocate of increased power
to national bauks.
leaves
then,
This,
only Mr. Hill available. The rejocted—
the oft rejected—stone is to become chief
of the corner.
Mr. Hill’s qualifiications include skill
as a debater and
large experience as a
Ho
is
legislator and parliamentarian.
sure of a bearing at
any time he may
choose to take tho floor.
He established
his reputation as a lawyer in the debates
on the income tax,
and this will help
him.
He is, at last, in full agreement
with the President on the leading propositions of the day.
He favors the retirement of the greenbacks— in fact, be urged
that in advance of the President. He believes in tlio Monrce dootrine, but is opposed to the annexation, under existing
conditions of either Hawaii or Cuba. He
can speak for the President’s
policy without incurring the criticism of being a
cuckoo. Coming from him, praise of the
policy can be separated from ail personalities. The policy as Mr.
HiiJ’s
friends contend, is as much his as it is
the President’s.
He sounded the greenback note (wo years ago, and the foreign
policy note at the Syracuse convention,
whose platform ho wrote.
But with what energy may Mr. Hill be
expected to undertake this task? Will he,
whom the administration has more than
onoe helped to
put in a bole, labor with
enthusiasm to boip puli the administration out of one into which it has cast itsself? The answer is that Mr. Hill will
labor for tho good of the party; that he
has the party’s good solely in mind. The
administration is drawing to a
olose.
Whether the end comes while it is still in
the hole is not so ranch to the point. The
point is to keep the party from drawing
to a close.
The party ought to have long
life before it. He thinks it has, and that
its leaders ought to get together. He has
as much to
forget and forgive as anybody
else, and his voice is for harmony.
Then, as is suggested, by aocepting this
leadership and acquitting himself of its
dutde? with all his power, he will be in a
position to benefit by any surnriaes that
may turn up between now and tho holding of the next Democratic National convention. This is the erea of
surprises
Mr. Gorman of Maryland and Mr. Carlisle and Mr. Blaokburn of
Kentucky can
testify to that. Chairman Carter of the
National
Republican
committee suggests
the sam9 tiling, although the cards are
all ooming his way.
Jf a big surprise
should come—if there should be a rain of
larks for the Democrats—would
it hurt
Mr. Hill to be found with his
apron
spread wide to catch the pick of them ?
Wouldn’t the early apron oatcli the lark?
THE OLD ROMAN DEAD.
Close ot

an

Honorable

Conspicuous

and

Career.

Columbus, Ohio,

December

12.—Exdied at 10.30

Bentor Allan G. Thurman

morning.

Mr. Thurman

born at Lynchburg,
Va., November 13, 1813. Eor six generations his ancestors had been natives
of
was

Virginia.
In

1844, against liis protest, he was
nominated for member of Congress and
was eleoted after a
quiet canvass, in
which thore was nothing on his side but
his wise and homely speeches, reversing
an adverse majority
by over six hundred
votes. He was put on the judiciary com-

mittee of the House and soon became distinguished as a great lawyer.
In 1867 after a season of rest, he
was
put forward as the Democratic candidate
for the governorship, General Rutherford
B.. afterward President Hayes, leading
tbe Republican hosts.
There was
no
chance for a Democratic victory, the Republican majority tbe year before having
been 43,000
Under Judge Thurman’s
hammer blows,
sledge
however, this
enormous majority was beaten down to
a trifle less than 3,000 and the legislature
was captured by u decisive
majority, insuring tho defeat of Ben Wado.
Judge
'i hurman was elected
in Mr.
Wade’s
stead and took his seat in the Senate in

1809.

Here he served two
1869 to 1881.

full

terms,

from

Judge Morton of Chicago, yesterday,
dismissed the bill filed by Louis A. Levin
iu which he usked that a receiver be appointed for the Chicago Gas Company.
HOOD’S

PILLS

cure

Liver

Biliousness, Indigestion,

Lis,
Headache.

A pleasant laxative.

Druggists

Ail

women

man, whose names are unknown
wanted by the Brooklyn police on a
charge of having committed highway
robbery last night at about twelve
a

are

o’clock. The woman, the police say, are
both young and of good appearanca One
is apparently 19 years old, 5 feet, 2 inches
tall.
The other had dark brown hair,
brown eyes and was 5 feet 6 inches tall.
The man, their companion, is described
25 years old, 5 feet,
9 inches
tall,
medium build, dark hair and mustache
and dressed in dark clothes.
Eugene Ward of 332 18th street, Brooklyn, was the man they are said to have
held up and robbed.
He told police of
he
the lUtli preeinot this morning that
oar
at the bridge to
on
a
7th
avenue
got
go home. The women and the man got
on at the same time.
He had no change with which to pay
the conductor, and proffered a $2
bill.
The oonduotor couldn’t make change.
George promptly paid his fare and Mr.
Ward wis delighted. He got off at Union
street and Seventh avenue, and was glad
when they said that that was tho place at
which they intended to get off. Mr. Ward
and the unknown man helped tho women
off the car platform and started
along
Union stroet. Mr. Ward and the smaller
woman walked ahead.
At a short distance from the corner and
out of range of the street lamps the man
seized Ward from benind aud
tho big
woman caught him by
the throat and
tried to jam her muff down his throat.
He couldn’t break away.
The
smaller
woman then went through his pockets.
He says she got three $2 bills, several
checks reading for about $300,
and two
notes for smalier amounts. She then took
a $300 diamond stud from his shirt
front
and ran.
Tho others pitched Mr.
Ward
into the gutter and followed her.
as

POLICE ON BICYCLES TODAYTo I'atrol

Eighth Avenue and the Boule-

vard from 8

a. in.

to

Midnight.

most

the situation—quite
sense—that Mr. Hill should

a

appear

of the

one

fantastic iu

this

Record

on

material reform.

York.

anti

s

Holdup

MUFF.

STOMACH

Thin I’oeple In r thin 1 ecnuse !] effort theft
eat ia not absorbed. Reasons, either wrong
food, or right food undigested.
Fats, oils and grease will not make any one
fat. This is because they are indigestible.
Thin people And it hard to digest their food.
Fatty foodsmake it still harder.
Have you ever noticed that almost without
exception, thin, pale, dyspeptic auaunic people
have an aversion to fat ?
This is of itself proof
enough that such foods are bad for them.
Lot your palate tell you what to eat Nature
makes very few mistakes and we should listen

ti

A

WITH

New York, Dooeinber 12.—Policemen
John J. Gillis, Dennis Gleason,
John
Lake and Henry Naggosmith, who have
been detailed

by

Chief Conlin to duty

ou

at police
bicycles,
headquarters
yesterday to receive their instructions.
They will begiu their duty ou bioycles towere

day, providing they get their

wheels in
time. Commissioner Andrews has made
arrangements with a bicycle concern to

supply them.
Two special posts have been established.
One is on Eighth avenue from Fourteenth
street to Fifty-ninth street, and the other
is on the Boulevard,
from
Fifty-ninth
street to

about 107th street

There

will

be a policeman on each
post day and
night. It is the present intention to have
the police wheelman on duty from
8 a.
m. until midnight.
The tours will be
so arranged that each man
will perform
For the present they
eight hours’ duty.
will wear their regular uniforms,
with
canvas leggings and a cap of some kind.
Commissioner Andrews had a
talk
with the four policemen yesterday.
He
told t hem it would be their duty to regulate tratiic, keep vehicles on the
right
side of the road, regulate wheelmen, prevent racing, and looking after runaways.
their
They will be expected to patrol
the men
on
posts just as regularly as
foot.
Commissioner Andrews is hopeful
rhst the experiments will prove a
sueeoss, in which event a bicycle squad will
be organized next spring.
BRIEFLY
The Welland
season

TOLD.

Canal, Out.,

closed for the

yesterday.

Judge Murphy, yesterday, granted

stay of execution in the Durraut

case

a

for

twenty days.
The

battleship

Texas wont to sea yesIt is stated
that she attanined the maximum speed
of 18 knots, averaging 17.4 knots and that
the government requirements were
exceeded.
The revenue cruiser Fiona has seized
four American fishing vessels at Fortune
Bay on the charge of smuglging and
otherwise violating laws.
The captains
of the vessels were lined.
The thirteenth bodies reovered from the
pil at the Tilly Foster mine, Brewsters,
N. Y., was raised to the surface Thursday
ter having been buried under tons of
rooks for two weeks. It was the body of
Kaffael Potito, an Italian, and was horThis completes the death
ribly crushed.
roll.
Potito leaves a wife and four children.

terday and speeded 50 miles.

The directors of the Boston Merchants’
Association yesterdav nassed resolutions
urging Congress to pass the Torry bankruptcy bill and instructing the sub-committee to visit Washington in the interest
of the purposed improvement of Boston
harbor, and eonferrng full power to take
all necessary steps in the matter.
Word was received at Gloucester, Mass.,
yosterday, show the recent storm to have
been the worst in many years. The shore
is strewn with wreck of vosels.
Lord Dunraveu, who was a passenger
on the steamer Germanic, has returned to
London.
It is said Lord Dunraven will
make a new arrangement with the New
York Yacht Club relative to his presence
at the inqury into the chargos made by
him against the Defender syndicate.
The Carre Easier went ashore near
She had
Barnstable, Mass., yesterday.
been tossed about by tho storm and unable to get her bearugs for some days.
The British sclionor Lttlo Puzzle, from
St. Johns, N. F., while entering the harbor of Vigo yesterday, struck on the
rocks and sank, but no lives were lost.
C. R. Hassell, the
arch-consprator
the Beaufort graveyard insurauce case,
was convicted yesterday at Trenton, N.
C.
The other conspirators are on trial.,
M. A. Marshal, an important state witness, mysterially disappeared
Tuesday
and no tarce of him can bo found.
Rev. Dr. Gates, missionary to Harpoot,
for whose safety fears had been entertained, has sent a cablegram to friends in
Chicago stating that all is well.
The bark Theobald brings news to San
Francisco of tho probablo loss of the
schooner Elwood with all hands. The
schooner is now far behind time. She is
commanded by Capt. Wymans and is
supposed to have goiio down somewhere between Gooks Inlet and Glazier
Bay.
The Saco river was closed to
navigation

Wednesday.

Baltimore, December 12.— Disoussions
of Sabbath reform, divooru reform, labor

days, occupy the attention of the National Reform Association
delegates who met
in the Emanuel Baptist church for their
second annual oouveniton
today.
Speoia
Endeavor

invitations

to

societies,
Young
Epworth
Leauges,

Christian

People's

Unions,
Temperance

Christian
Union
and
all Chrisitan
churches
to
send
dele
agtes have been accepted. A limited extent
ou
what
is
to
expected
be accomplished were explained in
papers
in which it was stated “The recent revelation of municipal inquiries have
astonished the world. Many officers of the
law are accomplices.
Few, if any, of
our cities are
free from those developments of political corruption.
Other departments of the goverment are also infected. It vibrates the purity of elections
and
purchases
law
legislation from
makers.
Roth
state
aud
national " government are in league with them.
Wo
license it for the revenue it yields and
Fils our treasuries with the price of
blood.
We have a deeply corrupted family. Mora the 26,000 divorces are granted
in every year in the United States, most
of them ou sufficient grounds both for
theso unlawful separations and adulterous marriages which follow
them.
The
stato assumes the responsibility by placing upon them tlie sanction of law.
Laws’for the the protection of the Sabbath and for the suppression of
blasphemy are openly and shamelessly violated. Many cities and in some states the
word of God is banishad from the publio
schools, and a puroly secular plan of education is adopted.
These facts are not
deDied. Thoy are known to all intelligent
men.‘They demand the zealous consideration of all Christian patriots
and an
earnest and united action.”
After uevotional exercises and the appointment of committees, Edwin K. Hart
of Philadelphia, delivered an address on
“BusinessJEnterprises and the Sabbath
The following amendment to the Constitution of the United States was
anproved and Rev, H. H. George appointed
to bear the same to Washington
tonight
where it will bo introduced into Congress
in the form of a joint resolution:
“We, the people of the United
States,
dovoutly acknowledging Almighty God
as the source of all
authority in the civil
government, and the Lord .Jesus Christ
as the ruler of all
nations, lias revealed
the will of God
as
of the
supreme
authority in all civil affairs, in older to
form a more perfect union, etc.”
A papoi by Rev. Dr. Joseph Kiyo of
Pittsburg on “Loyalty to Christ Saving
Principle of All Social or Civic Obligation, was road by Dr. id. H. Goorge;
“The Satibath and Constitutional Law,”
was discussed by Rev. Wilbur
F. Crafts
of Washington, D.
“The
Labor
C.;
Question, Its Only Solution,” was the
subject of a discourse by Rev. Charles
Rhodes of Philadelphia and “The Remedy
for Divorce Evil,” was handled by
the
Rev. Dr. T. P. Stevenson of
Philadel-

phia.

Ilia'

written lo confidentially, i will mail
111 a sealed
leiter. The plan
purs"ed by
which 1 was permanently restored lo ben hr,
and manly vigor, after years of suffering
from Itervous Weakness, night losses
and
weak, shrunken parts.
i have no scheme to extort from any one
whomsoever.
I was robbed and swindled
by the quacks until i nearly lost faith in
mankind, hut thank Heaven,
i
am now
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to
make this certain means of cure known to
ail.
Having nothing to sell or send C O n
I
want
no
Address JAS
money.
:r

HARRIS.

Delray, Mich.

Box 356.

l

Aroostook county people

below.

A dispatch from Constantinople, datei
December 12, says that Said Pasha’s re
turn to his residence was contrary to thi
public expectance. Ho drove there in thi

Mrs. David Flood, of Frost's Corner
Norway, built a fire Wednesday in a
stove iu which were cartridges.
An ex-

grateful to His Majesty,
Said
compelled to consider the intolerabh
intrigues of the polioe and consequent !;

Abatiug,

Deoember 13. Tne
terrific storm of the past two days has
done considerable damage and beprived
Nantucket
of
mails
since Tuesday.
Thnusnads of miles of winds passed
tho
The governduring
past 34 hours.
ment telepliono lines were repaired today
at sunset. All stations reported tho coast
clear and tho gale diminishing.
Turks

—

■

ariived

December 9th at Baez.
Thei
makes the situatioi

on

continued advance

extremely grave.
Gen. Navarro’s column
men are

in

a

has arrived

a

Th
30-days’ march.
most deplorable condition

Plaoetos, after

Worsted.

a

Athens,December 13.—A strong detachof Turkish troops Tugsdav attacked They aro without shoes and are so com
positons occupied by tho Christians at pletely exhausted that they n ill need
Vryse, on the island of Crete. Tho trocps long rest before thoy will bo able to re
lost 35 killed and wounded, and the loss
sume active service.
ment

of the Chrisitans was ?x kllcd.
Outsido
of Vryse Island everything is tranquil.
Game Laws In New Tork

State.

There is a general misunderstanding
of some of the provisions of the new
game laws of New Yurk state.
Game
may be sold anywhere in tho state at
any time of year, no matter whether it
is lawful to kill it in the state or not,
if it be proved thri’t it was shipped from
a point at least 300 miles distant from
the state of New York. In the state, ui
course, it must not be killed or sold except during the time provided by law.
—Buial New Yorker.
Evil

Enough.

There is evil enough iu man, God
knows! But it is not the mission of every youDg man and woman to detail and
Keep the atmosphere is
report it a'
pure as posi- ble and fragrant with gentleness and charity.—Dr. John Hall.
II. Bradfort of Vermont, celeLoyal
brated as an astronomer, lias been notified
as “Bellow of the Royal
of his election
Astronomical Society” of England.
The
total membership of the society is 35U,
but only 33 in America.
On account ot the phenomenal drought,
and above
tile Missouri River
about
Pierre, tj. D where normally it is of a
volume well entitliug it to the name of
the “Big Muddy,” is now
little more
than a crock.
A week ago tho water was
two feet below' the lowest mark ever before recorded, and in some places there
was not more than two fe.‘t
of water in
the main channel.

Physicians think

one

eye is

Jiur

The provinces of Santa Clara and Mat
are defended
by 13,000 and 300

tanez

Spanish troops respectively.
Gen. Campos is reported
to have

de
dared that the Cuban filibustering com
mittee in New York had instructed
thi
insurgents in Cuba to pursue the tactic
of devastating the oouutry
battle.

and nvoidim

New York, December 13.—A
speoia
cable
dispatch to tlio Horald fron
Havana, Cuba, says: Dispatches receive!
by La. Lucha from Madrid yesterday, sai
that orders have been issued to Spanisl
admirals in Cuban waters to have
thei:
warships escort ail transfer mail steamers
The
fears that
government
rebo
privateers may secure passage on
tin
ships and when on the high sea seizi
them. Each mail steamer now carrie
from thirty to forty natives ready to
pu
clown any mutiny and the additional
pre
caution taken by the
government lia
created considerable comment.
Reward

SHOO.

The readers of this paper will De pleases t<
learn that there 13 at least one dreaded
diseasi
that science has been able to cute in
«]] it
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarri
Cure is the only positive cure known
to tin
medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constltu

tiorial disease, requires a constitutional treat
meat. Mall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter nail v
acting directly upon the blood and mucous »ur
faces of the system, thereby destroying "tin
foundation of the disease, and giving the patien
strength by building up the constitution ant
assisting nature in doing its work. The propri
elors have so much faith In its curative power1
that

they

offer One Hundred

Dollars

for

ant

that it tails to cure. Send for list of tesli'
monials.
Address, F. J. CHENE V & CO., Toledo, OigySold by Druggists, 75c,
case

cost you

in Their

»tJVl?reiy.

destroyed.

1

ription of

th©

PapauQ *

Native Forests.

(From LippinootFs Magazine.)
The only white man known to hav 3
crossed the island of New Guinea frot 1
shore to shore, to have actually traverse j
the vast unknown interior and seen th 3

valuable gold watch and
many other
small articles, aggregating about $100.
Some of the articles were taken from the
sleeping room, but neither Mr. or gMrs.
Spear were awakened.

aboriginal Papuans

face to face in the! r
native forests, is Van Gostel. “started i j
1S74, from the mouth of the Fly river i
the gulf of Paupua, on the south coast c f
New Gunea, to run tho
frontier line
There was talk at that time of the an

Winthrop Grange dedioated
hall Wednesday.

its handThere was
attendance.
The
cost
of
large
land,
Grange hail, horse sheds, etc., was a little over $1900.

some new
a

negation of New Guinea by the
ment of Queensland, Australia,

goverr
and s j
the Dutch government resolved to defln 3
its possessions. I entered Papon with 1
detachment of a hundred Dutch soldier*
in their tidy uniforms of light blue liner
and a band of as many coolies to
carr

sovereign.

Madrid, December 13.—A dispatch fron
Havana says:
Advices received
fron
Santa Clara state the rebel forces unde
Maceo have
Gomez and
united
am

Calais people, with their usual promt t
generosity, offered to provide a fine ne' s
sot of colors for the steamer St.
Croix
but General Manager Coyle, of the Intel
has
uatioual Steamship Co.,
declined tli
He says
offer in appreciative words.
was in his company’s original contrai
with the builders that thoy furnish overj
thing needed in the bunting line. Tfc
same arrangement is always made who ■
the company builds new boats.

Van Gestel'g Degc

Burglars entered the house of E. B.
Spear, Middle St, Rockland, Wednesday
night and stole a small sum of money, a

felt bound to reiterate his request
t-i
leave Turkey. Despite this, the Sultai
on thirteen occasions sent his
chamber

Cuba.

a

spring.

iiijuxiug

At the quarterly conference of
the
Green St. Methodist ohuroh, Augusta,
Rev. C. S. Cummings was unanimously
invited to remain with this society for
another year.

supplies.
The Kennebec took a splendid freeze,
Monday night, the ice thickening with
the continued cold weather.
The ice
never was in better
condition, and ice
men state that tho usual cut will be harvested.

“The interior of New Giuiuea is on a
vast mass of upheaved granite, withou t
traces of mineral or metal ores, the strat 1
tilted and piled topsy-turvy.
Everywhere the work of volcanio erup
tions is to be seen. Suoh a thinly popu

Martin Ford, who is alleged to
have
shot at A. N. Smith, Tuesday afternoon,
appeared before Judge Rowell, of Augusta, Wednesdhv. Ho was placed under $1000 bonds to await the action of the
grund jury at the next term of court.
Fniling to procure the necessary sureties,
Ford wont to jail.

£

There are now 94 scholars in tho Madawaska training
school, representing
Van Bureu, Grand
Isle, Madawaska,
Frenchville, St. Francis and the plantatious of Eagle
Lake, Waliagrass and
Allegash
\

Durham,

says

two

lives at South
men called
at his

lated region, considering the fact that i
was an absolutely
new country and tha t
fruits and small game were so plentiful
I did
not suppose oould exist.
Th B0
natives we saw from time to time at'a dif
tanoe mostly; they never molested uTheir heads were flat on top, with long,
curly, black hair; they went entire!
naked. Their
buttocks extended
ou
eight and oven 10 inches, this repulsiv ?
deformity constituting a fleshy suppor
amply capable of sustaining a child in
sitting position, or was this thoir mos c
marked peculiarity. Home of the nurs
iug mothers threw their breasts back ove
their shoulders or under their arms, a
will, to feed the infaut carried in a slin ;»
between their shouldars.
“The Papuans are a very unattractiv 3
race to look
upon. In arms they wpr 3
piimitive to a degree that was astonish
iug. They had neither bowg nor spear 1
that I saw, their only* weapon bein
stone hatchets. Of the use of metals the 7
seemed to bo entirely ingnorant. In th 3
dry season they made their homes i a
caves, which thoy found or exoavated fc r
■

Tho first train cn the Ashland Branoli
reached Masardis Wednesday at
noon,
and a big dinner was given in that town
that night at o o’clock, by the citizens
in honor Of the event. Miss Jennie Stirnson came down on the
train, she being
the first passenger from Masadris ou tho
new line.
Ashland will be reaohed in a
week.

Ira A. Crossman, who

good Cigar.

a

just as easy to have
good smoke as a

paid th a
Auugstn
by
liquor
dealers,
Monday
against whoi 1
indictments were brought at this term.

Thioves entered tire stable of David
The Union Lime Company has beei ;
Goweu at Windsor last Saturady night
organized in Rockland with a capita
and stole a horse blanket and a pair of stock
of $10,000, of which $4000 is sub
double harnesses. There is no clue to
scribed and paid in by conveyance of th' j
the thieves.
plant. The stockholders are C. E. Lit
tlefleid and E. S. Farwell, of Rockland
The reoeption Tuosuay evening from 7
and G. W. Bachelor of Union.
Officer
to 10 at Sidney Kalish’s, in honor of Kevwero
elected as follows:
C. E. Little
Charles Well, the new pastor of the UniE. S. Farwell, clerk am 1
versalist church, Belfast,
and of Kev. field, president;
treasurer; C. E. Littlofleld.E. t>. Farwel l
Myra Kingsbury, the retiring pastor, was aud G. W. Bachelder
directors.
a very interesting
occasion and participated iu by a large nuruber.
TRAVELS THROUGH NEW GUINEA,

pi-uaiuu luuuncu,

MISCELLANEOUS.

It’s

They have hard luck with the eleotrio
Thieves robbed the schooner Robei t
road and ligiits at Bangor. The
Commercial says: “The Pubiio Works com- Pettes at Isieboro, of the coats, boots an
0
pany has only steam power enough to rubbers belonging to the crew, and &
a
run one system at
when the in the pocket of Chester Perkins.
time;
are
on
the cars can’t be run, and
lights
when the oars are r unning
the lights
William Brown, the South Monmoutl 1
won’t give so much light as the wrong
who makes a business of trappin S
end of a lightning bug. ft is much like man,
foxes, has taken this season sixty foxes
the small steamer with
the gigantic His record
during the past few season 1
whistle—every time they wanted to blow has been
100, and he thinks he can boa t
that whistle they had to stop her engine.
that soore before

While

Have

|

poor one,

they

the

same.

]I

^

°

o

tjrunswick

t

Tuesday *92,000 of the *113,000 Belfast
been refunded. The balanoe
those in the
will come in slow as nil
near vioinlty have already been presented

country.

The letter concluded with an expressioi
of gratitude to Sir Philip Currie and his
wife. Throughout the
communication:
with the palace Said
Pasha had ful.
liberty of action.
Constantinople dispatches to the Times
say that the French dispatch boat.
thf
Fancon, is duo to arrive there on the ISti
and that the dispatch boats of the othe:
Powers will arrive singly, later.
Another dispatch to the Times from thf
same source says that Said Pasha’s returi
to his home was
due to
the
pressurt
brought to bear by Larsjn Kffendi, tin
Sultan’s first secretary
and
Tewfil
Pasha.
The correspondent adds that il
would he vain to predict a sequel to -thi

:

_

was

ol' His Majesty’s good will, and ask that
he abandon his intention.
The Sultan
moreover, gave written assurances,
fo:
which reasons he remained five days
a:
the embassy, depsite his intention to re
main only one night.
But on the on<
hand his request had not met witli
a
favorable reply. While on the other ham
he felt obliged to attest bis appreoiatior
of the sentiments and assurances of hi:

MISCELLANEOUS.

Nearly $3,000 in fines was
Kennebec superior court, at

fours had

carriage of Sir Philip Currie, the Britisl
ambassador accompanied
by the drags
men of the British embassy. On the sam<
the police,
who had
evening
beet
stationed around the embassy were with
drawn.
Said Pasha, in his letter to Sir Philij
Currie, dwelt upon his forty-three yean
of public service including live vizieratei
and said that now his health was
ex
liausted lie was unable to bear the
bur
ileus of the post that the Sultan wishei
him to assume.
His Majesty afterwardi
offered him a special appointment in tin
diioct
to
important affairs of state
palace
Unhappily his health did not allow bin
His purpose in going to thi
to do this.
embassy was to escape their embarrass
incuts and thereafter to leave the
country
with his family.
Said intended to pass one night at thi
embassy, in which belief bo wrote immediately to tile grand vizier, expressing thi
hotio that his roquust would be favorably
On the same evening,
how
regarded.
ever, the Sultan sent his foreign ministei
and the president of the council
to Sii
Phillip Currie and informed Said
thai
His Majesty continued to hold his forme:
grand vizier in high favor and had entiri
confidence in his fidelity. On the follow
ing day the Sultan gave similar assttr
ances to tlio other
embassies, expressing
a desire that Said should not
leave
tin

is highly praised.
Storm

having

They have ordered a dozen more of
those Swedish game birds from the old
country to replenish the breeding stock
at the yards in Auburn.

RETURN.

At the evening session Mayor Hooper
delivered an address of wolcome, which
was responded to by Rev.
Dr.
H.
H. episode,
A Constantinople dispatch to the Daily
George, who stated the aims of the movefelt
ment in a paper read by Rev. Dr. D. B. Telegaph says that it is generally
that Said lias stultified himself byleaviiij
Wilson of Pittsburg on
“The Three-fold
the
embassy.
Peril of Our Public Schools,”
suppleThe Chronicle’s correspondent says tiial
mented by an address
on
the
p; ose tit some
regard Said as playing a very deef
from
secular government, by
perils
and that these perhaps are better
Bishop Nicholson of Philadelphia. Rev. game,
informed
than those wiio believe that he
Dr. G. W. Enders of York, Pa., Z conhas
actod
foolishly.
cluded the evening’s programme with an
address on “Christian Government, Our
Frightened I'.auly.
Safety from Present Perils.”
Constantinople, December 12.— Tliert
was a panic today among the inhabitants
The Cuban Situation.
of Galata and Pera, suburbs of this city
Havana, December 12.—Rebel Leaders on the north side of the Golden Horn, thf
Gomez and Maceo are still evading an en- inhabitants of which aro mostly Europear
Christians. Many shops are closed
gagement with the Spanish troops. They to a false report that disorders owin*
liav<
are encamped upon the Gonzalez coffee broken out in the city. The
report had iti 1
plantation. A number of Cenfuegos left origin in a street brawl between tw< 1
Armenians.
When the truth
becami 1
there this morning when they heard of
known confidence was restored and
tin
the arrival of 41ie Spanish forces in the
The British torpedt
shops reopened.
The military tribunal is desir- boat Driad, mounting six guns,
includ
vicinity.
ous that a death penalty shall be imposed ing four six pound rapid firing guns ant
the Italian despatch
boat Arcbimede
upon the rebel leader ’Acoho, who is a mounting six guns
pased through thi i
prisoner in the hands of the Spanish Dardanelles together today
The Driat
troops. Advices from Sancti-Spiritus say takes the place of the Cockatrice, Britisl
which
sailed yesterday to jyii
that a Spanish column under Col. Segua guardsjhp,
the fleet at Salouica.
had an encounter with a band of rebels,
causing a loss of 130 kiliod and wounded.
LOOKS GRAVE.
Among the killed were a brigadier and a
of
the
rebel
general
captain
The
army.
courae and
military skill of Col. Segua Spain Is Worried Over tlie Outlook I

Nantucket, Mass.,

are

very cold weather.
Wednesday
morning it was 16 degrees below at Norat
other
and
stations
along the line
Oross,
of the Bangor & Aroostook railroad the
thermometer run from 6 to 10 degrees
some

save us.

SAID PASHA’S

house on Friday
evening, the iiOth inst.
having four horses, stating that one o
their horses was tired and they wantei
to loave him as thoy were going to Bat]
and would he back Sunday and get him
The men have never been back and h
lias the hi r ;e in his possession.
He i
about six years old ; oolor, gray.

plus after ahargos, *12,771.

Christiani

ty

INTEREST.

The October statement of the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad shows gross earnings
*82,970; expenses *51.520; net *31,450; snr-

work of extermination
continues. Thi
massacred people number 100,000. Half
and temperance
reforms, and of such million survivors have taken refuge ii
amendment to the Constitution of the the forests and mountains where
they an
United States as will suitably acknowl- feeding upon herbs and
roots.
Hunge
edge God and the supremacy of His law and cold have begun to ravage
greatly
over the nation, will, for the next two lii the name of humanity and

SHOO

ONE HONEST MANDear Editor: Please inform your readers

STATE TOPICS OF

London, December 18.—The followiut
from
telegram
Constantinople, datei
December 6, and signed by a number o
Armenians in that city, has readied Lon
don. Armenia is in her last
gasp, 'j’bi

Cigar

*

TTiADE MARI'
is GOOD and you will like it and
buy it again.
Sold by first-class dealers
everywhere.
'Wholesale depot.

E.

L. STANWOOD

&

CO,

PORTLAND,

,

MAINE.

by Preble House. McDonough & Sheridan, 235 Congress street; .John Williamson
Congress and Free streets. Portland. Me.; 1). W. Heseltine & Co.. Congress and Myrtle streets
Portland, Me.; Irving A. I.ibbery, 670 Congress street. Portland. Me.: J. C. F Stephenson
Congress and Warren streets, Portland, Me.; .1.1). Keefe, 20r> Middle str-et, Portlmd, Me ; .1
H. Hammond, Free and Center streets, Portland. Me.; Fred A. 'turner. Congress and Washing
ton streets, Portland, Me.; Portland, Me.;
Landers &
Port
Babbidge.
Druggists.
land. Me.; Hurlburt Bros., Pharmacists. 040 Congress St. Portland. Me.; John Cox. Monumen’
E. K. Guentliner. Apothecary
Square, Portland, Me.; J. H. Hamel. Pharmacist, Portland. ':
Exchange and Federal Sts. Portland, Me.; Geo. W. Merrill, Apothecary, 271 Middle St. Portland Me.; Edward Stevens. Apothecary. Portlan 1 and Parris Sts. Portland, Me; H. A. Harding.
16 Monument Square, Portland. Me.; Smith St Broe, Druggists, Congress and. Center Sts. Portland, Me.; It. G.Thompson, 278 Middle St. Portland, Me.
i! o\ 2 lid 1 \vt eodi w k s
For sale

..

themselves.
Some of these cave dwellings I visited, discovering fragments of
their repasts and occasionally a broken
stone ax. In the rainy season they live
high in the trees, where they build rude
houses of sticks laid around and intertwined with the branches, thatched with
dried alang-alang, and reached by shaky
looking stiok ladders.
“Most startling was the solitude, the
destitution of life and motion, in the
great central plareaus which we reached
in our gradual ascent from the river level.
There were plenty of small creatures of the
squirrel tribo some of the peculiar pigheaded deer we have in Java, and an oeoasional little tiger oat, rather handsome
than hurtful looking. That was all.
I
saw
in
from the
my whole journey,
mouth of the Fly river on the southeast
const to Geelvink bay on the northwest,
not a single beast of
prey unless those
pretty little spotted tree oats coill be
dignified by that name. Not a kangaroo
of either the tree-olimbing or grass jumping variety was seen, nor any of the
dingoes or wild dogs elsewhere reported.
I did see a number of specimens of the
great bat called by the natives kalong or
‘flying dog, with Its curious coat of light
brown hair and it wing expanse of six
feet—truly a formidable looking creature
but not hurtful as I found it.
“But of birds there is, I verily believe,
a
vaster profusion of more
'beautiful
tints und delicate
plumage in New
Guinea than anywhere else in the world.
They fairly flamed through those somber
forests, which but for their bright hues
and sharp cries would have been funereally suggestive. What a paradise the Interior of New Guinea would be lor a
uaturalist! From the great cebu, which
devours
and
the
stones,
cassowary,
through all the species of seafowl and
the bird of paradise, down to tho cockatoos and the wood pigeons, there wore
birds of beauty in never-ceasing variety
and numbers.
“At suitable stations along the route I
had the soldiers nail up on trees the
Dutch flag and iron charts of the Dutch
coat of arms, on most of whioh no white
man’s eyes have since fallen. When we
reached Geelvink hay and realized that
our task was finished, and that Holland’s
part of New Guinea was so definitely determined then and thenceforth that no
other nation could lay claim to it, we
and it must have
gave a rousing cheer,
been
music in the ears of the solitary
post holder whom the government had
even then for some years
maintained on
the
coast. The poor fellow probably
didn’t see a friendly face more than half
a dozen times a year. He lived in a block
house, watching the coaling station for
the Dutch war vessels in those waters.”
NEW USES FOR

The

Developments

ALUMINUM.

of the Past Year in

Ap-

plications of the White Metal.

(From

the Aluminum

World.)

The new and many large uses which
have been found for aluminum during
the past year are so numerous and of such
varied natures that but a synopsis can
be given in covering this field.
The

greater
success,
however, has been
along the line where copper and brass are
to be replaced, and in this respect there
is practically no
limit. In
ship construction aluminum has made remarkable strides. Every one is familiar with
the good results obtained through the use
of aluminum in the construction of the
Defender, as well as in the construction
of light boats used in the Wellman expedition and in many parts of' small and
large craft constructed in this country of
late.

It woud

seem

European nations

are

however

quicker

that the
in realizing
naval pur-

the benefits of this metal for
poses. France and England are foremost.
Aluminum vessels are now
being constructed in these countiie3 for navigation
of rivers in China and in countries where
access to the Interior is difficult,
excepting by the use of light and durable craft.
The trench government is
going extensively into the construction of torpedo
boats. Yarrow & Co., the Engish shipbuilders, are at preseut in the lead of all
other foreigners in the successful use of
aluminum in ship construction.
The metal is now used in the manufacture of air-ports,
lanterns, signal
lights and fittings of all kinds for yachts,
including their cooking utensils. Aluminum has been used to advantage in the
last year in the construction of
-pacing
sheila The United States navy
department Is now experimenting with certain
enamel paints which it is claimed will entirely prevent any slight corrosion which
might be caused by the action of the salt
water upon it.
The uses for aluminum
in the construction of bicycles have been
of
late and thoy have given most
many
satisfactory results. A firm in St. Louis
is manufacturing a bicycle tlie frame of
which is oast in one piece of aluminum.
Its handle bar and forks are of the same
metal. Another company in
Torrington,
Ct., is using aluminum rims entirely.
In handle bars, forks, rims, mud
guards,
lanterns, reflectors, tool boxes, and baggage carriers, and many
other minor
parts aluminum is being freely and successfully used.
A novel and practical use for the metal
is the
construction of sulkies in this
country and jinrikislias in Jauau. Experiments along this line are now being
made. The demand for aluminum cast
The
ings is steadily on the increase.
Pittsburg reduction company after much
experimental work lias produced an al
ioy which does not materially increase
th specific gravity of the metal aud gives
a casting
which, in tensile strength, exceeds that of cast iron or brass.
Patterns
made of aluminum are largely in use beoause of the lightness and durability.
The value ortho metal in horseshoes

aud more e-pocially in racing plates,
is no iongor a matters of
conjecture.
Experiments are now being made with
aluminum wire to replace rawhide in the
The demand
stitching of horse collars.
for aluminum kitchen utenils has been
this
year, consuming thus
fairly tripled
vast quantities of sheet and ingot metal
in such cast ware as tea kettles, skillets,
Fancy articles
preserving kettles, etc.
of all kinds are becoming popular such
frames for hand miras combs, brusehs,
rors, jewelry and medals.
Another large use for the metal which
has recently developed is for
signs and
The use of aluminum for natletters.
ters’ irons is beginning to he appreciated for the reason that it heats rapidly and
retains heat much longer i than
iron.
Aluminum is a most effective agent end
useful in iron and steel castings. It is
usually added in proportions of from onequarter to one pound to tlte ton of steel,
the above being added as the steel is being poured into the mold and the uss of
aluminum in east iron is becoming more
general as its advantages are appreciated.
There are many reasons for this use of
aluminum, but, briefly, it is instrumental in producing a sound ingot with a
consequent decrease of scrap or other loss,
and as a result the sale of aluminum ingots for this purpose has increased remarkably during the year
lie metal s being used largely in photographic instruments anti electrical appliances § Large quantities of the metal
have been and wi l bo devoted to a process
for the purifying of water, known as the
eiectro-alummum process. It is also being
used for artificial limbs and surgioal inThe value of aluminum in
struments.
army

equipments isjpraotically reoognized

in the construction of knap sacks, canscabbards and buttons—in short,
all articles carried by the soldier in which
aluminum may tend to lessen the weight
to be carried.
Two out of the 10 German
army corps are now entirely equirpded
with aluminum
wherever its presenco
is practical and two others are now being
similarly equipped.
Manufacturers of
various kinds, cartridge
projectiles of
and
similar
articles
which
sheds,
up to the present time have been manufactured almost exclusively of brass are
now looking hopefully forward to aluminum.
it can be positively said now that
aluminum is in competition with brass
aud that the next year will show a very
decided and rapid increase in the use of
aluminum foi supplying the place of the
above metal.

teens,

NOTICE OF QUARANTINE.
The cattle commissioners of ibe Stale o?
Maine, having fouii'i from recent experience
that it has become absolutely necessary to
supplement our former notice of quarantine
issued January 1st, 189J. so that it shall include not only Ma?sacbuswits, hut all other
for dairy or
states, order that no catrle
breeding purposes shall be brought
into
tb»s state either by road
water, railroad or
other conveyance until further notice; and
all suc h cattle entering our stare, wirhout
a permit signed
by some member of our
hoard will be subject to quarantine at ’he
owner’s expense, und the attention of all
persons is directed to chapters 177 and 194
of !he public laws
of Maine, wnicn
will
hereafter be rigidly enforced.

JOHN W. DEERING, President.
V. G. BEAL*. treasurer.
GEO. H. BAILEY. D. V. S.,
State Vetenriary Surgeon.
Deering, Nov. 12th. ’95.
novl6dlwteod3w

Christmas: Music
FOR 1895.
ANTHEMS,

CAROLS,
SOLOS,
School
Concert
Sunday
Exercises,
SACRED

Sacred Christmas Can-

tatas,
Secular
Mail orders

Cantatas.

promptly filled.

Large stock of

Pianos for the Christmas

ade.

CRESSEY JONES & ALLEN’S
MUSIC

HOUSE,

538 Congress Streets.
__nov26eodtt

SPENCER TRASK

& CO.,

BANKERS,
27

29 PITS'E

&

STREET.

N'EW YORK.
State

&

—

James Sts., Albany,
DEALERS IN

—

Municipal, Railroad,

and

Other Investment
Securities-

Offerings Submitted,

and

Regular

Circular Mailed to any address upon

application

~

MUNYOjI

Mrs. Holt

Says

His

Improved

pany From

claim to have succeeded in niping in the
hud a scheme the General Electric Company to land a number of non-union men
in that city to take the places of the
strikers.
Yesterday afternoon
giving the name of Dillingham,
the strikers’ headquarters and
if the strike had been adjusted.
being informed in the negative
that he came from Bangor, Mo.,

Holt,

296 Champlain street
Detroit, Mioh., says “There is no doubt
ing the power of Mnnyon’s Khoumatisr 1
cure over disease.
For ten years I was
constant sufferer from rheumatism.
M
feet were swollen, and I could not leav 3
We tried ail kinds of medicines
my bed.
but I never found roliof. Finally I be
gan using Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure
The first
dcse worked a
marvelou
change, and after 1 had finished one hot
tie the swell ing
in my foot was gone
Now I am entirely cured and cannot sa;
enough in praise of Munyon’s Rheuma
tism Cure.”
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure never fail
to relieve in 1 to 3 hours, ana cures in ; 1
lew days.
Price 25 cents.
Munyon’s Dyspepsia! Cure isguarantcec
to cure all forms of indigestion andstom
aoh troubles. Price 25 cents.
Munyon’s Catarrh Remenies positively
cure.
Price, 26 cents each.
MuDyon’s Kidney Curo speedily cure!
in
the back, loins and groins, am
pains
all form of Kidney
disease. Price, 21
cents.

Munyon’s Vitalizer restores lest poweri
weak men. Price, ft

At
A separate cure for each disease.
all druggists, mostly 25 cents a bottle.
Personal letters to professor Munyon,
1505 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa., an
swered with free medical advice for auj
disease.

Speaks

at

the

Dinner

Boston.

ly undertaken.

A regular meeting of the Boston Papet
Trade Association was held at the BrunsAbout t6C
Wednesday.
wiok, Boston,

spend
family
to

repairing

§1.25

to 7.00

a

One lot of All Wool Pants at

pair.

is

styles

25

to select from,

price

Keefers,

REEFERS.

SHORT

lictures,

LINEN COLLARS and

PANTS.

size 13

and 2.00,

some

heart

glad.

Don’t

neglect

the
**

__

_

_

_

IRA

F.

deplorably prevalent

nineteenth
die
but

_

_

_

„

„

CLARK

Stock.

©hp
years,

passed

over

their heads.

breaking down,” experiences loss
strength, sleep, and appetite,
once

It Is

just

as we

Selected

always carry.

The largest and Best Assortment
to be found Cast of Bostou.

Hardman, Cabler,

take

Bacon,

and

other

First

Class Pianos.

Bovimne!

of

we are

sole

CO.,

Wholesale and Retail representatives in the New Englrud States

j

but

a

builder-up

and flesh tissue.

giving properties,
as an invigorator

Eight of the representative Pianos of America, is sufficient gurantee of our ability to meet all
competition. Old Pianos or Organs taken in exchange. Catalogues mailed free on application.

the

;|
;

and

body,
gives

517 CONGRESS STREET.-T. C.

and its action

a

Sons

Co.,

McGDULDRICH, Manager.

OF

new

...

els. to

\

Will enable you to have music in your home at
any and all times, without the aid of a musiof
the
family, as the operation of playing it is so
simple that it can he learned by anyone with a
member

J.

“““

***

m

'W

~~

fioOKS
<J
J
FANCY GOODS l
\J
t
Christmas Gifts. \
M.STEINERT&SONS GO,, ?l
$
-AND-

-FOR-

•

Sole New England Kepresentatives for the
Steinway, Hardman. Gabler, Bacon, and
other First ('lass Pianos.

t

£

visit to
these facts.

{

STEVENS & JONES CO. .SJEilS;,..

d

T. C.

McCOULDRIC.WIgr.
617 Cojisress Street,

octlC

dtl

CHOICEST STOCK,.
.LOWEST PRICES.
A

our

store

are now

will convince

you

of

3
?

Fourth, Third and Second Classes of the
City Grammar Schools.
For particulars address,
93 PARK ST.

Second Hand Furniture Men Use Them.

J(TrDA N,

104
novl2

FOE

Gold
lO lbs.

=

being received

y^=See display

A
BAG
OF

I Shifts & Drawers
The Alaska stock is not
the goods will not
shrink, they contain all the
SANITARY qualities and
will OUTWEAR any other
goods of the same price.
Manufactured only by the
MT. ANTHONY MILLS.
The dollar quality selling
i
for

colored,

lO lbs.

WEST INDIA SEA SALT

and

i

early

an

UNTDBR

|

during

Weather, 1

For the

Bath,

in window.

li HAR10N 20

LOW,

Exchange

St.,

ME.

GEO.

THE SEELEY HARD RUBBER TRUSS, $1-00

BY

A. F. HILL & CO.,

TUB

AMERICAN

SILVER

Congress

RANDALL &

MUSTER,

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and
Burning Goals for Domestic Use.

ALL OTHERS.

DP,, a. o. WEST’S NERVE AND DRAIN TREATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agent* only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power; Lost Mai hood;
Quickness; Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Oonsuinr-ion, Insanity
and Death. By mail, $1 a bur, six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
Sold by J. H. Hammond, corner Free and
Center Sts.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and
Lafayette Sts., and H. P. S. Goold, 581 Con
gesa 8t.. Portland. Me.
_

$50 REWAR
Cumberland

ss.
Sheriff’s Office.
Portland He., Dee. 8 2, ’5)5.
I will pay to any person or persons the sum of Fifty Dollars
($50) for the recovery of the
body of a child, about two
months old, supposed to have

Pocahontas

Frye,

DIRUCCIST

320
THE

NEW

YORK

ELASTIC

forge

75

Spring

St.

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

McKENNEY,
OPEN

Jeweler,

:

EVENINGS.

PloridLa
through

Washington.
Charleston via,;

2

Richmond

and

Atlantic Coast Line
Trains
33aily

a
of the celebrated “New Yort and
Florida Special.” Excursion tickets to
all important Points.
Johnson, N. E. Agt., 300 Washington Sr. Boston
dec7dlmo

100-3

OFFICE:

Opens November 25tl 7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
M.W&Ftf
ap3

WM. 21.

j

MARKS,

Card

Book,
PRINTERS*

0? Z-£

STEPHEN BERRY,
book rp s’-'8 purnm
PlTfiil Elk®

the

monument Square.

-ANB-

37

Prices Eight.

Rouet

Reading Room open every evening an<
Fuuday afternoon.
Classes, if desired, ii
Reading. Writng, etc; Club lor debate ant
of
study
Parliamentary Practice; classes
in cooking and sewing; Amusement Rooms
at
House or to E. C
Fraternity
Apply
JORDAN, President, 171 Dan forth hr.
TTcloi
ubvsa

£0,

Spoons,

>

use.

TRUSS, 75c

^FRATERNITY.

Desert

Goods Eight.

(Semi-Bituminous) and

Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Cannel.

eodtf

PORTLAND

Free-j

St.

decO

Spoons,

SILVER

Table Spoons, Berry Spoons, Ladles,
Cold Meat Forks and hundreds of
Fancy Pieces in the latest patterns.

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and

,

Congress

STERLING

gvei

dtf

Geo. C.

Congress St.

Street.

Tea

advantages

POSSESSES

500

APOTHECARY,
320

TRUSS

•

FRYE

G.

\

75 Cents.

CTS.

474 Congress St.
eodtf

AGEMT.

PORTLAND,

fail

_

nov8

L. W. LITTLEFIELD,

Don’t

year,

a

a

boy.

SEA BATH

a

selection.

J been abandoned in the woods
I near Prides Corner, Holiday
night, November 25th.
SAMUEL B. PLUMMER,
Sheriff.'
dee!2dtf
1

j

and Choice

it is well to make

DEC. 2.

“

of

CHRISTMAS

a Class, MONDAY, December©
to Fit Pupils for tlie

STATE

HOLIDAY GOODS,

——

MISS SARGENT

R. H.

m. DYER & GO.

nov30

Handkerchiefs, Silk

25c; Celluloid Collars, 18c; Celluloid

THE LUXURY

GIFT BOOKS

CLASSES

$3.7a.

few days’ practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but is
capable or the moot delicate shaaiugs of tempo*
and expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
.ADolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to the highest grades of classical and
All the Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arranged lor
the Pollan, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
The tone of the vEolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with the different
parts.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call and
hear it.

The

Holiday

Our

Imp cod

Cor. Market & Federal Sts.,

■

by every

nov22

Novelties in Leather, China and Glass.
A large and choice
assortinent of dll Linen Embroidered Handkerchiefs from 35

An AEOLIAN
used

All arrangements made in advance.

Has been using a National Casts
Register for over a year. Ask
liim what he thinks abotst it.

——

MONDAY,

i use is continued.

2 for

Initial

Christmas comes but once
or

man

some

BOOKS.

Washington.

Kaymond & Whitcomb’s Excursions to Aj
lanta.
Special excursions to Atlanta.
Raymond and Whitcomb Excursions
to
California.
Special 9 mos. excursions to California.
Special
Florida.
Low rales to or from all parts of Europe.
Cheap rates to points North, South, East and
West.

dtf

BRAND OPENING...

i iease of life, wherein poor health
,! is an unnecessary adjunct if its

cian.
It can be

to

__dectidtf

YOU ARE INVITED TO OOR

of each of the

sufferer

&

dfe 12

By its strength-

organs of
it stops the decline,
to the .prematurely

broken-down

Sfeinert

Wl.

of brain, nerve,

life-maintaining

great

Office.

Ticket

Special Excursion

Will open

-\

that greatest of concentrated food
preparations. It is not a medicine,

Tree

GRAMMAR SCHOOL

FOR TBF SALE OF—

=

pain

Leading One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and Furnishers,
26 and 28 monument sq., Portland.

The

■

STEINWAY & SONS.
The fact that

eeitain
Portland subscribers a brigh
agent soliciting them to change to a me
tailic circuit.
The arrangement is as fo!
lows: The present ground circuit is ;i
old ins tliod and :s becoming more am
more difficut for
conversation. You ar
§4S for :he present
uusttisp yiug
Mow
for
§64 w 3
artery
systi m
will put in a met til 0
oiieuit, lor §7 >
oub
on
tbo
with
two
line, for S!) )
tho
with
Jiuo
to
th<
yourself.
metallic circuit you can ta k plainly witi
other metallic crcuils.
Allowing thes
facta a metallic circuit with the presen 1
as
bad as ever,
[
be
circuit
will
ground
have
with
tested a metallic circuit
ground circuit in tho iat afternoon,whe'
most telephones are at tlieir worst, aui
found the lino as noisy and difficult a 3
my cwu for conversation.
For many years this wealthy foreig:
corporation has had the freedom and con
trol of Portland and has paid nothing fo
the vamable frauehiso. It lias dug u
our streets and placed its
unsightly pole 3
on our prinipal
highways. The eompan 7
has made its own terms, and today fut
nishes its subscribers with an antiquate J
telephone system which for one half tb 3
day is practically useless.
Today i
comes to a few subscribers and states thn
lor a rental increased one third over th
present price it will furnish a systen ;
that will enable 0110 10 use the telephone
Tho few who are comp died bv
situatioi
and business to pay this extra will b
used as a whip to drive others to do like
it stems to me that this rich cor
wise,
poration which lifts the monopoly of uu
town and cities should give its patrons 1
modern service at its present rates am ‘
that it is time for the citizens of Port
land to demand a seivioe that
will q
what we pay for in advance.

Especially
THE

a

W

UNDER U. S. HOTEL.

IN ALL THE LATEST DESIGNS AND POPULAR WOODS.

Maine Pension

Collars,

all style;

Department,

Jlring

••

I

Agency.
the Maine Pension Aganc;
-Speaking
Captain H. \V. Flack said Wednesday
“For the fiscal year ending Juno JO, 1S95
tfcis tiger cy has lest by death 079 pen
sioaers.
However, by allowances am
transfer?, 07! 1: ve been added to the lists
thus making an increase in number o
;
19d for the year.
Ii ihe same
ratio o

Pine

HOLIDAY TRADE.

he is

of

should at

Was ]\Tot

out as

feels* that

who

man

CUFFS,

Children’s
joy to

our

opportunity.

™

©€

o-

FOR

the full allotment of their

time had

|

Thousands

century.

annually young in
as
completely worn

The

PIANOS I

this

■--

—

though

fancy, Silk Handkerchiefs,

and

Proprietor.

Age

Camel’s Hair Hose at 19c

GLOVES-- Dress Gloves, 1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00. Working Gloves, oil tanned, at 19c
Buck and Calf Skin, lined and unlined, at 45c, 75c, 1.00,1.25 and 1.60.
We carry an immense line of Mackintoshes and Umbrellas and quote the Lowest Prices.

pair.

by 16, all framed in White and Gold, with $3.09 worth from
to make

_

for 25c.

pair

Cuffs, 34c.

Pants, 21c, 45c, 75c, 98c, 1.25, 1,50, 1,75
Deautilul

2

pair.

Mufflers, Fancy Suspenders, Common Suspenders.

from 2.50 to 7.00,

ODD

a

Handkerchiefs, plain

Linen

5,00.

Hose,

Cashmere Half

Hosiery—English

CHILDRENS
Children’s

GOODS,

Men’s white and mixed Underwear at
Underwear for all. Boys’ Underwear at 25c and 45c.
19e, 45c,75c,$1.00, 1.25,1.50 and 2.00. Contocook W Underwear at 75c, Uontocook A Underwear at
1.08 each, worth 1.25 at wholesale.

OVERCOATS.

Short Pant Suits, from 1.00 to 12,00,
One lot of fine all wool Suits at 3,00, former

from 4.00 to 12.00.

prices

FURKTISHIKTG

Heavy Wool Hose at 25c

GJAlilN AWAi.

in

pair, worth 4.00.

a

»

Premature
Old

§2.25

--

to 20.00.

Children’s Cape Overcoats, from 2.00 to 8,00.
Children’s Ulsters,
fron^4.00 to 14,00.

Plans.

lican nomination for President was
retoday by his political managers
who tolegiaphed to tno
Planters hotel,
St.
Louis, engaging thirty rooms as the
Harrison headquarters.”

State of the Union, he does not pro
re
pose to work in the interest of any
sort, of any man, but for tho whole Statt
cf Maine.”
The indications are that Mr.
Swotth
first presentation of this lecture at City
Hall ..ext Monday evening will attraci
a large audience.
Seats at Williamson’!
d- -g store.

DOCTOR.

good, durable Low Priced Ulsters. Price, quality, workmanship guaranteed, at §4.98,
6.00, 8.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00, 18.00, 20.00, 22.00 and 25.00.
In still finer grades at §15.00, 18.00,20.00,
at §4.98, 6.00, 8.00, 10.00,12.00.

his

moved

unapproachable bargains are

28.00.

And

Men’s Odd Pants from

Boston, December 12.— An Indianapolis
special says: “All doubt as to ex-President Harrison’s candidacy for the Repub-

mer

ti

CHILDREN’S

with

Odd Short

Harrison's

every resort, every lake of any iinpcrtauoi
and every island that anyone is likely
to see, and has made himself thoroughly
familiar wtlr the hunting
and fishing
sections of the State.
“While ho proposes to boom Maine ir
tho souse that ho hopes to interest peopli
in other States in this, the great sum

sending

Boys’ Kersey and Melton Overcoats, fiom 5.00
Boys’ Ulsters, from 4.00 to 16.00.
Boys’ Suits, from 4.00 to 18.00 a suit.

Bowers

it

Still liner and

SMOIS.mO JACKETS.

Alba street, Earlville.
M. Clark has gone to Boston
her sister, who
is dangerously

see

Durable, handsome Garments at

styles to select from.

and attractive

new

§3.98, 5.00. 6.00, 8.00. 10.00 and 12.00.

•---xox

of Boston will
with Mr. Fisher and

Louis
Goddarfi
dwelling house.

Picturesque Maine.
A weli known Maine writer recently alluded to Mr. K. C. Swett’s new lecture
as follows:
“His purpose is to show te
residents of other States what Maine it
like.
With this end in view le hai
worked for mere than two years gather
ing photographs and material from every
section of tho State.
He has
visitei

and

BIB CTCDC
LO | Ci6\Ob

r I BYI b

JIIEM’S FIMJE PAAITS.

family

Mr.

of rhe United States.

is

VbliVwH 1 da
20.00, 22.00, 25.00

18.00,

CBfUiir

All the

A

MEN’S FINE SUITS. MeiP^Busiimss^Suits

again.

unquestionaniy capable o:
Maine
doing their own 11 anufacturing.
to
no
te in her loyalty to
th<
yields

To the Editor of the Press:
The Itoephone i omj any

15.00,

vi

who has been confined to
his house for two weeks with cold is out

are

'3 lie Teleiite’iie Service.

at

V

on

Mr.

your assistance. Our people are developing with a mighty energy our vast re
sources.” All the people of Maine are
uuited in this development,the jobbers as
well as the manufacturers.
The Ameri-

deaths cc a fill lie which has been
up ti
date since June 80, wo sh ill loso 1009 bj
flea li this jcar.
The lots will undoubt
in
idly i;e made good, however,
by
creases from ai.0wr.u0c3 and transfers, ”
The Augusta agency pays out quarter
Jy in the neighborhoi 1 of ?SO),0:iu, tuak
log an annual sum of over Si,OGO.000. O
the 20,000 pensioners about 1900 are in
mates of too Togus Home.”

IWI ET lyt ?

IVl bill

special services, at the Clark M. E.
Church, Woodfords are well attended.
Miss
Isabel Hoegg is reported somewhat better at tills writing.

and every interest that comes wijthin hei
borders. We have given you many great
and
we
intend
to
men,
give yon
a candidate
for President (applause)—
and it looks as though we were te have

-Is

Overcoats

our

E?O

Hllba

r

W

siok.

prosperous people. “We honor Massachusetts as one of the grand Commonwealths in the sisterhood of states,” he
said ; “a Commonweath that always extends a welcome to every' business man

business i:

_

HHiTiU’^
IWIbiH

Mrs. L.

bnr

people

\

later.
DEERING CENTRE.

Rider and
the winter

Mr.

Bargains.

Our display of HOLIDAY GIFTS are opened and ready.
The most appropriate and desirable Presents at FAIREST
FIGURES.
Remember this assortment contains the RIGHT thing for every person, old, middle-aged or
We will satisfy you.
We will meet your wants, be they large or small.
young. We will please you.

Further particulars will

Master Clarence
Hooper is sick
asthma and bronhical trouble.

was gratified to meet the Boston represen
tatives of the great paper industry'. Ht
saluted them, the representatives of th<
old mother Commonwealth of Massacbu
s:tts, and brought to them the greetings
of Massachusetts’s daughter, Maine, with

Christmas

to

NEVER SO GOOD888888888833NEVER SO CHEAP.

C. A. Phinney is building a stable on
his lot on Central avenue
Tho siok in the William Soule family
are all improving.

guests sat down to dinner. Among them
were
Gov. Cleaves and Mr. Charles R.
Milliken of this city.
Governor Cleaevs, whose introduction
was greeted with great applause, said h<

can

givi n

be

Call

Cheerful

Upon

The ladies of the Wood ford s Congregational church will give a Christmas sale
Deoember 18 and 19. This sale will surpass in magnitude anything of its kind
the Indies of this church have previous

ir

A

FOR All

inquired

DEERIJVG.

THE PAPER TRADECleaves

man,
called at
a

lie stated
with his
wife, upon representation of the company’s agent that the strike had been settied.
He represented that three others had
been engaged, and that he had come on
ahead to learn if the statements of
the
agent were true. Be said that the comto
move the household effects
pany agreed
of those that had been engaged in Ban*
gor, besido paying *3 a day for one year.
He also said that the agent
required
them to sign a contraot in which they
agreed to remain in the employ of the company one year, but the men, he said,
were
snspicious when the company’s
agent refused to give thru a duplicate of
the original oontraot.
Dillingham at once wired the moulders
in Bangor that matters had been misrepresented, and that the strike was still
on.
He also informed tho strikers that
on his return
he would take up subscriptions for tbeir benefit.

1

Gov.

Their Services.

Lynn, Mass.. December 13.—The striking moulders at the river works in Lynn

Homoeopathi 5

matism.

to

Securing

CHRISmArSTILE == TIIF/ SING

OUR

Lynn Strikers Prevent the Electric Com-

Home Remedies Cured Her of Rheu-

JVlrg. D.

MOULDERS.

BANGOR

EXCHANGE,

Exchange

S»„ Port I sad,

For the arrest and conviction of the
parties who assaulted John II. Doyle,
in a saloon on India street, on or about
I he l.th day of September.
JAMES DOYLE,
nov28dlmo*
Victor, Col.

VIOLETS MD CARNATIONS
B'orest
City Greenhouses.
Telephone :at Fickett’s Drug
Store, 105 Daufortli St.
At

RUE JOB FRIHTINtt A SPECIALTY.
1

All

orders by mail
a.

or

tedsybop.e promptly a,
i
aoTlleodN

deeli imo*

PORTLAND

DAILY

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PRLSS

of life, limb, body, health and reputation, has been violated by a decree pubMAINE STATE PRESS.
lished by the Spanish government, in 1825
which places all
Subscription Rates.
these things "in the
Daily <in advance) $0 per year: $3 for six
palm of the hand” of the Captain Gener-'
months; $1.50 a. quarter; 50 cents a month.
al, since it gives him 'bsolute domination
The Daily is delivered every morning by
over the Cuban people, without any recarrier anywhere within the city limits and at
dress and without any appeal from a cruel
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance/, invariably at the or unjust exercise of his power. There

MISCELLANEOUS.
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AMUSEMENTS.
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late of

$7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
6o cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square,
first
Three inserweek, 75 cents per week after.
tions or less, $t.00 per square.
Every other
( ay advertisements, one third less
than these

in Cuba and the formal maa logal
and political system,
but behind these forms, says
Dos
Mr.
Pasos, “stalks the ghost of despotism,
frightening order and justice from their
seats.”
Another absolute right whiah
is grossly violated in Cuba is the right of

chinery

The History of Pianoforte

of

regular

rates.

State Press—$1.00 per square
cents pel square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97
Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
New York Office:
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews, Manager.
for first

insertion, and fifty

THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13.
There seems to be a lull in the Armenian massacres. Perhaps the material
has been exhausted or It may be that the
news bureaus have got tired of telling
the

same

old story.

The ’Boston Herald cannot find any
ground for criticism in Mr.
Bayard’s
speeches in England. We are glad for
Mr. Bayard that he has at last got a companion in obtuseness. Heretofore he has
been very lonesome.

Barbara Aub is amusing the New York
oourts with making confessions and then
taking them back and then making them
again. Barbara appears to be disposed
tell any kind of a story that there is
the most demand for, for the time being.

to

The fiist national convention next year
will probably be that of the Prohibitionists which is called to meet at Pittsburg
about the middle of May. Perhaps an

early

date was selected to escape the hot
weather and with it the vexatious and
embarrassing thirst that is consequent
upon it

Mr. Harrison’s friends have engaged
at St Louis at the time of the
Republican National Convention. This
is interpreted to mean that Mr. Harrison
is a candidate. It may be that the disrooms

tinguished Indianian

has an important
case to'argue before the courts.
We have
his own word for it that he is not a candidate in the ordinary acceptation of the
term, but the engagement of rooms, gen-

erally pertains to the candidate in the

ordinary

sense.

The Massachusetts people who are in favor of biennial elections and have once
got
their proposed amendment ratified by a
two thirds vote of the legislature,
are

The

civilized

nation lias the right, and
it is its duty, to acknowledge the belligerency of suoh people; nay to succor and
support them in their attempt to liberate
themselves.
Mr. Dos Passos alleges, and
he cites the decrees of the Spanish govin support of his allegation, that
these rights have been violated In the
oaso of the Cubans by
Spain. He points
oat that tho most
important of rights,
that of the national and leaal enjoyment
ernment

It is now thirty years sinoe I first

%

Shrinking

from the din of suoli coarse
controversy, a sincere and disinterested
musical judgment natuarlly seeks shelter
in an inner oirole of refinement and si-

lence, despairing to enter, without loss
of self respect, that commercial sphere
which
were
it
manhonorably
aged, would be the most potent of all
factors in securing to true merit its de-

'

sired appreciation.
Under tbeso oiroumstances,

CH1CKERING PIANO
;

t

for itself with sufficient force. I always
choose this piano because in my long
study of the great masters I have never

■

Clives it great tone producing capacity, at the same time
retaining
and even heightening t’»e exquisite purity of its tone. The action
is
most
skillfully adjusted and is ivouderfullv satisfactory.
THE RESULT IS A DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE IN THE ART OF PIANOFORTE CONSTRUCTION THAT

this government if she deopen
cides to become interested in the struggle, first, to reoognize the Cubans as into

surgents; seoond, to become an ally of
Cuba and opeuly espouse her cause. Mr.

ALL COMPETITION.

CONQUERS

•

Dos Passos argues that the government
should adopt the former course and do it
without delay. He holds that all
the

found

«
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Congress
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prevent
and

a

restore
healthy action of
'he liver and bowels. At home or abroad
Bood’s Pills are a safeguard and a friend

MUCKERING & SONS,

decl3

As

Stocks,

bought and sold for cash,

AND

stock.

Commission
83

State

Direct

Stock

Brokers,

Street,

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

NORTHERN
53

decTdlw

STREET.

Current Accoauti received

Interest allowed

FRIDAY, December 13tb. at 2 o’clock
sell the
vnLiable
p. in., \xa shall
property No. 199 Spring street, consisting of
ell and
stable,
2 i-2 story brick house,
rooms
besides
llm se has eleven finished
halls and b itn; line cellur, steam beat, perand
fect drainage,
good neighborhood,
about 42x110
feet.
sunny exposure; lot
InFor
further
information
at
sale.
Terms
Exchange
quire or the auctioneers, 46
decidlw
street.

ON

F,

O.

BAILEY &

C67,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 4 6 Exchange Street.
if O. BAILEY.
arl4

C. W.

ALLEN
dtf

To the holder* of Portland Athletic
Club Bonds.
Portland, Me.. Dec. 3d. 1895.
the
lor the sale, to
Proposals
REARED
i
Portland
of
the
Bonds oi
Trutees,
Athletic Club, to an amount sufficient toabtorb
be rewill
the sum oi Five Hundred Dollars,

ceived by tiie undersigned, until SATURDAY.
December 14tli. 1895, at twelve (12) o’clock
in, The proposals must state the denomination
of each Bond or Bonds ofiered. and the lowest
net price.
We reserve the right to reject any or all offers,
or to accept a part oi any lot.
Wm.. 11. MOULTON, Trustee,
Address,
P. O. Box 466, City
dec4d!0t

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
CHAS. S. FOBES, Prest..
W. F. MJLLIKEN. V. Piest.,
JAMF.S E. McDOWEI.L,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MAUSTON. Sec’y,

I
> Executive
I Committee,

J

°c21

Correspondence

on

Time

on

LEEDS AND FARMINGTON

favorable

Deposits.

wishing

of any

ness

to

transact

Banking

Town of Dexter, Maine, 8's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine, 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4 1-2”s.

-FOR SALE BY

CITY OF BELFAST,
NOVEMBER

MAINE,

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
UOV23

CajVsi

dtt

PICTURESQUE MAINE. • •
w
MR. EDWARD C. SWETT

1, 1895,

X

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 16, 1895.
under the auspices of

BOSWORTH POST NO, 2, 0. A. R.
Tickets
50
ceuts.
Reserve
seats 75 cents at Williamson’s
Drug btore Congress and Free
streets.
dec8,2w

PORTLAND HIGH SCHOOL
the
benefit of Home for
Destitute and Frieudless Boys.

For

-AX-

CiTY

&

MOULTON,

rtANKERS.
Cor. Middle and

Exchange Sts.
dtf

nov26

TICKETS FOR

EUROPE.

via. S. S. SCOTSMAN, sailing
Can lie

H. G.

STARR,

on

T>AtA

■

Heart Dance.

music by

GIYEN’S ORCHESTRAL CLUB.

Comic

Reserved Seat on sale at Cressey, Jones &
Allen's Monday, Dec, 16tli, at 0 a. m.
Tliis Opera v/ill be produced by Amateurs, at
Kotzschmar Hall. Dee.
27tn
and 28tli,
for
the
benefit of the
children's Warn’
Maine General Hospital.
decl2d3t

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 18th,

MISS CLEMENTINE VARNEY,
Second Soprano,
MRS. FRANK McKENNEY,

Wl

Jl
i L

j

Dec. 19tli,
obtained of

2 1-2 Union Wharf.

Agents for Allan, Dominion, Cunard. Atlantic
Transport and White Star Lines. oct21eod3mo

bankers.

F

j [
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L

properly digested,
require
thorough and

minute mastication.

j ^
iL
Jl

the best wheat
will not disturb

Just received from the

sible

to be

Wheatolene—made of
parched,

dif

GERMAN aud VENETIAN PHOTOS,
AUUAKECLE GfeAVURKS.
NEW ENGRAVINGS,
WATER COLORS and ETCHINGS,
OLD IVORY STATUARY, Ac,, Ac.,
lily stock of uuframeu picture, aud new and
exclusive moulding, to frame them in is more
complete tbau ever before.
earlo

you haven’t the time or
patience to sit down to a
full course dinner of flesh
or vegetable foods
which,

j

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
j,
importers

as

CONCERT

•

SOPRANO, Assisted by

SWAN & BARRETT,

orders for framing
and avoid the hurry.

OL,

Opera,
by Leroy L. Might.

Sally Frothingham Akers,

and

popular vote of the electors within its
which Include practically the
entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns oi Cicero and Lyons

Brlngyour

Dec. 18.

-TO BE GIVEN BY-

a

oetl4

HALL, Wednesday Evening

GRAND

limits,

...

HALL,

KOTZSCHMAR HALL

k

FOB SALh BY

We recommend these bonds for Trust Funds

Thursday,

dtr

“Ask Anyone Who Was There.”

PI51

trict of

of

Saturday,

:

ADMISSION 25 CTS.

A

Bonds,

Interest Payable Jauuary
July 1.

10-30 4 Per Gent Bonds.

——

H. M. PAYSON & CO,

Matinee

-BY THE-

busi-

These bonds are issued by the Sanitary DisChicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the Stale of Illinois, In pursuance

$ 100,0o0

WOODBURY

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's,
City of Ashland, Wisoonsin, fi's.
Boiough of Braddook, Penna,, 41-2's and 5's.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

iIy17

Cent.

Grand Ladies’ and Children’s

dec!2dlw

description through this Bank.

Per

Portland.”

Tickets 50ctg., for sale at Center & McDowell’s. Cressey, Jones & Alien’s, at door and by
High School Scholars.

6’s

solicited from Individu-

eodtf

investments;

Last

“The most stupendous
production ever known in

Due July 1, 1901.

DATED

Immense Hit
Night !

Entertainment by class of selected pupils of
Mrs. A, W. Lowell, including Grecian

als, Corporations, Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from

5

SECURITIES.

AUCTION.

AT

m

ENTERTAINMENT» DANCE.

DRAINAGE,

NEW LOAN.

and

■

»

FINANCIAL,

GO.,

j

TONIGHT & SATURDAY NIGHT,

to

Exchange Street,

Valuable Real Estate ROADS
NO. 199 SPRING

Clothing
St?

Middle

BANKING

An

Boston.
New York and Chicago.
N. Y OFFICE:'
No. 63 Broadway.

wires

CHICAGO

AUCTION SALES

'*

QITY HILL THEATRE,

CITY

SCKPLVS

IMPORTANT SALE OF FAUNTLEROY SUITS FOR BOYS STEPHFN R. SMALL. Presldsil
MARSHALL (l G0DIJI3,
4 to 8 years. $2-37, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50 and 5.00. T
Jana
represent our $4.00, 5 00, 0.50 and 8.00 Suits.

declld4t_255

on Sale at Box Office
POPULAR PRICES—Evenings, 15,
25, 35 and 50c. Matinee, best seats,25c.

I

Will deliver his new illustrated
lecture at

HAIGHT&FREESE,

DOLLARS.
those

large

margin ot

ONE MILLION WANTED.

During Every Day Up to January 1st,

Standard

Seats Now

Ten Share Lots and Upwards.
DETERMINING THE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE FIRM WITH
WHICH YOU DEAL IS AS IMPORTANT
AS SELECTING THE RIGHT STOCKS.

Incorporated 1824.

terms.

too

..Pirates of Penzance
.Ollivette
SERIES OF

LIVING PICTURES,

Grain

Commission

of

195 Mlddla St P. 0. Bn 1108.

Cut.

our

or on a

3 to 5 per cent.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

all sizs.q $8.75 and 9.75.
$15.00 and 18.00 grades down to 13.50.
$20.00 kinds reduced to 15.00 and 10.50.
$25.00 and 28.00 grades are offered at 19.50. Sizes 34 to 50.
All new, latest styles, perfect fitting, most desirable Overcoats*

shall hold SPECIAL SALES, to reduce

Bonds,
Provisions,

Cotton,

-OF-

$12,00 qualities,

We

Opportunity.

Write or call for our
“400-page Manual/'
illustrated with Railroad Maps, giving complete information ot all Railroads and
Industrial Properties, including highest and
lowest prices for a series ol 10 to 30 years
of Stocks, Bonds,*(4rain and Cotton,
and
also the methods ot buying and selling on
margin. Issued gratis and
MAILED FREE.

Casco National Bank

MARKED-DOWN.

Same

5

GRAND

chases.

i

AND

the

Piesent low prices and an abundant supply of unemployed money are powerful
forces at work in the market to raise It to
a higher level.
blocks, bonds and wheat bought at current prices will return good profits in
the
near future.
Conservative operators realize that the
present Stock and Wheat markets, after a
ten per cent, reaction, afford a favorable
opportunity for making judicious pur-

ERNYST PERABO.

CAPITAL

All

Saturday

Me.

WELL BOUGHT--HALF SOLO.

Boston, May 14, 1805,

A Sale ot Fine Kersey Overcoats.
PRICES ALL

Artists—40

E.M&Wtf

Grasp

——

“7T

—

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,
1-2 Exchange Street
Portland.

61

The

region

innermost

lected sphere—the
our nature.

I

Mayor Hanson of Belfast says it has
been decided not to sell any portion of the
city railroad stock at present, but to sell
the block of stock at onoe when the time
comes.
The oity owns $500,000 of preferred, and non-preferred, which pavs as
a whole 3 11-16 per cent.
The city’s' in
debtedness matures in 1898, when these
bonds will have to be used.

They
cold,
fever,

—

notloe is entirely voluntary on my part.
I make it because it is just to both sides,
and because I consider the result of their
great and patient labors, a noble contribution to the refining influences to be
found and experienced in that oft-neg-

AN EXTRAORDINARY EVENT,

There is increased activity in the lumbusinoss in the vicinity of Patton,
Sherman and Island Falls.
Many mill
lions
of manufactured lumber of alkinds will be shipped from Sherman,
Crystal and Island Falls stations the coming yoar.

a

Bonds, due Jan. 1, 1943, of which $16,000
only issued per mile.
An opportunity is hereby afforded investors
to obtain a sale investment in one of the best
State of Maine securities.
1’lease call or write for statement,
FOKSALE BY

TKi:

bering

xveather.
break up

Building.
Factory,*No.

The White Mountain Telephone Company will soon begin work with five or
six
men
extending the telephone line
from Fort Fairfield tojthe boundary line.
A metallic line, granular button will be
put in, reports the Beacon.

changeable

City

PICTURES.

..

Surplus for month.—.$12,771.22
These are 6 per cent First Mortgage Gold

the
firm
have never asked me to make any written
statement about their instruments. This

We are Exhibiting only specially selected instruments shipped direct from our
7E1 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. Our personal representatives will be in constant
attendance,
and every possible advantage is secured for intending
purchasers by dealing directly with the manufacturers.

Detective G. W. Harriman Tuesday,
seized S3 partridges at the Maine Central
depot, Bangor, which were being sent to
Boston marketmen. It is illegal to shoot
partridges at the present time, close time
having begun several weeks ago.

and conin
gestion

$31,460.60
Fixed charges.$18,195.83
lilt, and discount paid
483,45
during month.
-$18,679.28

duce evory variety of shading.
The gentlemen composing

Hotel

r.

REPERTOIRE
Monday Evening..Billee Taylor
1uesday
.Chimes of Normandy
Wednesday
.Fatinltza
I hursday
.Iolanthe

Gross Earnings.$82,970.62
Expeuses. 51.620.12

found is necessary to use the soft pedal,
the touch being quite sufficient to pro-

St., in the New

llMG

Friday

Aroostook
Bailroad Co.

to the more delicate
conditions
of
chamber music.
Finally the action is
so well and eveniy regulated that,
in all
I
havo never
my long publio service,

-AT-

This doesn't look as though times were
hard in Presque Isle. A grocer sent his
collecting olerk out with bills to the
amount of 120. In a short time the clerk
returned with $35. He had not only collected all he started nut for, but another
oustomer had called him in and given
him $15 *‘to apply on account.”

GILBERT
OPERA
40—Recognized

dtf

Bangor &

as

Exhibition

St.

EARNINGS & EXPENSES

given, Hotter than upon any otner instruThe tone is
ment I have’over played.
purely mellow and musical, and lends
itself as readily to the orchestral blending

an

OF INTEREST.

chills

technically.

and Saturday.

gg

STATEMENT OCTOBER, 1895.

the well-proportioned treble is in its
vooal
nnd finally flute-like
deeply
quality. The orchestral gradations from
double-bass to flute are most admirably

self interest of citizens of the
United States and preservation
of their
property demand recognition of belligerency. Mr. .Dos Passes argues his propositions with great torce and his pamphlet
cannot fail to make an impression favorable to the policy he advooates.

impeded by
change of diet,
overeating or

or

Thursday, Friday

key-board is most agreeable to the touch,
evenly graded, while the bass has a musical fullness as satisfying in its power

fourth,

is

poetically

Exchange

Dec. 16th.

MATINEES

—

interpreter of their ge-

true an

considered

42
deci3

as

the insurgents have organized a de facto
government; third, the struggle is inaugurated for the establishment of some
vital principle and fundamental change;

if digestion

so

nius, or one whoso workmanship can so
uniformily be deepened upon, whether

conditions to justify such recognition exist; first there is a state of war; second,

or

the

fact
that no pecuniary Dr other extraneous
motive has ever been offered to induce
me to use the Chiokering piano speaks

The present construction of the

the attitude of the .United
States Mr. Dos Passos says two courses

dinner,

piano, and I

used
never

tic sense, hnve paraded their selfish interests on every sheet in both hemispheres.

CHICKERINC & SONS.
.

Chiokering

have

accorded it any public praise except that
of using it. This silenoe has been caused
by the shameful warfare between the
traders, who, without one spark of artis-

Ko House can, with any truth, claim greater results in the development of the pianoforte
than that of

government,

TOPICS

Commencing Monday,

F.lllNGAN,

GEO.

»

the

Disoussing

STATE

0\E WEEK,

4’s, due 1937.

Belongs the credit of establishing the principles upou which the American Pianoforte of
today Is constructed.

internal improvements,
and all those auxiliaries that are to be
found in modern states are absent from
the island.

Perfect Digestion

do

---

JONAS CHICKERING

I-1-----

lhemselves from the power that holds
thorn in subjeotlon; and that any. out

INTERESTING FACTS

E. LOTUKOP, Prop.

G.

MR. PERABO AND THE CHIOKERING PIANO

great libraries,

are

Portland Theatre, I

OLD COLONY R.R.
4’s, due 1924.
BOSTON & MAINE
R. R.

v

Captain

moving to get another ratification
by the inooming legslature whioh is esThe third annual meeting of the Insential before it can be submitted to the terdenominational Commission of Maine
held at
Augusta
Some very prominent men are was
p eople.
Wedpesday
afternoon.
l’he following officers were
interested
in the movement; and the
elected for the ensuing year: President,
Rev. W. D. Hyde, Bowdoin; vice-presiDUVUUUU)
UiUU^U
there
is considerable
opposition from dent, Rev. K.T. Adams, Lewiston; secrelabor unions and some other organiza- tary and treasurer. Rev. A. T. Dunn,
Waterville; executive committee Rev
tions which profess to fear that the aboli- W. D.
Hyde, Rev. E. T. Adams. Rev. T
tion of the annual election will con- ii. w. xvharn of Bills worth and Prof. S.
W
Anthony. Lewiston. Public services
tribute to the enslavement of the people.
were held this evening at the
Congregational
ohurch and wore well attended.
It is not at all probable that Mr. BarThe next annual meeting will be held in
rett ever imaginedjthat the House would
Bangor, December 10, 1896.
vote to impeach Bayard. Undoubtedly
T. Snoxv 3? Co., wholesale fruit and
the impeachment part of his resolution
of Rockland.have suswas a device to get his motion in a privil- produoe deaers,
pended business. The liabilities are about
eged position so that it could be discussed §19,000; assets not known.
forthwith by the House. In this he sucBurglars entered the house of E. B.
ceeded. The oonatituti- Q prescribes reon
Middle
street, Rockland,
moval by
impeachment for treason, Spear
and
stole
Tuesday
night,
bribery or other high crimes or misde- stole a small sum of money, a valuable
meanors.
Mr. Bayard’s offence comes gold watoh and
many other small artiaggregating about $100. Some of
under neither of these categories.
It was cles,
the articles .were taken from the sleeping
a breach of
propriety. The House may room, but neither Mr. or Mrs.
Spear
and ought to express disapproval of his were awakened.
There is no clue.
A
words, but of course there is no ground reward has been offered.
for his impeachment, and nobody was
There is now living in Hartlaud, at the
better aware of that probably than Mr.
ripe old age of 75 years, ono of Maine’s
Barrett himself.
notable widows. This is Mrs. Ellen Phillips, relict of George, a brother of WenCUBA AND BELLIGERENT BIGHTS,
dell Phillips. Her husband was a graduate from Harvard
a
member of
Mr. John R. Dos Bassos of New York the famous class ofCollege,
’98, among bis classhas just written a pamphlet in favor of mates and intimate friends
being Dr. O.
the recognition of Cuba by the United W. Holmes and James Freeman Clarke
Mrs. Phillips has in her house several
States, in which the question is presented antique relics of
great interest and hisin a very calm and rational way. Mr. torical
value, among them being a marDos Passos holds that Spain has forfeited ble top table and drawer wliioh belonged
all right to dominion over Cuba by a fla- to John Brown of Harper’s Ferry fame,
and a copper ewer and sideboard, once
grant violation of tho implied contract be- the property of John
Phillips, tlia first
twoen the sovereign and the subjeot.
He mayor of the city of Boston.
She tolls
interesting reminiscence of
lays it down as a principle of universal many an
Wendell Phillips, with xvkom she xvas
law “that when tho subjects of any
Intimately acquainted.
country are doprived of the unalienable
and absolute right of individuals, that
such people are justified by rebellion,
force, or any other means, in rescuing Is seoured by taking Hood’s Pills after
now

BONDS.

Ago.

the Fact

Building* Reveals

-THAT TO

personal liberty. Nor a single subject, of
Spain on that island but has his movements curtailed and guarded, and dwells
under a constant system of espionage.

by

at

In Maine

GHMSos £

Vears

are courts

General can restrain him or
ates.
banish him “according to his mighty
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week pleasure” A free press and the right of
first week; half price each succeeding week.
the people to meet together to discuss
“A Square” is a space of the width of a colpublic questions are also denied to the
umn and one Inch long.
Added to
Spanish subjects in Cuba.
Special Notices, ou first page, one-third ad- these
invasions of absolute rights is the
ditional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per excessive and monstrous taxation under
which the Cubans have labored for many
square each week. Three insertions or less,
taxes
11.50 per square.
years.
Upon 1,600,000 people
Heading Notices in nonpanel type and amounting to $36,000,000 a year have been
15
cents
other
with
classed
paid notices,
per imposed, $26,000,000 of which have been
li e each insertion.
actually collected. Out of this $36,000,
in
matter
Notices
Pure Reading
type,
reading
000, about $18,000,000 have been applied
cents per line each insertion.
to pay the debt incurred by the putting
and
similar
adverFor
Sale
To
Let,
Hants,
down of the last Cuban rebellion. Hardly
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed adver- a dollar of it has been devoted to
public
tisements under these headlines, and all adver- purposes.
There are no primary schools
be
advance.
Iwill
not
lin
isements
paidl
the
and the
supported

barged

Over

Founded

us

J[
n
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‘i

408 Congress opposite Chestnut.

decl0d2w

I

retard

delicate digesChildren thrive on
it, invalids derive strength
from it.
most

(Ada Cary.)
\
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the Trade in rib. packages.
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CEREAL CO.,
Akron, O.

AKRON
1500

barrels dai’y capacity.
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First

Contralto,

MRS. C. M RAYMOND,
(Annie Louise Oarv,) Second Contralto,
MISS GERALDINE MORGAN,
Violinist, of New York,
MR. HARYEY MURRAY, Accompanist.
Tickets, including reserved seats,
$1.00.
on sale at Stockbridge's Music Store.

Now

_dec!2dlw»

The-

Unitarian

Women’s

Announces

FIVE

Josselyn, ][

Portland,
Agents for Maine,

J t Supply

pos-

R.H. KNIGHT

the

or

■

a

Aliiance

course of

LECTURES
to

be given

in

the

FIRST PARISH CHURCH
by Kev. Minot S. Savage. Kev. Thomas Van
Ness. Miss Margaret B. Barnard and Mr. E.
Charlton Black. The fifth lecture announced
later. The series will open with a lecture by
Kev. Minot .J. Savage on “Lowell a"d the Bigelow Papers.” Monday. Deo. 36, as 8p. in.
tickets
Course tickets
36
$1.
Single
Tickets for sale by Mr. Albion Keitli at
j cents.
I Merrill’s Jewelev Store, Mr. Erring McLellau
| with Stevens & Jones, Foss's Drug Store, and
at the door.
declOdlw

SAILING OF THE LACRENTIAN.

SUPERIOR COURT.

DIED

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

IN

HER

NEW

CHAIR.

Tlie Fatal Card.
Thursday—Paul J. Lidback vs. Andrew
The Body of a Woman Found Las*
Lift le Too Hough for Local J. Rich. The plaintiff says that in June,
When
Portland
1ms presented for its en1893, lie sold the defendant a horse,
Evening:.
melo-drama that has deLiners.
harness and buggy for $103 in money or tertainment
its equivalent, and as further
payment lighted packed audiencos tor several seathe defendant agreed to take out
an
sons in London and New York,
that for Tlio Faithful Dog of the Dead WofflWi
endowment policy for $1500 in the PennThe Scotsman Heard From, the Mongolian
three months crowded the Boston Musem,
Crouched by the Frozen Body of Its
Life
Mutual
Insurance
sylvania
company,
Coming, and No Freight Here—Practi- of whloh the plaintiff was
agent; that and employes in’the cast Si5 picked actors,
Mistress.
Rich paid the $103 and made application the lovers of the drama should orowd
cally No Arrivals,
Last evening when Mr. John McDonald
for the insurance, but went no further.
to
them.
Hall when it is offered
He repeatedly refused to be examined by City
returned from work his wife suggested
Despite the bad weather when the Lau- the company’s medical examiner, without Last night was the first of the production that it
might be well for him to go to the
“The Fatal
rentian, Capt. MoDougall of the Allen which examination, of course, no policy here of such a melo-drama,
house of Mrs. Kate Kelley, as she had
line, sailed at 5.30, there was the regula- would be issued. And tbe plaintiff claims Card,” and if ringing applause, eurtain
that by that breach of agreement on
not been seen for the day. “I’ve sent the
the
tion crowd on the wharf to say good-bye
had been done, still
part of Rich, ho, Lidback, lost $55.87, the calls, and, when that
children down several times,” said Mrs.
and God speed. The big steamer took out amount of the commission ho would have unsatisfied, the actors had to respond by
McDonald, “but they couldn’t find her.”
a large oargo, and
practically cleaned up reoeived, had the policy been issued, and their presence before|the curtain, it will
Mr. McDonald went to the house in!
all the frieght here except loose grains, he claims to recover that amount of Mr.
be seen that the play made a decided lilt.
Rich.
Carle ton court occupied by Mrs. Kelley
and there will have to be some lively
on
a
of
the
We have given the plot
play
The defendant denies that any
such
but while the curtains were down and a
rushing of specials over the Grand Trunk agreement to take out insurance was former oocasion. The first act, the scone
faint light in the room thero was no rea part of the horse
made
as
He
trade.
to fill if the cargoes of the coming boats
of the mining camp, is rather disappointsponse to his knock except the
says that Lidbaok was a tenant of his and
almost
are to he ready for them.
in
its
common
It
seems
too
Beside the big was repeatedly
place
soliciting him to tako out ing.
frantic barking of a dog.
He saw that
Scotsman of the Dominion line, reported insurance; that he did some two weeks dialogue and its framework, but from
the door was locked on the
inside, and so
off Halifax at 2 o’clock yesterday after- prior to the horse trade make application that point the interest fast increases. The
notified Patrolman A. J.
for an endowment polioy for $1500,
but
Stewart, who
scene inJAuetin’s office in the third act
noon, and due here Saturday morning, the
forced the door and found the body of
premium was high for a man of his
the Mongolian of the Allan line is comThe
age and he afterwards thought better of is novel and extremely powerful.
Mrs. Kelley.
The unfortunate woman
on
one
of
with
office
side
the
2500
tons
it
and
in
the
of
his
had
no
mind.
But
it
villains
For
some
ing
ohanged
cargo.
died in her chair in front of what was of
connection
of
with
the
the
to
the
reason there hasn’t been the
purchase
discussion
angry
hallway listening
regular offer- horse and
course a tireless stove, for It was evident
buggy in any way whatever.
between the banker and his son in the
ing of froight from the West, and there
There were several collateral questions
that she died during the night or In the
has been some question as to a cargo for as to the
office on the other side; the
banker’s
recover
of
the
to
right
piaintiff
Her clock was still runclaimed; murder and the horror of the murderers, early morning.
the liners|thao have sailed, and the same even if the contract was as ho
his
that she must have
whether or not he had not assigned
ning
been
showing
son
the
to
ask pardon of the
problem promises to be in evidence in claim to Austin when he sold
returning
out, eto.
alive after ten o’clook Wednesday night.
the near future.
at the office door and
Still the Grand Trunk
father,
knocking
for
The verdiot was for the
plaintiff
Deputy Sterling was notified and called
is used to hustling work when it comes $55.89.
pleading with the father who lies insiie
Fred V. Matthews for plaintiff.
stretched cold in death with the murder- Coroner Littlefield and Undertaker Mcto
and will make a

Cape

Cod

forwarding Height,

not to keep a boat waiting.
Joseph B. Reed for the defendant.
If there is any delay it will he the fault
Frank L. Shaw vs. Walter F. Foss.
The
of the shinppers.
plaiDtiff, proprietor of Shaw’s
Business College in this city, established
The followng was the Canadian portion
a branoh in Augusta in 1891, and put the
of the cargo of the Laurentian :Canadian, defendant in as manager. Shaw claims
of that Foss was to have a salary of $50 per
800
cases
25,652 hushels of peas,
there is now due him,
match splints, 33 packages of emery stone, month, and that
the
taking out the defendant’s salary,
•41 radiators, 2038 pieces of lumber,
42 sum of $401.0(3.
of
of
tur184
The
defendant
contends
that
he
was to
packages
butter,
packages
have a larger salary and flies an account
keys. 110 sacks fiats. 67 sacks of harlev.
in set off of $1000, claiming a balance due
675 cases of canned apples, 374 packages
the defendant of about $600. The evidence
of broom handles, 250 sacks of flour, 1823 for the defendant was in
progress whou
bales of 1 */, 199 bundles and one case of court adjourned.
C.
for
the
E.
Reynolds
plaintiff.
595
saoks
of
1490
barrels
leather,
peas,
E. W. Whitehouso of Augusta for the
of apples, 1365 cases of eggs, 1369 boxes of defendant.
ohei sv 949 bundles of hoops, 73 cattle,
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
3372 sheep, 2479 wooden doors, 79 organs,

14 crates of pulleys, 7 orates of wooden
rims, 10 barrels of potatoes, 4874 pinoes
BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.
of black walnut, 24 packaegs of sundries,
Thursday—Martin Leyden. Intoxication;
2566 saoks oatmeal, 849 bundles of staves, thirty days in the county jail. Suspended
to take the
for one year.
139 maple blocks, 569 paokages of
bacon., Edward pledge
W.
Canary.
Intoxication;
Value of the Canadian portion of
her
in
the
thirty days
oounty jail. Suspended
The American portion to take the pledge for one year.
oaigo, $200,000.
James Kelley. Intoxication; fined $3
of her cargo, valued at $30,000, oonsisted
of 9249 bushels of corn, 600 sacks of peas,
199 packages of bacon and 768 saoks of
flour.
The Laureutian took out'threo cabin,
14 intermediate and 27 steeige passengers,

nearly all from Canada. She will touch
Halifax for the balance of her passen-

at

a

She went out into what promised
very bad night, and to judge from

all reports received here into the thiokest
possible snow storm outside.
At the Dominion office the offloials are

and costs.
Janies Kelley.
Using obsoene words;
fined $5 andd costs.
James Welch.
Vagabond; discharged.
Hans J. Jacobson.
Intoxication; fined
$3 and costs.
Milton Dyer. Intoxication; fined $5 and
costs.
John Duran.
Search and seizure, two
cases; fined 1100 and costs.
Appealed.
The Pharmacists.

the session of the Commissioners of
Pharmacy held in this oity on WednesAt

was expeoted that some action
feeling simply delighted with the good day it
would be taken in regard to the reigsternews of the sighting of the Sootsman.
Both the New York boats outward ed druggists who are conducting business
bound were at anchor yesterday, one at in various parts of the state.
Bor some time recently the three comFalmouth and the other atProvinoetown.
missioners who comprise the board have
Cape Cod is too rough to be rounded such
weather as we have been having this been Receiving anonymous communicaweek. The boats will stay where they tions protesting against thecarrying on of
business by dealers who have never passed
are sure not to get
into trouble.
The
Portland ventured out from Boston yes- examinations.
These anonymous letters and the talk
terday, but put back tor a harbor.
all
that this
Not a single fisherman came in yester- that has been made is
amounts to, said Mr. D W. Heseltine of
and
the
dealers
are
their
best
day.
doing
this city yesterday.
Mr. Heseltine, is,
to All orders from the stock on hand.
as
well known, the Portland member of
Duirng the storm and oold weather of
this week just when the steamboat men the board.
“Yet,” continued Mr. Heseltine, “I
and others have beon anxious to
comthink that some steps will be taken before
municate with
Capt. Trundy of the
United States Lire Saving station com- long to enforce the pharmacy laws. This
should certainly be done.
munication with that important point
The examinations for druggists, Mr.
Heseltine states, are becoming more rigCapt. Trundy telephoned in |Wednesday
id in Maine every year. Such a policy of
evening, but whether from the station
course, results in a more efficient service
or some other point
is unknown.
The
for the public.
steamboat men found the difficulty in
the
station a serious
communicatingjwith
St. Alban Commandery, K, T.
matter yesterday, and owners of vessels
At the anunal meeting of
were nearly as anxious.
.St. Alban
The
schooner Lucy Wentworth that Commandery last evening the following
officers were elected:
ran into the
Ebenezer
Haggett, was
Eminent Commander—H. B. Bennett.
towed up to Widgery's wharf yesterday
Generalissimo— F. R. Redlon.
where she will be hauled up for the presCaptain General—C. E. Snow.
ent. Her oargo of lumber may be reloadTreasurer—R. H. Hiuckiev.
ed upon another vessel. Her owners have t Recorder—\V. N. Howe.
Trustee—A. G. Schlotterbeck.
notified the so ooner Haggett that they
Finance Committee—B. F. Andrews
will pay the damages.
W. N. Prince, B. M.

Edwards
Immigration Inspeotor Fogg yesterday
Buried
the
Alive.
cattiemen
ning registered
going
in oharge of the live stock on the steamer
Rloh Hill. Mo., December 13.—Ah ex
Laurentian. Each of them is furnished plosion ocourred in Mine No. 15 of the
about, 6
with certificates containing thoir descrip- Rich Hill Coal Company at
o’clock last ovenmg.
'lpe entrance is
tion, which entitles them to land again at badly torn up and the mine oannot be entered.
any port in the United States.
ioo.

Three men were imprisoned, two shot
firers and the stable boss.
Their names
are
Richard Towers, James Donaldson
and Oalen Meals. Meals’s body was recovered, but the others are beyond reach
at present,
Belknap. She was uninjured.
Tho mine is located a mile and threequarters south of Rich Hill and employes
175 men, although at the time of the ucoident all rogular miners are
supposed to
have been out of the mine, as
only the
short firers have any business therein.
Wednesday as Mr. Sumner Webb of No causo for the acoident can be assigned.
Portland, who is employed by Mr. Ami
Incendiary ai Saco.
Whitney, came out to Mr. Whitney’s hay
barn at Ligonia, he was very ruuoh surSaco, December 13.-The fire departprised to see the hay strewn with cigars ment was called at 11 o’clock
tonight to
and other goods, among them a fine over- light a blaze in the
York Light and Heat
coat. Upon inquiry they proved to be the Company’s coal shed at
Poster Island
tilings taken from the store of W.E. Dyer wharf. The damage was slight.
The
at PleasaDtdale.
fire is thought to bo

2|The

four masted schooner Augustus
Palmer which ran ashore near the marine
railway. South Portland, Tuesday, was
hau led off by the tugs Domerest and

SOUTH

PORTLAND.

incendiary.
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Ask for the genuine JOHANN HOFF'S MALT EXTRACT.
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These scenes are
the brain of the specta-

photographed on
tor by the remarkably

*

the
vestigation with the
coroner, of
limited place. The bed room showed that
of the acting.
Mr. Giles Shine, that
Mrs.
the previous
Kelley went to bed
excellent actor, was exceedingly strong
night. From the fact that the body was
as
Mr. Austin, the murdered banker,
frozen

y|
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Send One Dollar
The Curtis

8q,|£

to

Publishing Company, Philadelphia

COPYRIGHT, 1806,

people

announcement
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BT THE CURTIS PUBLISHING COMPANY
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But

"Hang” the Man That Can’t See

|Q

“A BARGAIN.”

I

Especially the bargain
window between
doors—of

Qs

^

y—

Almost
A Gift!

hunt the country
think a better
bargain could be found.
If

|

.

CHEAP.

£1

Fine, Christmas Night Shirts
75 cts., $1.00 and $1.85 each.
Colored Donet Flannel Night
Shirts at 75 cts., and 90 cts. each.
Twilled Cotton Night Shirts at
48 cts. and 75 cts.' each.

|

Hating

customers.

(|jO

SHIRTS

—KJ

—Q
—

Great Sale of

a

Q

jg

|o

RINES^BROS.

|§
p
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'The Bideboard is just like the cut hi style, the top is of quartered oak and highly polished
CO by 20. it has a line ‘•shaped” French beveled plate|mirror,size£0 by 40. The
linen drawer is extra large and the silver drawer is nicely lined with plush.
It would sell readily at $30, but when we get a good tiade we are glad to share it with

our

§5

Christmas Suspenders.

Oj

A Solid Oak Sideboard.

=y

KINDS

§

—
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we should
we don’t
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At 48 Cents.
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Gents’ Night Shirts
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“The Household Outfitters,”

HOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON,
We will pay back the money

I

A
Seven Persons

_

Cloudman Post, No. 100, G. A. R.,
eleoted officers for the ensui ng year last
evening as follows:
Commander—George Debeok.
Senior
Vice Commander—James W.
Morris.
Junior Vice Commander—W. K. Dana.
Officer of the Day—James Bryant.
Offioor of tho Guard—Edward Ander-

Qeenstown,

Passengers.

December 13—The mails
which wero to have been sent to
New
f ork
consistby the steamer Germanic,
ing of eight hundred sacks, will be sent
by the steamer Umbria on Sunday. The
steerage passengers booked for the Germanic will go by the Teutonic which will
sail from
for New
Liverpool
York,
December 18 and the saloon passengers by
the Umbria
The Germanic was docked
Ibis morn in
Her foreliold was full of
water and her stem so
badly damaged
that it will be neoessatv to lit her with
a new one.

decJ3dlt

if the goods do not suit the purchaser.

WESTBKOOK.

Tile Germanic’s Mail and

First Methodist church of Bridgeport,
has been arrested on a suit
for 495,000
damages brought by Arthur Rehan, manager for Augustine Daly, who has charge
of the starring tour of Mile. Jane
y.lay,
the pantomimist and comedienne, that.
Dr. Pullman in a sermon Sunday, December 1, made the statement that “a
low-down Parisian courtesan” had recently exhibited at the Theatre, and made
other slanderous remarks which
vo injured the plaintiff.

V/—

^

—

pastor of the

Xs

>t

^

that he will bring an opera company to which time she complained of a bad feelShe was about fifty
Portland Theatre next week will attraot ing about the heart.
son.
of age.
large audiences to that place of enter- years
Quartermaster—Robert Debeok.
Surgeon—Dr. A. H. Bui roughs.
Mr.
tainment.
Gilbert’s company has
THE STAGE’S GLAMOUR
Chaplain—E. Newcomb.
been playing through
the State with
K.
Delegates to Encampment—W.
great success. The press have only good Attracts Two
Youthful
Aspareuts of Dana, E. Newcomb.
words to say for it. They open Monday
Alternates—J.
E.
Robert
DeWarren,
in
“Billee
Nashua.
night
Taylor.” Besides the
beok.
opera, Mr. Gilbert will present “Living
Temple Lodge, No. 8, F. and A. M.,
Piotures” in the best style. It is rememDecember
12.—About
10.30
las
eleoted
the following officers
last eveBoston,
bered how popular “Living Pictures”
wore here last
season.
Tickets are on night the Chesea polioe received a tele- ning:
W. M.—A. H. Bui roughs.
sale at the box office.
pohne mossage from Nashua, N. II., that
S. W.— F. W. Mariner.
Pistol.
two girls named Hattie Leaget, aged 16
J. W.
Ernest Bodge.
Treasurer—H. H. B. Hawes.
The reserved seats for the performances years, and Lizzie Hopkins, 17 years, left
Secretary—O. A. Cob*.
of this charming little comio opura will their homes and had taken the 5 o’clook
Trustees—Alonzo Libby, O. A. Cobb,
be on sale at Cressy, Joues & Allen’s train for Boston and had probably gone D. W. Babb.
The Westbrook Light Infantry elected
Deo. 18, when the numbers will be given to Chelsea to Jjoin tho Maud Hillman
out at 7 o’clock, and the tiok6ts sold at troupe whioh
was
performing at the the following officers at their meeting
last
9 o’clook.
The performances
evening:
will be Academy in that city.
The girls
had
Capt.—W. C. Lord. I
given at Kotzschmar hall tor (he benefit been
associating with two of the female
First Lieutenant—J. C. Strout.
of the Children’s Ward of the Maine GenSecond Lieutenant—J. W. Knight.
members of tho company while the troupe
erel Hospital.
First Sergeant—Edward Rome.
Both had exwas playing at Nashua.
Tile Itayinoml—Akers Concert.
Mr. H. L. Herriraan'and wife and Fred
desires
to
become
to
aotresses,
It will be a great delight to all our citi- pressed
W. Wentworth and family went to Nawhioh their parents objected.
zens to once more hear Mrs. Annie
Cary
learned that there were some ples Thursday to attend a birthduy party
The
Raymond’s voice In concert, and not of the police at the Broadway House aud of Mrs. Wentworth the mother of Mr.
party
only her, but that of hot' sister, Mrs. a visit to that hotel revealed tho fact that Fred Wentworth and Mrs. Herriman.
Ada Cary MoKenncy. This great event two young women had arrived there last
M ah Ion Jordan of Cornish was in the
night and engaged rooms.
will take place on Wednesday
city yesterday.
evening
Their names did not correspond with
Dec. 18th. Miss Sally Akers,
The city schools will close today until
the niece
those given out, the place of residence after the
of Paul Akers, Maine’s great scpultor
holidays.
oltioer
aud
the
to
was
different
proceeded
be
will
the beneficiary, and her voice is
Ralpii Lord will have charge at the
and finally took them new
interview
the
girls
of
all
who
nave heard
highly spoken
by
power house of the S. D. W'arren Co.
it. Miss Clemontina Yjirney is a fine to the police headquarters, where, alter a at the lower falls.
vocalist, and Miss Geraldine Morgan has short time, they confessed they were tho
Elder W. G. Nelson and wife, Mrs.
They admitted their George Hamilton, Miss Bessie Whitney
the highest encomiums as a violinist. Mr. two gilrs wanted.
Hattie Leagett
and and
Murray will accompany. Tickets now on right names were
Miss Nellie Cobb are atteuding the
that
they left home annual
Lizzie Hopkins and
sale at Stockbridge’s.
convention of tho Eastern Union
for the purpoes of joining the troupe as of
Loyal Workers' Society of Advont
they desired to adopt the stage as a pro- churches,
Pinafore,
meets in
which
Chelsea,
fession.
Mass., December 11th and 12th.
The first rehearsal
of this
charming
Both were neatly dressed, hut had very
Dr. Hawkes, Isaac Farrar and Stephen
opera was held last night with a large at- little
They remainmoney with them.
Skillings aro spending a week at their
tendance. Those that attend these per- ed at the police headquarters over night camp at West
Bethel, gunning.
formances Christmas afternoon and even- and this morning tho father of the LeaTho skating on the river still continues
ing will see one of the finest amateur pro- gott girl, and brother of the Hopkins girl excellent and great numbers of our
ductions ever given in this city. Tickets arrived from New Hampshire, and took young
people are improving it.
back. Tho girls broke down
on sale at Chandler’s music store
Mr. Walter Taylor was before court
Wednes the two girls
day, December 18th. Watch for the cast. at the sight of their people and were wil- Thursday afternoon for assault on Conling to return home.
stable Meserve.
After listening to the
The Park.
evidence on both sides the judge withheld
Re sure and go to the Park to see the
his decision and ordered Mr. Taylor to
talented vaudeville artists that fill the
report to him at 3 o’clock Saturday afternoon.
Lawyer Lyons appered in defense
house nightly. Tomorrow
will be the
of Mr. Taylor.
matinee for children and there will be
a large audience.

yotes.
Rev. Joseph Pullman,

£'<

^£

it was at first

thought that she
and Mr. Holt as the leader of the gang of
died of exposure, but an abundant stock
alias
Marravillains, George Forrester,
of fuel was found.
She probably
was
ble. These two characterizations stood out
taken siok in the night and got up, and
in bold relief last night among so many
evidently sat down in front of the stove.
other good portraitures.
Again in the Death was
so sudden that there had apthird act, the scene where Dixon has taken
not been the slightest struggle.
parently
the key from Burgess and Marrable comHer hands were folded, and It is possible
pels him to give it to him, the key that that shn died while naleen.
wouiu nang nini as uamning eviuence
or
She was the
widow
of Thomas P.
his complicity in the murder, was a very
who died several years ago.
Her
Kelley,
finished bit of acting ou the part of Mr.
maiden name was Kate McKenna,and she
Holt. In fact the latter’s quiet, forceful
lived previous to her marriage at Worcesacting thorughout made muoh of the
Mass.
A carefully
framed and
ter,
suocess of the play.
treasured marriage, certificate
evidently
Mr. George Alison as Gearld was very
showed that she was married July 20th,
good indeed, and at no time better than
F.
1883, at Worcester by Rev. Charles
in the last act where he stands on the
Grace. It is thought that she has friends
in
the
and
defies
the
upper step
cottage
in Worcester.
band of outlaws from whom he can exA very pathetio oiroumsfcance connected
pet no mercy. He was also good in the with the case was the
conduet of a little
love scenes with Miss Busby, who made
dog, the dead woman had been greatly
a oharming Margaret, and
who had an
attached to.
When Mr. Stewart entered
opportunity to show her power in her ad- the house he found the
dog crouched by
mirable scene with liei father, Marrable,
the side of its dead mistress, and the way
in the third act
Mr. MoRae as
Harry the
poor creature looked from one to anBurgess, and Miss Wood as Gecile were other of the little
later
group that
very happy in a pretty little scene when
in the room was piteous. When
gathered
Gecile discovers him at his bath, which
Mr. McDonald tried to take it home, it
evoked shouts of laughter. Miss Adrienne
and
escaped and ran back to tho body,
Desrolles was effective as Mercedes, the
there was a touohing scene when the reWoman who was originally the
pal of mains were removed from the house.
Marrable, and Mr. Herman gave a oorreot
The room in whioii Mrs. Kelley died
representation of Capt. Dixon. Of course was
very cold, so muoh so that not only
the other parts were well taken..
was the body frozen, but the
water in a
The last scene in the
drama where
wash tub in tho room was also
frozen.
Marrable winds up the bomb that i3 exThe room was poorly but neatly furnishpeoted to blowyoung Austen to pieoes, is
ed, and the little table was set just as
one of thrilling intensity and held the authe dead woman left it the previous evedience last night so still that the ticking
The fact that the lamp was still
ning.
of the machine so plainly heard, emphaburning showed that Mrs. Kelley got up
sizing the terrible situation.
some time in the night, and it is thought
It is to be hoped that our theatre goers
succeeded in starting a fire.
will take advantage of the two nights
Deputy Sterling is of the opinion that
and a matinee that the piece will be rethe woman died in the
early part of
This is the
peated, to crowd the house.
most expensive oompany that has been
Wednesday evening. He believes that she
seen here for years.
Mr. Frobman has was at work at her wash tub when she
selected it with great care and his liberwas taken
sick and that she went to the
and
taste
is
shown
in the exelleuce
ality
The body, in
of the entertainment.
Tickets at Stock- chair in which she died.
his opinion, remained
where it
bridge’s.
was
Gilbert Opera Company,
found all Wednesday night and all
day
Mr. J. A. Gilbert is so well known to yosterday. Mrs. Kelley took supper at the
house of a friend Wednesday night,
at
Portland
that the

f

^*

f\

^\t£

realistic character

FI

>

■%£

no
inquest would be necessary.
Deputy Sterling made a thorough in-

J

w

>

that

^

Bringing the giver to mind twelve times
during a year. Every girl and woman
will appreciate a year’s subscription to

^t

The death was evidently due
him, and finally as one Donough.
to some heart trouble of long standing
glides away with the

has deserted.

|o

Superb Christmas Present

of which Mrs. Kelley
had
frequently
blood-stained booty under his arm, he is
^
Coroner Littlefield decided
reoognized by the woman the principal complained.
scoundrel

A One-Dollar

|l

(8

CLOSE CALL- :

Narrowly Escape Burning
to

Death,

Boston, December 12.—Seven persons
had a narrow escape from death in a fire
in a tenement house in Chambers street
early this morning
H The fire was discovered by a policeman
and attracted the attention of three men
These
who were in a pool room near by.
ran to the burning building to arouse the
inmates.

A

ARRIVED!

K3

woman

and

a

little

I

SANTA CLAUS at the White Store.
All here !

Presents, train, Reindeer that haul my train, sleighs, trees,
ladders, !n fact prepared to climb to the highest chimney in Portland.
Enough presents to load every Christmas tree in town. If you will

girl

call and see me this afternoon, I will show you how I fill the Xmas
stockings of your little tots when you are sound asleep.

lying sound asleep on a bed, the
covering of whioh were already smoking
and the two seemed paritally
unconscious. They were carried out and taken
to an adjoining house.
wore

The other persons in the

burning

The last part of my jouruey has been a bitter cold one, but I always
do as I agree. The arrangements made with Mr. Larrabee to be here
with my Xmas presents displayed for two weeks could not be post-

build-

ing succeed^ in getting out in safety,
but very scantily clad. The loss is about
The fire was probably caused by
$1500.
the explosion of a koroseno lamp.

poned on account of weather. I cannot enumerate the different pretty
things I have brought to Portland this trip. It is by far the largest I
ever brought into this town for little ones, and in fact for all ages.

Lively a't the Mining Exchanges.
Colorado Springs, Col., December 12.—
The mining stock yesterday was very active and strong, the total nnrnber of
shares sold at the three local exchanges
reaching 2,309,025. The entire list received more or less attention, the cheaper
priced stooks generally scoring slight
gains, the higher priced issues as a rule
remain ing unchanged, though a few advanced a fow points.
A new strike is reported in the Golden
Fleece mine in the lower level, which
gives this mine 600 feet of additional
sloping of very rich ore. A recent strike
in the Squaw mountain tunnel is giving
smelting returns of $500 per car.
The Free Coinage group of mines on
Bull hill at Cripple Creek were sold yesterday, the price being in the neighborhood of $100,000.

they should be sold at the l.owcst Possible Prices.
All are cordially invited to call and see me at Manson G. Larrabee's

The “Prmwda” House Burned

Yarmouth, Deoember 12—The residence
of William MoCulley, where the Prawda
murder was committed, burned witli the
contents early this morning.
The loss is
estimated at $800; partially insured.
MARRIAGES.
In South Windham, Dec. 7, bv Alphonso
Moulton, Esq., of Harrison. Daniel M. Rand
and Mrs. Nellie E. Beck, both of South Windham.
in Fryeburg. Dec. 11, by Rev. B. N. Stone.
Ernest E. Harriman of Lovell and Miss Mary
D. Grover of Conway, N. H.
In Goodwins Mills, Dee. 4, George G. Rhodes
and Miss Alice Hatch, both of Lyman.
In Auburn. Nov. 20, Fred F. Talbot, of Turner and Miss Flora Maude Walker of Auburn.
In Charleston, Nov. 27, Edward Clark and
Mrs. Annie Priest.
in Deer Isle. Nov. 25. F'rank M. Emerson and
Miss Nellie E. Morse.
Ill Hope. Nov. 27, Ernest O. Brown and Miss
Gertrude E. Thorndike.

DEATHS.
In Batli, Dec. 9, Priscilla E. Hawthorne, aged
72 years.
in South Paris, Dec. 4tli, Mrs. Polly F’auuee
Thayer, aged Ml years.
In s uth I.ujiec, Nov. 23, Mrs. Eliza Wormed, aged 90 •ars.
In Machias, Dec. 8, John S. Tunper, aged 61

'.years.

You all understand the agreement made with Mr Larrabee was

that

White Store.
Larrabee’s large show window a
Mary’s Little Lamb—
the school room with twelve little scholars, Mary and the Lamb—also
the teacher. I am occupying for this display, the whole of this large
This morning, you will see
perfect representation of the

in Mr.

well known story of

window—do not miss

seeing this, for I have spent lots of time in
for your benefit.
P. S.— Children—all remember, I shall be at the White
Store, witli
my Train and Reindeer, to-day, from 10.30 until 4 o’clock.
transporting this

1

SANTA CLAUS
LARRABEE’S

-

AT THE WHITE STORE

-

516

WEDDING RINGS.
All Solid Gold.
Any .size, weight
style, in 10, 14 and 18 kt. gold.
Pounds of them.
Toucan find just
what you want in my stock.

or

McKENNEY, file Jeweler,
Monument

Square,

OPEN EVENINGS.

COMGRESS ST.

WHITE’S ANNUAL
Mammoth Christmas Tree.
Following our usual custom at Christinas
time, we will erect at our store Saturday,
Dec. 14th, a mammoth tree, loaded with a variety of choice gilts, which we will present to
all our customers purchasing goods to the
amount of fifty cents and upwards; and we also
wish to acquaint our patrons that we will present for their inspection at that lime the largest

assortment of Christmas slippers ever displayed
in this state. We have secured one thousand
pairs of manuiactures samples in men’s and
boys slippers, which we will sell at less than
the cost to make them. We intend that our
store shall be the headquarters for supplies of
Christmas footwear. Remember our tree will
remain from Dec. 14th, until Christmas and we
invite you to bring the children in order that
they may see the presents which it will contain

WHITE’S
SHOE
STORE,
480 Congress St.
Qpposrita Prebls House.
declMeodtf

Iu East Matthias, Dec. 6. Loritig A. Hoimes,
iged 43 years.
In Jeflersou, Nov. 27, Mary E. Weeks, aged
<3 years.
Iu Wilton, Nov. 27,
Mrs. Betsey Magratb,
tged 7'J years.
In Corluna, Dec. 1, Enos Dunnam, aged 86
years.
In Stockton Springs, Nov. 30, Cyrus Hartson,
iged 56 years.
I u Grafton, Dec. 3, AinaiWia M. l'aine, of KoxIniry, Mass.
In Mvermore, Dee. 7, Mrs. Louis Shuttles,
isjed 70 years o months.

Ik HEREBY
TyroneE
1-s
subscriber has been

GIVEN, that the
duly appointed and
himself the trust of Administrator

taken upo
of tbe estate ot

GEORGE TARBOX, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given bonds as the law uirects.
All persons
having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, are required to exhibit ihe same
and

all persons indebted

to

said

estate

ar«

called upon to make payment to
GILBERT U. TARBOX, Adm’r
Portland, Dec. 11,1895. (Iecl3dlaw3wFri,«

1„--—

_——

MISCELLANEOUS.

MAINE

IN TOWN, HONEY J”

TOWNS.

Xtems of Interest Gathered

by

Corres-

Goes

I“ *SE

place were invited guests, and about
twenty accompanied pastor H. A. Stetthis

Pancake |

Flour.

A combination of t!ie

$

1 of life

tserwick.

great staffs
WHEAT, CORN anti RiCE.t

«

the 4.45 train, returning at eight,
having a most enjoyable time. Tho guests
were highly honored and at the supper in
son on

the capacious dining room of tho church,
a purse of $100 was presented directed to
“Our Mother Church in North Berwick”
in the presentation of which the pastor

happily apologized

for not furnishing conveyance from the station, and
s A grocer who offers you any other
jS colored package than Ked when you- suggested that the contents of too envelJr.sk for the Genuine Aunt Jemima is' ope might pay expenses and a trifle over.
J t: yingto deceive you, and if he deceives Our people were utterly surprised, and
matter he may in yourac-c in the large expense of recent repairs the
ijyou in this
Remember the Red package. K money was highly appreciated both for
k uunts.
its intrinsic value and for the good
Beware of counterfeits.
will
g
of the illustrious offspring of the church
HERE'S OUR GUARANTEE.
The recent snow storm
has greatly
Buy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’. Selfimproved travel, but is not suffloiont to
C Ri-ifig Pancake Flour, anil If you do not find it
p m.'tkos the bert cakes you ever ate, return the £ make goood sledding, so wheels are prinJ. empty box to your jcrocer. leave your name, and !*
cipally used.
*
tlie grf-ocar will refund the money and charge
Bert and i'red Baston and
Thomas
p it to ua.
Scientifically Prepared and
;■
^
Whittier are expeoted to spend their short
Manufactured only by
f)
vacation in town. They aro in Dartmouth
very

j?

~

p. T. DAVIS MILL CO., St. Joseph, Mo.
■

... V

*

SGGOGGOOOG;

*

s > uooqex

1 was afflicted with
catarrh last
autumn.
During the month of October 1 could
neither
taste or
mnell
and
could hear but little.
Fig’s ('ream Halm cured
it.-Marcus Geo. Shautz
Hahway, JV. J.

College.

T. B. Hussey’s plow works are working full capacity, and good shipments
are daily made.
Christmas will be observed by the Sunday sohools as usual.
Entertainments
and sales are being held preparatory to

From

Boston, Becomi er 12.—Capt. Half of
the
Defender, passed through Bostou
Tueday evening on his way to Betr Isle,
Mo.
He is going to get as many
of the Defender’s orew

as

Cumberland Grange.

About one hundred
members
were present from various
parts of the
county. Tho fifth degrees was conferred
class of three candidates.
A recess
taken
aj 12 o’clock for dinner, which
was served in Sous.of Veterans’hall.

fTAHE annual meeting of this corporation
A will be held on Friday December 13,
lb95, at four o’clock in the afternoon at the
o’fcce of the corporation, Boon So. 9, of the
City Building, Portland, Vie., for the purpose of electing Mien officers as are
provided by the by-laws,
associate
electing
members, and transacting any other business that may be required, by the by-laws of
She

corporation.

Da tod at Portend this December 5th, 1895.
ticcfidtd
CELIA Me PA 1 TEN, Clerk.

Portland

National Bank.

fllHE annual meeting of the stockholders
A of the Portland National Bank of Portland, for the election of directors for the
ensuing year and the tiansuc icn of any
other business that may
legally be
presented, will be held at their banking house
on Tuesday, the 14th day of January,
1896,
at 10 o’clock A. M.
CHARLES G. ALLEN, Cashier.
doc6dtd
Portland, December 6, 1805.

E A DIES’

A bundled of rise pretties! Diamond
Rings
you ever set your eyes
on.
I’ou will say so
when you
see
them.
Every Diamond is of
good quality. We keep
no off color or
imper-

I

with rheumatic fever
Mr. Ephraim
Dyer,

who

working on the water works at
plaoes, has closed his work for

has been
different
the win-

ter and returned home.
Rev. C. A. Burke, who has been engaged to preach at the Free Baptist

church,

moved into the

parsonage

this

week.
All the schools in town commenced
last week, with the same teaohers as last
term.
Mrs. Horace G.
who has
Trundy,
been stopping at the life saving station
moved into her house at Bowery Beach
last week.
Th farmers are selling some of their
cabbago at eight dollars per ton, and
squash at ten dollars. Not many will sell
at this price.
They will hold them for
a rise.
llarpgwell.

I Diamond Rings.
I
i

a

W’orthy State Lecturer Stetson was
introduced and occupied about one hour
in very interesting remarks for the good
of the order.

of

of

on

I have used your Anodyne Liniment in treating our infant (only six months old) for colic,
aud our little three year old daughter for
summer complaint and found it excellent.
John L. Oliver, Americus, Georgia.
a case

Anodyne Liniment she

was entirely cured.
Umphrey, M. D., Cordova, Minn.

S. B.

the

MARK DOWN SALE

Second Parish Missionary Union
was
held in the large vestry Wednesday afternoon.
Subject discussed was “Educational Work Among the Colored People
of the South.
An interesting resume
of the Wheat Law was given by Miss

——

conditions in homes and lives
result. In response to a call from
the Woman’s Board, the State Street

4 lbs. New Prunes,
6 lbs. Good Raisins,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
3 lbs. 4-Crown. New Raisins,
5 lbs. New Clean Currenst,
New Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B*ef, Suet and Spices.
New Figs, Nuts <.«d Dates.
lOlbs. Rolled Oats,

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
undersigned, having been appointed by
tlie Honorable Henry (J. Peabody, Judge of

use.

But I am getting a little
“Y-a-a-s.
tiahed of being just a cliwygantheuium

holder.”—Washington Star.t

The readers of our publications aru ^requested to use Salvation Oil for any and
all poins. It is a sure cure. 35 oents.

ROSE,
DR."Menial

mors

tbaa

Middle

street.

'‘Magnetic

Healing”
and “Occnlt forces”.taught and demonstrated
in the cure of all diseases. Hours. 9 to 9 daily.
Mo

cure no

Science.”

pay.

11-1

25 cts
50 cts. bush
50 cts. bush

Dated this 5th day of

December, A.

D.,

MONEY

j

; floor-

street, *>ud
noy 15.4

plan.

Steady

\\ delight

(|

|J)

to

others,

or
Waltham movein silver case $8, in gold filled
Gents watch chains, warranted
live years, $2.50, $3. $4. See the Christmas
goods in the window of CLARENCE H.
BROWN’S jewely and
music store, 272
Mddle street.
10-1
ment

$15.

FOR sale—Just arrived at
Teflon’s stable, Cumbeland Mills, Me.,
30 horses direct from the farms of Ohio,
weighing fom 1000 to 1500 Ids., suitable for
ail kinds of business. Among them are
some very nice matched teams, and
will be
sold lower than ever before for cash or
goon notes.10-1

HORSES

l^OR SALE—The look called “Forestand
shore” by Charlcf P. llsley. Stories of Old
Joe Wyer the Indian .mjouL These stories are
all about Portland, Falmouth, and North Yarmouth in the Indian wars a hundred years ago.
A good Christmas presout for boys. COLK6WORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 92 Exchange

I70R SALE—Musical goods for the Holiday
A
trade, just received. The best display ever
in Portland. Pianos. Music Boxes. Violins,

Mandolins, Guitars. Banjos. Cornets. Harmonicas, etc.
Popular Music, music Books,
music Rolls,
superior Violins and Banjo
Strings. Please call. HAWES, 414 Congress

street.

4-4

those who

SALE—Beautiful suburban residence
in Deering, one and one-half miles out;
three minutes from electrics;
cottuge of
nine rooms will ell and stable
connected*,
seven acres land, cuts six tons hay,
fine
orchard, high **l»»VHtion, full view of Portland. Price $3800. W. H. WALDRON A CO.,
ldO Middle street.
7-1

-r-—-

SALE—Pool Tables; for sale and to
let. Inquire of FRED
27
a. PINE,
Monument square.7-1

WANTED

WANTED—Pupils

on
banjo, piano and
guitar. Remember we lend banjos to
wish to take lessom*. Banjo and
guitar, nO cents a lesson; piano, 60 cens.
Address LIBBY BROS., 414 Congress street
C. K. Hawes.
10-1
""

in an office as bookkeeper
young ladv who has had
experience; can furnish
reler
Addres.i V,” Press Office.
7-1

VIJANTED—Situation
I?
by a
five years
enoe.

IirANTED-—All
persons in want of trunks
**
and bsgs to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
59a Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottom prices:
trunks repaired. i>pen evenings.
12-4
\VANTKJD— HAL

USLfc*.

Hi

Forty words inserted
one

under this head
weok for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Christian

wanted,

man

not

FOR

FOR

SALE—Slimmer hotel at Gateway,
While Mountains, 30 rooms, always full.
Piazza on ell sides, fine dance ball, f0 acres
land under cultivation which supplies the
drives an 1
house; the scenery is grand,
fishing privileges; first quality. Price $3000.
W. H. WaLDKON & CO., 180 Middle street.

FOR

7-1

FOR

SALE—2Mi story

acquain’ed with Church people, 518

per
week. Write >tnndard Manufacturing Co.,
11 Franklin •‘■t., Boston, Mass. lawJOw'l h

sj

ZIMMER, \)
{{ Bellwood,Neb.,Apr.l3,1895.
[fa

containing 12

rooms with all modern improv3inents fitted
for two famlies, Lot 70x1 tiO with fruit trees on
same. Situ <ttiou 20 Main street. East Deering.
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42^
Nov6-4
Exchange street.

XiOR SALE—The Homestead of the late
A
Thomas Qulnby, near Stroudwater in DeerFour acres of land with good house. On
line of street cars; 10 minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
line a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroudwater.
jly27-tf

_miscellaneous,

« PRICES
of

bouse

employed ing.

K

it for it alone
ri saved my

ft

Instruments, including Autoharps,
Symphonioms, Mandolins,Guitars and all musical instruments the human family may desire.
Please call, ladies and gentlemen and send the
children. HAWES, 415 Congress steeet. 4 4

LOST AND FOUND.

flour and sugar; compare a few
our prices with what you are paying.
Washburn’s superlative flour, $4.00; best St.
Louis flour, $4.00; 24 lbs. granulated sugar and
1 lb. of 50c tea at $1.50; best pea and yellow
eye beans. 50c a pk; fine cooking molasses.
25c and 35c galon; best rose potatoes. 15c pk,
50c bit; choice Formosa tea, 25c and 35c;
5 lbs. best cooking raisins, 25c; 3 lbs. bes t California prunes 25c; 100 common crackers. 22c;
4 lbs. new Persian dates for 25c; 36 bars west
end soap for $1.00; 10 lb. tub pure lard, best,
75e: pork to roast 8c lb; fresh and pickled
tripe 8c; salt pork by the strip 7c; pickled pigs
feet and Frankfort sausages 10c; fore quarter
lamb, 6c to 7c, legs 10c; pork steak and sausage.'10c; best round steak, 10c to 12c: English breakfast bacon. 13c; whole hams, lean, 10
to 11c; lean smoked shoulders, 8c to 9c; nice
corned beef. 2, 4. and 6c; nice turkey. 16c to
,18c. Call and leave your order or send postal.
Goods delivered. Telephone 228-5. JOHNSON
on

j,,

WIWUOt&l.

LOAN

13-1

p. m., in Spring St.
LOST—Thursday
Park St., beiwen
Spring and Gray

car

on
a sum of

or

Sts.,

money. The finder will be suitably
rewarded by leaving it at No. 272 SPRING
street.13-1
18 Lewis street and foot of
LOST—Between
Free street
set of blue print plaus for
one

Casino building at tfiraonton Cove, to be
the Portland & Cape Elizabeth Railroad Company.
Finder will be rewarded by
leaving tuem at the PORTLAND TRUST CO.
the

buiitby

12*1

—A watch. Owner
170UND
calling at 131 Park street.

have

can

s*.me

by

12 1

George R. Daivs’ and
Ross’ store,
Congress
street, gold eye glasses with gold chain.
Kinder will be rewarded bv leaving at 28
ll-l ■
Exchange street. A. H. FORD.
ween

LOST—Bet
Morrill and

on

WANTED—SITUATIONS.
words inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty
one

street._deoi

WANTED by 25 smart and
tolls to
.uixier,
PAYdriver for the
Prince Edward Island. Norwegian,
Eureka Meam laundry, SITUATIONS
American
Will do
no mor«*

t«u*

urine;

neat

il.TLCKEB,

i

The best wearing, most stylish, and
the greatest value of any $3.00 Men’s
Shoes on the continent.
Best calfskin, dongola tops, solid
leather soles, with all the popular toes,
lasts and fastenings, and Lewis’ Cork
Filled Soles.
Each pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Polioy for $100, good for
80

have everything pertaining to Optical
goods. Also a large stock of
We

days.

Wear Lewis’Accident Insurance Shoes
The
once and you will w^er change.
insurance goes for “full measure.”
Talk with your dealer who sells Lewis’
Shoes.

Christmas Goods,
Watches,
including Silverware, Jewelery,
In
all styles from the elegant Marble
Clocks,
and Onyx to the Nickel Alarm. I also have an
endless variety of novelties in Silver, including
Manicure Sets. Paper Cutters. Match Boxes, Sold
by CENTER & McDOWELL.
Menthol in silver cases. Coat Plaster in Case,
Pin Cushions. Emery Bags, Razor Hone in silver case, Thimbles in
num all sizes at 5c each

Solid

Silver.

Alumi-

at

E. S. PFXDEXTER,
561 Congress St.

Portland,
deoil

JOHN H. RIDGE,
JOHN H. PIE ROE,
dccOlawawF.
Commissioners.
to loan on furniture, organs, pianosmachinery, hordes, diamonds, watohes
life insurance policies, first and seooncl mort
gages, reai estate ; also notes discounted
Bin’
iness confidential. CORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAM CO., room 6. 185 Middle

the instalment

on

first and second
on heal estate, good commercial paper, stocks, bonds, personal property
or any good collateral securities at the lowest
market rates. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & Co.,
e ,1
42 1-2 Exchange

THE

^

to sell our fine line of
and Ladies’ Mackin-

YjfTANTED—Agents
Tf Albums, Bibles

TO
MONEY
mortgages

NOTICE^

ut 3 p. m.

words
Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty
one

Customers for Coke west of
Grove stree* at Gas company’s price,
by .1. H. Mountiort,corner Porltand and St.
John streets.
11-1

I

SALE—Elgin

FOR

case

A

k

CONSUMPTION

f^OR

January 1st, tli« store
occupied by 1'. B. UTOSHER,
piOR SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks new
39 Exchange St.
Inquire of A electric Banjos are “par excellence.” What,
savs must be true. Please call and
everybody
Henry Deering, 39 Exchange St. examine. Also for the Holidays an elegant lot
deco
of new popular music, music Books and new
dtf
musical

n with

yj

SALE—$450 upright piano entirely
new will be sold at a great bargain for
For particulars addess G. A. TIBcaadb.
BETTS, Chief of Detectives,
Lewiston,
Me., P. Q .Box 123 E. D, O. W.10-1»

now

06 liAiun r-.it.

}

undersigned having been appointed
by the Hon. Judge ot 1'robsite lor the
County of Cumberland, on the fifteenth day
of November A.D., 1895.
commissioners to
receive and examine the claims of creditors
against the estate ot Muncy B. Fuller, late
of Salem, in the Commonwealth ot Massadec ei snd who died leaving
chusetts
an
estate to be administered in said
county
represented insolvent, hereby give notice
six
months from dale of said
that
appointment are allowed to said creditors in which
to present and appiove tl.eir claims,
and
that they will be in session at the office
of
John H. Pierce, 30 Exchange street,
Poitland, at the times hereinafter mentioned
lor the purpose of receiving ihe same
to
wit, .Saturday, the 11th of January, lsgg at
3 i). m. (Saturday the 7th of March,
i860, at 3
p.ui. and Saturday, the 2nd of May ’ikoa

About

work and good inducements to huelters.
Apply to GArl LI & O’GORMAN, 47 Middle
11-1
street, Portland, Me.

PENDEXTER’S.

times for the purpose of receiving
the same, to wit:—at the store of Benjumin F.
Whitney, on School street in Gorham Village,
at 2 o’clock in the afternoon of the fifteenth
days of January, April and May, A. D. 1890.
)
EDWIN F. CLEMENT.
Com’rs.
BENJAMIN F. WHITNEY,
of
this
Dated
twenty-seventh day
Novembeh
nov 29
A, D., 1895.
law3w.it.

C.OOC.QOO boxes.

Specialist, 19fiVs

iii

places and

COMMISSIONERS’

store on

TO BE LET,

Probate for the County of Cumberland a d
State of Maine, on I tie fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1895, commissioners to receive and
examine the claims of credito s against the estate of Simeon B. Cushman late ot Gorham, in
said County of Cumberland and State of waine,
deceased, represented Insolvent, hereby give
notice that six months from the date of said
appointment are allowed to said creditors in
which to present and prove their fclaims, and
that fiey will be in session at the following

it.
sale a

25 cts. |

Tamarinds,

Itf bs. silver Skinned
12 lbs. Sweet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,
St. Andrews Turnips,

The

pills for constiio^
Get the
and 25*.
pation
book at your druggist’s and
Animal

25 cts.
16 cts.
20 cts.

10 cig. can
Sets, lb
6 to 12 cts. lb
2 to 6 cents, lb
8 cts lb
25 cts
Onions,

A.
MADDOX
&
37
Middle, 54 to 60 India Sts
_35

Beecham’s

by

25 cts.

25 cts.

Can Salmon,
Porte Roasts,
Beef C.oasts,
Corned beef

S.

CMa Cut Glass.

go

cts.
25 cts.

25

connect-

rooms over

Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water,
large closet and
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
246 Middle street.
7_tf

ADOLPH

I

His Function.

Monument Square.
W,F,&Mttf

00 YOU APPRECIATE BARGAINS ?

GATES’

“I wish,” said Willie Wishington, with
a touch of real emotion in his voice, “that
I could bwing myself to be of more consequence in this world.”
“Oh, don’t worry. Everybody has hi*

early in the
in order to ensure the sale of these
during the Holiday season.

HASKELUJONES,

pleased

26-4

LET—Dress making rooms; Ihree
TOing
the X. John Little

Irani
cure i

We make this offer thus

__

Eight Corners, December 11. —The parishioners of Rev. Geo. L. Mason tendered
him a donation at the parsonage Tuesday
The total amount, including
evening.
a horse,
produce and money, was in the
neighborhood of $60.
The Free Baptist Sunday School has
to hold Christmas exeroises the
voted
evening of the 25th inst.
Mr. Willis Prince of Portland, formerly of this town, has been obliged to take
his wife to the insane asylum.

at

decU

Cumberland street.

toshes,

I
(7 recommend

season

goods

rooms
with
room at

use

vi

V\ Gentlemen:

LESS THAN COST.

Washington Design

SILVERWARE

LET—Pleasant furnished
TO furnace
heat and
of hath
457

I

11—I——Mil———I

un-

at
street.novlO-4

WARREN. PA.

Seal, Mink, Persian Lamb, Astrachan*
Electric Seal, Montignacs, Chinchillas,
Beavers, Kerseys, Cheviots, Ac,, at
greatly reduced prices, and in many
cases

Gray

RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
l^OR
A
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51 Vj Exliauge street.
1-tf

JJtoTHE piso company, (A
\\
I(4

offer

in

Uoual Articles Cauned.

13-1

FOR

WANTED.

Ladies’ Garments.

The mystery of Fred Orr’s death still Auxiliary to Foreign Missions will meet
reasn unsolved.
When la-t seen ho sailed in the church
parlors The meeting will
down past two boats of his brother fish- be devoted to
prayer for the suffering
ermen, who are busy pulling their traps.
Armenians and our missionaries.
There
When they had finished
and
looked will be a paper on the Turkish situation
Orr’s
boat
had
about,
disappeared. They read by one of the members.

he had gone home and took no
further thought of it.
All the- boats in
the neighborhood were
out
dragging
Monday and Tuesday, but without success.
His oars, bait tub, and kid boards
have been pioked up, but not a traoe of

i

cur entire stock of

as a

J. J. REYOL,

110

LET—A lew pleasant furnished and
TO furnished
rooms, steam heat and gas.

SQUARE.

Open Evenings.

4

we

sonable offer will be declined.
553 Congress street.

rr.O

No, 2

and Furs.

Commencing Thursday, Dec. 12th,

changed

thought

IN-

Jackets, Capes

very iow rute for a term of years. F. H.
31 v2 Exchange street.
13-1

Jeweler,

MONUMENT

LADIES’

Soule.
Mrs.
Emery, Miss Baker, Mrs.
Hack and others disoussed the importance
of Christian educational training and the

a

HAIU'ORD,

dec7tf

McKENNEY,

GRAND

Missionary Meetings.
The regular monthly meeting of the

SALE—Four Seal Cloaks or superior
a term of years, the elegantly
residence, corner of Mechanic FOR
quality, have been worn but few times ami
High streets. Deering Highlands. Will perfect, cost $300; must now be sold, uo rea-

appointed

and

GEO. A. HARMON, Sec.
514 Congress St.

I

i McKENNEY, the Jeweler,

DIAMONDS,
Watches, Jewelry,

1

passed:

|
I

We

!

Husbandry

The Burnham & Morrill Co., of this
city, who put up about everything of
high grade for which there is a demand,
H
are now putting up very small onions
in
il
feet stuff,
$150 down
the boat or its owner has been seen since tins. These are for long voyages and are
to $6.50.
I will give
10.30 a. m., Saturday.
His mother is also very desirable for home consumption,
more
for
I
you
your
compleeiy prostrated by the shock, and since the unpleasant odor arising from
in
a
Diamond
money
his wife is heartbroken.
Rooking at home is avoided. The Martin
than other dealers.
Wanger company of Baltimore, is putHarrison.
ting up “hog and hominy” in this shapo.
December
Harrison,
11.—Harry S. This artiole (sausage and ohoice white
Whitney, son of J. S. Whitney, had a hominy, ‘is very nopular South, although
almost unnkownCEast.
narrow escape form drowning ysterday.
monument Square.
fi Tho
In all probability, owing to the new
skating on the Harrison side of Long
Lake is excellent and the ice perfectly law, no Maine lobster factories will run
safe. A large company of men, women the present season, although the large
and children were out having a fine time firms, like the Portland Packing comand as the ice was a good
three inches pany and Burnham & Morrill company,
I'll ir»lr
tin nno
oVif
nf
Hnnnn-M
who have scores of factories in the ProvHave you seen tlie
Tho price of
yougWhitenv started for North Bridgton, inces, will pack as usual.
it is tnated, alone.
Just after turning the present stock on hand is higher in
and
next
Now
season's
the
he
struck
thin
ice and broke
York,
point
pack will
tfI want to be the
thorugh. His cries brought help, but sell full as high, if not higher, than the
in
IvrflOATlt-.
P Jeweler
could
not
reach
him
and
had
,
,
to
they
go
Who
Comes
He must have been in the
forja lina
Turks Hampering Relief Work.
will be
water from 10 to
15 minutes and was
ltxb0 Your m/idMrst”
chilled.
New York, December 1 .—A cable recompletely
Mr. Carl Meade was taking off his ceived today by the Christian Herald
to show you.
skates quite a long distance from where from a oorrepsondent at Tauirs, Persia,
the boy was when he heard his cries.
A says: “News received from Van states
few minutes more and there would have that there are 50,000 refugees crowding
been no one in hearing and the boymight the city from two hundred villages dehave drowned.
The
stroyed in the province of Van.
Turks are greatly hampering the relief
Otisfield.
W!LLIS Al
work conducted by Dr. Grace Kimball
Otisfield, Deo. 11. A very
pleasant and her missionary associates. The misevening was spent by quite a company in sion work is necessarily suspended for
JFWK1EREndeavor hall Friday evening, Dec.
6. the present. The schools are closed. InAn entertainment was given consisting formation comes from Bitlis that mis573 Congress St.,
of recitations, charades, tableaux and sionaries lives there are in danger. They
vocal and instrumental musio. This was are awaiting a chance to escape to a place
The Christian Herald at
immediately followed by a supper, after of safety.”
3ild
Fine Watch, Clock which a sociable of a
couple of hours onoe telegraphed Clara Barton, president
of the Bed Cross, Washington,
I”' was held.
offering
The schools of Otisfield are onoe more to contribute $2,5000 if the Red Cross
in session.
There are but two teachers would assure the responsibility of the
who have never taught in town before, relief work in Armenia.
viz.—Mr. Fuller, from Poland, at South
WIT AND WISDOM*
Mr. Reed’s Strength,
Otisfield, and Charles Robinson of this
town, on Otisfield Gore.
Washington,. December 13.—“The most
The Bicycle on the Farm.
Preaching services by Rev. Mr. Co- unexpected strength of Mr.Reed,” says a
burn, of Bangor University, will be held New
York Republican leader, “comes
in Union church at Spurr’s Corner, Dec. from the Southern States. This
support
15 and Dec. 23 for the first time in a is unsolicited,enthusiastic and
voluntary.
number of months.
Take Alabama, for instance, y hioh was
so aggressively for Harfison in 1S93.
The
Cumberland.
Alabama men say now their delegates to
Cumberland Centre,
Dee. 11.
The the National Convention will favor Reed.
Farmer’s Institute held at this place last In
Louisiana the indications aro that
Prof. the delegates will be unanimous for Mr.
Saturday was well attended.
Jordan, of the State College, and Secre- Reed. The delegation from that state
tary McKeen spoke in the forenoon upon has always been controlled by ex-Senator
“The Silo.
Ex-Gov. Hoard, of
Wis- William Pitt Kellogg and by ex-Senator
consin, occupied most of the afternoon, Pinchback.
Both are now here. They
his subject being “Dairying ”
Mr. are both active for Reed’s
nomination.
Hoard is a pleasing speaker, and gave ills
a
movement
has already beon
Moreover,
—New York World.
hearers a pleasiDg and instructive talk. inaugurated in that state that is
likely
In the evening Secretary McKeen gave to be
successful.and will set in motion the
his lecture, “Why Go West, Young Man-” activities for Mr. Reed at an
It
early
day.
Those who attended these meetings feel is the purpose of the
Republican leaders
they were amply repaid.
to choose the delegates to the National
The fortnightly meeting of tb e Ladies Convention from Louisiana
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
and
Social Cirolu will be held noxt Thursday to have them instructed for -January
1
Mr. Reed.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
afternoon and evening at Union Hall.
am
informed that this plan is oortain to
Mrs. Edward Butler and daughter have succeed, and that the choice of these deleWhen she became Mias, she clung to Castoria,
been visiting relatives here.
gates may be regarded as the signal gun
V, aen she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
for Mr. Reed’s campaign.
Scarboro.

Sterling Silver

!

Proprietors.

rights.

head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

FOR

Berry
Spoons,
Kuives, Fish Sets, Cold
Meat Forks, Gravy. Oyster
and Soup
Ladles, Fruit
Knives, Nut Picks, Sugar
Spoons and Butter Knives
in plush lined cases, and
they make a useful and
pretty present.
Come and see the goods
before you purchase.

—

them
from
their
their

Forty words inserted under this
one

rS10 LEASE—For

of

Cumbelrand county
in
Pomona
Grange assembled, do hear the call of our
brothers of Gorham, for aid; and that we

will do all in our power to secure to
the building of the eleotrio road
Westbrook, thus seouring to them
convenience, their interests, and

head
cash in advance.

TO LET.

All who order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that their money
shall be refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Price 35 cts; Six J2.00, express prepaid
if
you can't get it near home send to us. Ask first. Sold by druggists. Pamphlet free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO. 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole
—

cents

FOR

I am ninety-one years and nine months old,
born September 17,1796. I have been a
standard bearer for your Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment more than fifty years, when good
old Dr. Johnson left some with us. I have
found use for this valuable Liniment ever
since. I have had a family of ten children,
and found it superior to any other for family
use.
My grand and grent-grand-children
(which are numerous) use it to this day.
Mrs. Wealthy L. Tozier, E. Corinth, Me.

cures

25

SILVERWARE.

was

all it is recommended to cure. I
of cholera last week, of a little girl
who was not expected to live when I was
called, but by giving her a few doses of your
It

had

tor

111 BOAUD

^

every bottle. It is recommended by all physicians.
For ove 80 years Johnson’s Liniment has penetrated,
healed and cured more diseases than any other remedy.

was

week

St.,

energy everlastingly eradicates inflammation without
irritation. The Doctor’s signature and directions are on

on a

were

FRED L. MERRILL & CO.,

sugar children love to take it for croup,
colds, coughs, cramps and pains. It is safe, soothing,
satisfying; so say sick, sensitive sufferers. Its electric

chair.

following reolutions
Voted, That we, Patrons

Age

was

dropped

County Pomona
Grange met with Gorham GrangeWednesdav. Tho meeting opened at 10.30 a. m.
with Worthy Master E. N. Jordan in the

FOR SALE.

SALE—A new double sleigh made by
LET—2 splendid rooms in apple pie order I?0R
1
■*
T. Z. Thompson & Bro.
Inquire at 300
Hooper, Son & Leighton’s building, cor- DANFORT
i,11
11
ner Congress aud Pearl Sts.
Suitable tor club
STREET._13-1
rooms, blllard or storage for line furniture.
UOR SALE—Cozy home at Woodfords, new
H,uJ $12 50 per month.
Inquire of *
prices.
two story house ard stable, corner lot,
HOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON, 482 and 484 cemented
cellar, furnace heat, open plumbing,
We shall be pleased to show you a Congress St.
13-1
sewer, Sebago.
papered throughout. Price
$1305. only $500 down, balance at 6 per cent.
complete line of Watches, Diamonds, T°
A whole house of 8 rooms in first
A rare chance. C. B.
*
class
DALTON, 478Vt Con23
.Tewelery.
repair.
Cumberland
Clocks,
No.,
street;
Rings,
Bronzes, oementod
12-1
cellar, fnreace heat, Sebago water, gress street, (one flight).
Silverware, Spectacles, Eye Glasses, closets. For further « particulars,
price, etc, UOR
to
SALE—Beautiful
new
double
N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
apply
sleigh,
Opera and B'ield Glasses.
never used, made this season, very stylish,
street.
12-I
also a new single
sleigh will sell cheap lor cash
or
LET—Somo of the best rents at Woodexchange lor second hand single sjefeh*. 0.
fords. central and handy; bath, furnace, B. DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress St. (1 flight* IS-1
etc;
good houses in Portland.
Office and
rooms, 413 Congress street, WATSON. 12-1
|70RtoSALE—Houses and lands too numerous
in Portland and viciuity; some
Jewelers and Opticians
rilO LET—Large parlor, furnished or unfur- elegantspecify,
places, modern conveniences, haudy to
lushed, with heat and gas. Also other ever\vyhere; will cost more
in ihe
Now
near Pearl St. rooms newly furnished at 217 CUMBERLAND is the time to secure a home Spring. 413
151 Federal
cheap.
3 2-1
Congress street, WATSON.12-1
street._
WATCH OUR WINDOW DISCLAY.
dtf
rro LET—At No. 812 Congress street,
decl2
■poll SALE—Wojdforda, new two family
A
pleasant and
convenient up
stairs 7~ house, 4 rooms and bath for each, two
rent of seven rooms and bathroom.
Pri< e
good stable, large lot rents for
™or8,
$20 per month. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, ®
Rlecndes pass the premises, a forced
,*
42 1-2 Exchange street.
sale
10-1
for $2<U0: good investment, or home
to let.
W. H. WaL*[*th a & tenement
AND ROOM—Large sunny front DRON
11 lll^llll■■l wi ■■■ ■ihiiiii iii iii ii im
CO., 180 Middle street.
llel
room on
second floor with two good
closets, gas light and furnace heat, bath
SALE—New
two story house, 8 romi,
on same floor.
Also table boarders wanted.
decorated, Sebago and water
closet.
301 Cumberland street.10-1
4 bay windows, cemented cellar and
stable,
5500
feet
of land, 3 minutes from electric
fllO LET—Very desirable rooms, single or
1 connected, with board, at No. 74 Spring cars, located between Portland and Woodfords; a forced sale, price $2200. W. H
street.
30-4
WALDRON & CO„ 130 Middle street. 10-1
Rogers & Bro. A1 Star
TIOLET—Brick house No. 11 Henry street,
SALE—Deering Center, new 2 story
Brand Silver Plated Ware
A near Deering street; lias 9 rooms, furnace
house, 7 rooms, water closet and both
heat, hot and cold water, and all modern con- room, nard wood floors, 5',00 feet of land.
is tl»e best, and every piece
veniences, just 10 minutes walk from postoffice, The bouse is thoroughly’ built and within
is warranted for 20 years.
possession given Dec. 1. Apply at house or tc two minutes ot elecirics. must be sold,
20-tf
GEO. F. WEST, 191 Middle street.
price $1250. W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 180
Knives, $3.50 per doz.
Middle
10-1
street,__
Tea Spoons, $2.50.
SALE—Peaks
Isand cottage lots,
Desert Spoons, $4.00.
Including high land back of church.
Rooms in Mechnic Building Winter
prices, lots $70, each, lots $60 each,
Table Spoons, $4.50.
two lots $60, three lois $60., according to
Dr.
O’Neil.
recently
occupied by
We have a large variety
location. M. CHAPMAN, 15U Free street,
Apply to
Portland, Me.10-1
Pie

originated in 1810 by an old Family Physician,
for Internal as much as External use, in his own private
practice. Every Mother should have it in the house,
It

Cumberland

The

you desire but come and see us
If you have not the money to pay
cash wo will sell you on weekly or
monthly payments at the lowest

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

together

CATARRH

quite
lungs. Mary Kobertson,
girl employed by the family is very ill

TO LET.
_

Forty words inserted tinder tills

Can’t lake k Presents

Generation after Generation have used and blessed
the Universal Family Remedy, the great muscle nervine,

short notice.
A number of them are
away on coasters and
fishermen, hut
there will be more than
enough to give
all the evidence that will bo
required.
Lord Bunraven is not expeotod before
next briday, as he is
coming over in one
of the slow steamers.

The

Infancy

To Old

possible

and take
them over to New York with him to testify before the committee of the New York
T acht Club.
This step was not decided
on until it is certain that Lord Dunraven
had sailed from England.
It will not be possible to
bring all of
the Defender’s sailors
at suoh

together,

gestion of tho

_MISCELLANEO IS._

one

the occasion.
John Wallace, a laborer without any
relatives in town, took a short absence
The question do farmers exert tho inlast week, and was reported mysteriously
missing. He has since returned to his fluence on govermental action, to which
boarding place, none tho worse fur his their members’ intelligence and property
vacaticn.
entitle them; and if they do not, why?
Airs. Norton, an aged lady, mother of
ELY’S CREAM HALM Opens anti cleanses J. A. Norton, of this plaoo,
died last opened by W. J. Corthell, followed by W.
the Nasal Passages, Allays Pain and Inflamma- week of oancer.
Sho was a most
esti- H. Vinton.
Ladies home programme,
tion, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane mable lady and bad
many friends here singing by tho
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
grange; reading by Eva
and
in
and
Wells
at
which
Itork,
place
Smell. The Baim is
quickly absorbed and she had resided, who attest to her worth Plummer; original essay by Mrs. F. W.
relief
at
once.
gives
as a friend
and her noble
traits as a Merrill; reading by Mrs. C
R. Chain;
Christian woman.
duet by Misses Hamblin and Plummer
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by
agreeable.
recitation by Mrs. W. H. Leavitt; readCape Elizabeth.
mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St.. New York
Cape Elizabeth, December 11.—Bertha, ing by Annie Parker; reading by G. R.
M.W&Ffnrm
youngest daughter of Walter J. Maxwell Spinney; original essay by Jennie Bodge
of Bowery Beach, is
siok with con- Johnson.

Associated Charities of Portland.

|

DONJ tTA Y”Y O

the Pofeuder.

A social union was hold by the South
last Sunday
Berwick Baptist Society
evening, at which the Baptist people of

MISCEIXANEOUS.

Captain Half to Secure Witnesses for

pondents of the Press.
North

HISCXLLASBOVg,

TO DEER ISLE,

Maine.
dtf

GRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.
Having many open dates for the next mouths
be engaged fer any oceailoul for which
good music i» required. Apply to CHARLES
GRIMMER, 180 Middle xtraet, or members of
novl3dlm
Grimmer’s Orohextra.
can

WOOD

MAMTELS

and miAG.
finest stock.
est Prices.

Largest and

W.
oct5

A.

A~L

L E

Foot of Preble Street.

Low-

N,dtf

10-1

DEWITT late of New York has
taken offce 199 1-2 Middle street oppoMADAME
halmoutb
hotel. Reveals the past and
future, also relieves pain by magnetic treat1Q.1
matit._

site

IjiLECTRIClTY—Your

hair

brushed
anti
1
dandruff removed at Sherry’s hair
cutting
rooms. 457 Congress street.
No danger of taking cold after cutting when brushed with oui
electric brush, the only one in the city.
Don’l
fail to try it.
Monument Square, CHAS.

SHERRI._

dec3-4

Butterfield house—Has beer

Thenewlyis fitted up and

under new
management
opened; elegantly
furnished rooms, steam heat, gas and use ol
bath, central location.
For terms enquire
at the house. No. 221
Cumberland street,
now

7-4
MAKE MONEY
BY CAREFUL SPECULATION
in Grain through a reliable, successful firm. Excel
lent opportunities to make profits by our new plans
Fully explained and sent free. Highest references
Pattis on & Co., 609 Omaha Bulkling,Chicago,ill.

St. Johns and
girls.
table,
chamber, kitchen or laundry work In Hotels or
Hoarding Houses. Those desiring capable
girls should call immediately at my office,
399 1-2 Congress street. MRS. PALMER.

_13-1

_

double
lady experienced
WANTED—A
entry book-keeping, correspondence
in

and

as

desires

situation in an
Addrpss
lExoellent references.
care of Press.
11-1

cashier

ofHce.
M. W.,

a

situation

Woodfords.
WANTED--A
Would like small family with
chil7 Cushu
J.
at

no

dren.
City.

Address

C.,

an

_

street,
10-1

and wife, a
restaurant,
Can make
ourselves useful in any capacity. Address
Box No. 4. Scarboro Beach. Me.
10-1
a

WANTED-By
position in
and wuitress

cook

young man

hotel or
preferred.

a

—

EY to

loan
first and second mortMONgages real
estate, life Insurance policies,

personal property

Butterfield house has been newly fitted
is now
up and under lew management
opened:
elegantly furnished rooms, steam
heat hs aud use of bath, central location. For
term.
Miire -jlthe house No. 221 Cumberuqy20-4
land ?i

f|1HE
J.

Poprietor..

on

good collateral securiW.
ties; notes discounted on favorable terms.
1*. CARR, room G, second floor. 115 middle St.
novlfi 4
and

LEVY Is now prepared to
]\fR. SAMUEL
“A
buy cast off clotlilng of all descriptions for
cash
highest
prices. Address letters or postal
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf
r AN’IKD—To
buy from *11)00 to *15,001
I pay the
worth of cast off clothing.
higheat cash price* for ladie«’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent’e
Call or address le*tei
winter overcoats.
o«* postal to S.DE CiROOT, 76 Middle street,

>

#

WANTED—A good sawyer wants
110SITION
mill
job in steam
water power:
a

saw

or

preferred.
Good
recommendations.
SAM JORDAN, Upper Gloucester, Ms. Box 94.
steam

__9-l_
colored
YOUNG
work of any kind
take

man aged 24, won'd liko
in private family,
furnaces and understands
the care of horses,
and can make himself
iiHsfuI.
if required.
References given
Please address E. HAMILTON, 20 Edwards
Place. Rockland, Maine.
-?-2
can

cere

of

WANTED—FEMALE

HELP,

Forty
one

words inserted under this head
week for 26 cents, cash in advance.

YIT'ANTED—Ail experienced girl on the
▼ *
Amaxeeu Skiving Machine.
SHAVV160
GOD1NG Shoe Company, No.
Middle
2-1
street,

■

FINANCIAL AND COMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products

the

in

l.eadimi Markets.

firm

HaiUoatls

4

higher.

Northwestern.104
Northwestern, pfa.148
New York Central.?... 9 %
New York.Chicago & St. Louis 18Va
do 1st pfd. 72
New York &N E.

104

15

31%
102
8%

74%
4L»/4

Sugar,common.105 Va

Texas Pacific.
8%
Union Pacific, new. 6 Vs
U. S.lExoress. 42
Wabash7Va
do prfd. 17%
Western Union. 88Vi
Richmond <fc West Point.

42

71/4
17%
88%

..

Exports.
MOULE, Guad. Bark Golden Sheaf—sugar
shooks
with heads and bars 195 do
hogsheads
do w ithout heads 2oo sug bbl shooks w ith lids
and
head
hoops 49,008 It wr p lumber.

Mexican.•

liaiiroad It^cein:^

PORTLAND. Dec. 12."
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Rort150

connec

wars

mercAirdiseijfor

miRcellaneous

mg roads 156

cars.

Ketail broccrs snsar P.a’flK.
Portland market—cut loaf at 7c;confectloners
7c ; pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; granti'aieu.
6Vs ;colfee crushed. 5Vic; vellow. —45c.
Portland Wholesale Haricot.
PORTLAND. Dec. 11, 1895.
Superfine 3:
Wheat. GU-lba.
@75
low grades.2 90 53 1
Coin, new, car 39@40
Spring Wneat bakers.cl and j»t3 4U@36' ) Com. nag lots. .44jt4ij
Patent ssmdi?
@43
Mea|, bag lota..
4 00@4 1 (Oats, car iocs
Wneat..
27 628
Mich. SU'’em
Oats, bag lots
30@y 2
roller.... 3 76.53 Sj Cotton Seec
clear do.. .3 60,3,3 Hi
car lots.00 008 22 00
t-i Louis st'gt
bag lots 0000624 OO
roller... 3 75(23 8i sacked Br't’
do.
.3
6(
clear
car lots. 14 OOaio oo
G0@3
ut'i wheat
bag lots. »16@17 00
4
2<
005:4
Middlings. .*1G@17 Ou
patents.
Fish.
Dag otg. .SI7® 19 00
(. od—T. a r ge
Coffee.
Shore
.4 75.55 2
Bto.rnasted22 @24%
small do. .2 50@3 2
lava do.28,631
Pollock
.2 25(53 2
Molasses.
Haddock... 1 50@2 0 Porto Kico.27 833
Hake.1 60@2 w darbadoes.27@28
Herring, box
Fancy.30@85
Scaled....
Tea.
9@13
Mackerel. b»
tmoys.17@2o
Extra Is 00 00@$o
'ongous.14 650
snore is $22 ©o@$2
lapan....18<®36
Sn«re 2s #19 0o@$2
formoso....... 20@f>0
Mea.3 s.$0 000®$ o
Sugar.
large 3S 00 00®$0 00
itandaro Gran
4:V.
Bananas.
.x-uuai’tv flue
No Is..1 25611 6 ) granulated.. 413-16
No 2S.76e»l O lExtraC....
4%
Mediums.
1 oOfjgl 2
Seeds.
Produce.
Ken Top—re...

•...

Chicago JLlve Slock Market.
(By Telegranm
CHICAGO, Dec. 12, 1895.—The Cattle market-receipts I2,o0(); steady: common 10 extra
steers at 3 0035 60s Stockers and feeders 2 25
@3 65; cows and bulls at l dogs 50; calves at
3 00@6 00; Texans 2 70.q3 35.
Hogs—Receipts 38,uOO; stead ; heavy packing and shipping lots it 3 40'g3 56; common to
choice mixed at 3 35@3 62% : choice assorted
3 45fq>3 50; light 3 36 a3 62% ; pigs at 2 30.ct
3 45.
Sheep—receipts, 13,000; steady; inferior to
choice 1 7533 50. lambs 3 00@4 40.
___

domestic

.Markto-

tLy Teiegramu
DECEMBEFt 12, 1895.
NEW YORK—The Flour market
receipts
28,423 packages; exports 6,447 bbls and 1008
sacks; sales 132.00 packages,q.Jet, steadv
Flour Quotations—low extras at 2 25to2 65
city mills extra at 3 90.a4 00; citv mills patents
4 00a4 25; winter wheat low grades at 2 25 a
3 65 :_fair to fancy at 2 86 23 30: patents at 3 45
@8 To; Minnesota clear £50S3 10; straights
do at 3 00q.3 30: do patents 3 36 a 4 10: do rv
—

mixtures 2 I0a:3 20;
Hue

tie

quiet;

uu'fiai
common

superfine
ouumciu

ar
uour

'2

10®2 66:
steady and

to fair extra 2 10752 80; good
to choice at 2 90153 30.
Itve (lour steady and
quiet. Buckwheat flour at ’l 3o®i ;o. Buckwheat at 412)4l*5sc.
Oornmeal is dull, steady.
Rye nominal. Wheat—receipts 270,100 bush:
exports 66.603 bush: sales 40,000 bush: dull
and easy; No 2 Red in store and eley at 69% c;
afloat 71V*c; fob 70%c: No t Northern 68c.
Corn—receipts 126.776 bush: exports 21,679
bush; sales 85.000 bush; steady, fairly active;
No 2 at 34%c in elev; 35Vs afloat. Oats—receipts 38,400 bush: exports 5117 bush; sales
26,000 bush; dull and steady; No 2 at 22%®
22% c; White do 24V2 ; No Chicago at 23% @
23%c; No 3 at —c;Whits do 23% ; Mixed Western at 24g24Vic;do White and Wiiite State at
24% 428Vsc. Beef is quiet, steady; beef hams
Cape Cran'bs$7 50@$
cleaned.... 16%@17 quiet$l6®l& 50;tierced beef steady; cut meats
Maine
6 00@7 0 )
good.
@12% dull,weak; pickled bellies its at 4-a. ; do shoulNew York
S5 @6 25 ders 5c; do hams at 8y4@x% ;mlddles nominal.
Tlmotny
Pea Beans 1 56(fi:i 6 ) Clover. 10 @12% Lard
quiet, steadier; Western steam closed at
Foreign do 150®:1 6
Provisions.
6 46; city 600: refined quiet; Continent 5 00;
Yellow jives.] 75(5)1 8 )
S A at 6 30: compound al 44'6@5c.
Proviso:,4
Cai Fea-1 7001 7 Pork—Pork null and easy. Butter in fair demand:
Irish Fotat’s. bu40@4
clear.. 13 00(8
fancy
firm; State dairy at 12®22%c; do cream
sweets, Vineland 6 o ibacKs... 13 00®
19a26c; Western dairy 10y2@17c: do erm 18
do Jersey— @4 7
*12 00 @27:do June 16®22%c; do
light.
factory 9@l8c; El
Onions—
gins at 27c. Ckeese ill fair demand; State large
Native.bbl.@i 5 ) Beel—light..
9 00 7%@10c; do fancy at 9%falO; do small
7=4
Sp Chickens.
14(5)1 5
10 50 @llc.
heavy.
Petroleum firm: united at 1 65. CofTurkevs, Wes. x6@l7 : Bnlests%b» 5 75®
fee market, Rio dull, and steady. Sugar—raw
Geese.12 a l 1 Lara, tcs and
dull and steady; refined is quiet, and steady;
Ducks, native.. 14(5] 5
% bb!.nure.6V2@
No 6 at 4 3-16; 7 at 4%c; No 8 at 4 1-16; Nob
Fowls....
11@13 : do com’nd. 6%®
at4c; Nolo at 3 16-16C-. Noll, at 3%c;
Applet.
Daus.compa 5:V* @6% No 12 at 3 13-16C; No 13 at 3%c; oil A at
Fancy. 2 75 @3 2
palls, pure 7%@8
4 3-1C a3 'k ;Mould A 4% standard A 4% ConFair to eood
76
pure If
9l/i@9*4 fectioners’A 4y2e; cut loaf and crushed 5V4C;
Baldwins.. $2 60@2 7, Hams
@10
powdered. 4% ;granulated4S/sa4=/4 Cubes 4%.
Evap & It..8£9
aocov’rd
@10% Quotations are those made by re liners on the
Lemona.
Oil.
uuder the plan of October loth.
oue-pricebasis
Maori.§
Kerosenel20 ts
10% 1895 which makes large dealers
and wholesale
8 50g4 6(
Messina
Ligoma....11
grocers agems of the Trust, handling sugars on
Malaga— 3 26@3 6< Centennial.11
con ignment,
and who are at stated times ot
Oranges.
Pratt’s Astral ..13
settlement allowed a emmission of S-16e
lb.
* 60(2.6 0(
Jamaica
Devoe’s brilliant 13
There is also a trade discount of 1 per cent on
Eggs.
In hall hhls lc extra
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid withNearpy. @ 3(
ltaisins.
in seven days, and no trade discount on smaller
Easternext..
24 @01 Muscatel.60 lb bxs3a«
sales less than 25 barrels. For
Fresh Western... @2: Loudon lay’rl $2<&2 26 quantities. No in
sugar packed
bags there is no a ditional
Held.
21 1
Coal.
on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 iucharges
Butter.
Ketail—delivered,
and other grades y8c I? tb additional.
clvsive,
24*821
Cumberland
freamerr.f ncy..
4 00®4 60
Freight* to i jeruool quiet and steady—gram
GiitEdce Vr’iDt.l8!S2i Chestnut....
*n oo by steam 3d asked.
Choice.16®1' Fran Kiln....
'7 25
CcHICACO—The Flour market to-day was
Cheese.
Cehlh....
®6 (>0
N. 1. tet’ry.12 312VI Pea.
Wheat—No 2
4 00 qut t, steadv and unchanged.
Vermont..12 ial2M
Spri ng at 57%@59; No 2 Red 61@63V»c. Corn
—N° 2 at 2&a*@26. Oats—No 2 at 17V2c;No 2
Mage ....13 833 V,
Rye at 3,>y2. No 2 Bariey 37®39c. No 1 Flaxseed 94% ; mess pork at 7 76*7 87%. hard ai
Grain (laotauom.
0 20: short nh sides at 4 20@4 35.
Dry salted
CRI GO AO BOARD OF I'HK
meats—shoulders 4 60.&4 75; short clear sides
4 37% <54 50.
Wednesday's quotations.
Receipts—Flour, 8,800 bbls: wheat. 71.000
WHEAT.
bush: corn. 183 000 bush: oats.184.0oo bush:
Dee.
May. rye. 7800 bush barley. 78.000 bush.
opening.;.... 68%
Shipmeuts—Flour 8,200 bbls. wheat 102 000
61%
(loslug..;. 67%
61* bush: corn. 128,000 bush: oats 187,000 bush;
rve. 2300 bush: barley 17.000 bush.
CORE.
8T. LOUIS—The
Dec
market to-day was
May. unchanged; patentsFlour
• 'nenine..
at 3 3508 50;
26%
extra
28%
at 3 15®3 25; fancy at 2 X5®8 0: choice
Closing. 25%
28% tancy
2 60@2 76. Wheat lower; Dec al u8e. Corn is
POKK.
steady:Deo 24%c. oats higher,Lee
Jan. visions-Pork at 8 00®3 12%. Lard 17%6 Proat
06 *
Opening.
0.00 5 12%. Bacon—shoulders at
5%; longs at ,V
Closing.
o.oo clear ribs at 5% ;short clear at
SVic. Orv salt
Tnursaav’ auotatsions.
meats—shoulders 4%; longs 4%; clear libs at
4=/s ; short clear 4%.
WHEAT.
Receipts—Flour 3.100 bbls: wheat 36,030
Dec.
May.
<-Lenin".C7%
61% busn;eoru 48.000 bush; oats 22 Oou push; ,-le
...

..

...

..

....

_

Closirg.67%

61

CORA.

Dec.

May.
27%
28%

opening.26V*
losing.26%
POKE.

Opening.

1

l8.3u
8.37

losing.
LARD.

July.

Sept.

Closing.
Boston

>tocK

Market.

The
stocks

following were to-day's quotations of
in Boston:
iv.exican f.enual *s. 68^
Atcnison. ioneJta & Mama Fe It. l^Va
boston A Main© It...176
m)

|i{fl.

M-aim*
central..
New York aud New England it......
Jjion

..

137*4

a<;i!ic.

American
A uencan

7S/S

He!i.202 V2

Sugar.- common.1«<3Vb
•"ugar, nfd. 0-.i4

Macs., pfd.

57

ISaxican Central...
fork (>astations*
Tns following
oi Bonds.

on

Stocks and

Bonds.

iBy Teiegrapn.j
to-day's .nosing quotations

are

Dec. 12.
New 4’s rag...-iftUl
New 4’s
coup.@112*4
Cuaed states 2s| eg. sHi V*
(
i’Hcilic
stS.104
Denver Si
G. 1st.1I8
l-l I<3
Pt.R.
7 J.
pHrifie ( onsos. 78
Oregon Nav. lsts.IllVa
Pacific .sis.elUB1*
Northern I’adfic cons '5s....
1 lo
quotations a sioei- s

Atchison.«..1C

Aiutms
xpress.X. 148
A meiicnn Express...112
Beaton & ;.Ylaine.I7t>
(>nmu Pacific.
jet/*
tnes. «s <ar.o. 173a
• bicago a;
Alton.158
1

Chicago x Alton prererrea....170
L'hlcaso. nurimirton & ymney 82ii
Dela-vareS Hudson Canal ( 0 jyc,
D-'lriwure.Lackawa'ua & Wesilouv
DenTer &

lov*?

liio Braude.

tr‘e.:
'deferred
do

13

iiVa

22 V*

Illinois Central. ms

Lake Krie & West. 21V.
Lake Shore.1 Bov*
Louis & Nash---51V

MaineCentral K....137
M eiican Central........., 10.
MichleanOentril pf —..l(u
Minn ifc St. L. 22
Minn. * st. Louis,|pf.
84
Missouri rao.ne.

2St*

Dec. u.
i£lll
@112vi
97

lC4Vi<

U-]£
',4

771/0
IUV4
108^»

300,8

timated

15.000

OCEAN 'TEA

oaie.%;

speculnt'ou

arm

(Ilii; UOVRkEVr.S.

FROM

FOR

Etruria.New York. .Liverpool.. Dee 14
Venezula.New York. Laguayra
Dec. 14
Gascogne.New York. Havre.Dec 14

Rotterdam...

.New

York..Amsterdam.Dec

14

Hi8/*
176V2
l«V*
ny/z
158
170

»2Vi
,
UMVa
13
12 V*
2«i/.
<iey.

jlVa

mi)V4

F.2V4
137

'j

1

loo
••2V5
2!.

OPEN

In Our foundry,

Wind,
Good

supposed
oaaiy cnaieci. sue
placed on the railway for examination.
is

to

Do

will

i

*

|p
§p

from his fellow-men is
usually dubbed a “crank.”

Ijp

People who want their
printing different from
the ordinary
every-day

V>~:'

gfej
Ip

kind

Wi
m,

we

or

not, try

^

gg

H

.

.

schjAmelia

F

Cobb, John-

Marys, Birdsall. eoal port
BRUNSWICK—Sld llth. sch Linah C Kaminski, Ray. Now York.
Ar lltn, sch Rebecca F Lamdin, Raye, from
Providence.

BALTIMORE-Cld llth, sch Benj C Frith,
Keen, Cienfuegos.
Sld 10th, sell Madalene Cooney, Cardenas;
May Williams. New York.
Cld llth sch Benj C Frith, Keen, Cienfuegos.
and sld 12tli.
BRIDGEPORT—Sld 10th. sch Abner Taylor,
Young. New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar llth, sch Clara A Phinney, Plitnuey, New York.
Sld llth, sch Nellie Coleman, Ross, Port Antonio: Isaac T Campbill, Matthews, Bootbhay.
FALL RIVERKAr llth, sch Susan N Pickering. Brunswick.
GLOUCESTER—Ar llth. sch Francis M Loring, Rockland for New York.
QUINCY—Ar 10th, sch St Leon, Calais via
Portland.
HYANNI8—At Bass River 10th, sch Independent. from Norfolk for Portland.
MOBILE—Ar 10th, sell Normandy, Merry,

—

....

Foreign Porta.
Passed Anjer Nov 5, ship Rami Skolfield.Skolfield, from Shanghai via Hong lvong for NYorkllth. ElCapitan. Humphreys, from Hiogo for
New York; Wm G Davis. Claxton, from Manila

for Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 14. barque J If Bowers, Magune, Boston.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Nov 26, ship William H
Starbuck. Keynolds, Newcastle. NSW.
Af Montevideo Nov 8, barque Ethel. Hodgkins. for New York.
Ar at Bahia Nov 13, barque Mary C Hale
Higgins, New York.
Sid im Sierra Leone 9th inst, sch Martha T
Thomas. Watts. New York.
Passed St Helena Nov 13th. ship Faramita
Soule, from Manila for Delaware Breakwater.

j$
Jp

via

Liverpool, j Steamers. |
Nov. 30
I ."coisuinn |
Dec. 12
1 Vancouver |
Deoc. L’<i 1 Labmdor 1

it}-"

4'1

g§

Th^^ston ®
P^nt..

jj

jj

answer:

SILVER
will soon

PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY GO.,

agitato

CONGRESS
Stevens Silver

RETAIL

again.

|

\

OUR

WORKS,

foot of

Deo. 11)
Jan. 2
Jan. Iti

I Dac. -’1
| Jan. 4
Jan. 18

Steamers sail on Thursday after arrival ol
all trains due at Portland at noon.
Kates of passage—First Cabin *50 to *70;
return *100 to *130, according to steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Liver ool or Londondery. *30.00 and return
*55 00.
To London, Bristol or Cardiff *3
additional, or *01 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
Queenstown and
*24.50 and
*35.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STARR, 2 2-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. DlcGOWAN. 418 Congress
street, J, W. PETERSON. 2 Exchange
street, or DAVID TORRANCE & (JO.. Gen.
agents. Foot of India street.
declldtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Chestnut.

Local Agents.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, PORTLAND, ME.

dec3Tu-Frit£

Winter Time Table, fin Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing,
Peaks Is'an<l, 5.45, 6.40, 8, a m., 2.15 and
6.10 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethens and Long Island, 8.00,a. m.f
and 2.15, p. m.

will agitate ail

CONGRESS ST.
when its merits and
known about town.

prices

are

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
nov25dtf

___

Atomizers,
Flasks,
Tea Caddies,

Mugs,
Trays,

t P. P. P.

Creams.

STEVENS SILVER GO.
WILLIS

by

573

A.

5

CATES

♦

Wakes
# Warvelous Cures
”3 In Blood Poison

3

St.

Congress

j

O
♦

2

lowest.

2

You can save money
Watches if you buy of

♦

McKENNEY,

%

the

on

2

Jeweler,

Monument Square.

OPEN

♦

|

♦

7.90 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Waterviile. Skowhegan. Pittsfield,
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

Brunswick.

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Falls, Kumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Rangsley, Oakland and Waterviile.
8.45 a. m. For BrUlgton. Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St. Jolmsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a. hi. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterviile.
t.oo i*. ui. Express for Brunswick.
Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Waterviile. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & a.
I.i5p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
station. Mechanics
Kumford Falls,
Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington.
Kimrfleld.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterviile. Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
I. 8© P» «*». For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and ail stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterviile, Skowhegan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor. Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Woonstock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryburg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
Beecher Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Montreal and Chicago.
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bata, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterviile.
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanio
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00 p. m, Night Express, sleeping cars, for
Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterviile,
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vaneehoro, St.
Stephens, St John and all Aroos ook County,
Halifax and the Provinces, but. does not run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Boxcrqit ol beyond
Bangor, Saturday nights.
a. m.

j

*'n&

2

t

EVENINGS.

\

jn

GRAND

TRUNK

dffi

RAILWAY.
On

after
MONDAY.
trains will run as

and

X.

1895

^

LEAVE.
and Lewiston
7.15, 7.55
1.10,1.30. 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1 30
For Auburn

^

a. m

8prinqfield, Mo,, Aug. 14th, 1893.
—I can speak 1b the highest terms of
your medicine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affeoted with heart
disease, pleurisy ana rheumatism lor
85 years, was treated by the very best
ana spent hundreds of dolphysicians
Jars, tried every known remedy with*
out finding relief. I have only taken
one bottle of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it baa done me more
good than anything 1 have ever taken.
I oan recommend your medicine to all
sufferers of the above diseases.
MRS. M. 11. YEARY.

a.

and
6.20 p. in.
For Island Pond,7.55 a. m., and 1 30 p. m
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.65 a. in., and
1..30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

^
\

A
wR

^

ARRIVALS.
Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.15 3.10. 5.15 and 5.30 p. m
From
Island Pond.
Berlin and Gorham
8.25. a, m.,12.16 and 6. 30 p.m.
From Chicago atu. Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30

Hr

From

p.

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose blood is in an impure condiWon, due to menstrual irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the wonderful tonic and blood cleansing prop*
ertieaof P. P. P.—Prickly A3h, Poke
Boot and Potassium.

GP*F

Nov. I8tli,
follows:

^
B^
\

.

f

Springs.

^
^

flp
$£&•
^
^

«vv

\

a#?'.

3b all whom it may concern: I hers*
testify to the wonderful properties
of P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. 1

_

•

Savannah, Oft.
Skin Cnneer Cored.

Sbqtjin, Tex., January 14,1893.

Messrs. Lippman Bros. , Savannah,
Clt.: Gentlemen—1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a dlsoase of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
and found great relief; lfi
standing,
purifies the blood and removes all lr*
rltstion from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of the
sores.
I have taken five or six bottles
and feel confident that another course
will effect a cure. It has also relieved
me from indigestion
and stomsoll

troubles. Yours truly.
OAPT. W. M. BUST,
Attorney at Law.

5
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DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

LIPPMAN BROS,

d
>

PROPRIETORS,

liippiBu'i gisAiSnuut, a.

Springfield, Green County, Mo.

W

m.

From Quebec. 12.15

a. m.

Palace Sleeping
Cars on Night
parlor cars on day trains.
TICKET
OFFICE
NO.
177
MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager
Portland. Nov. 18th, 1896. A
dtf
Pullman
trains and

Jewel Cases,
Lap Tablets,
Letter Cases,
Mirrors,
Manicure Sets,
Musis Kolls,
Novelties In

kUEllClUi
"

MAINE STEAMSHIP €0.
New York Direct Line.

a it A n v

Delightful

Invigorating

a

VliriklT
Oil

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

and

Sea Trip.

Steamships Manhattan and Cottag
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38. East River, same days at 5 p. m.
Fare to New York, oue way, $4.00; Round

,,

Mr

If HI

Ob

Sterling,

The

■ ■na*aa«a>a

UII RMflM
flfl II III If ll I
■

Prayer Books,
Photo Albums,
Pocket Books
Silver Mounted,
Playig Cards,
Photo Frames,
Purses.

trip $7.00.
J. F.

J. R. COYLE, Manager.
LISCOMB. General Agent
nv2-dtf

Internationa!

Steamship Co.
FOR

EasiporU Luirac. Calais, St.Johi, N.B., Halifax, HA.
Eltd all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
on,
St, Andrews. N. B.
Whiter Arrange me lit.
On and after Nov: 18th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave RailPortland.
and
road
Monday
Wharf,
Thursday at 5 p. m.. fer Eastport, Lubec
the above connections
and St. John, with
Returning—Leave St John, Lubjeu and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage cutcked
to destination. OT"Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Ticket* and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument Square
Office.
or for other information at Company's*
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B.COYLK.Gen. Man.
ap29dtf

JSL

Ptf

brush and
Comb

Boards,
Book Hacks

Bibles,

Very raiicy

Card Sets,

gases,
Diaries,
Dictionary

HASTINGS.’

Londenderry.
Return, *80 and

Cards,
cigar Cases.
,,

/%
41

Family

A

I ri

11

I

The Most

Bibles,

in

that
ket

Sterling, The

Gold Pens,
Handbags.
Inkstands,

TTfcTH*.

PTnrrT

Books, Moderate

Fountain Pens,
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the

mar-
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speetion,

linnnr

Hilll\r
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The only 8afe> BUre ana

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Cleveland, Ohio,

For sale by Landers & Babbidge, 17 Monument Square, Portland Me.

PIGEON DISCOVERY

°F

p

firs COTTON ROOT

AND

Hi f ,,£hflMYROYJU.
QlLLSEADlEs?
2"
gffiffalwaya

Ivl (8 fta

A positive preventive. Can be
carried lnveat pocket, all comsmall package. Mailed to any address
of SI bv
The Japanese Pile Cur.

1 eT*la one
on

675

a°nV 800ncongrM3lSheet.’HN

reliable and WSJ safe.

B al ways ask for Dr.Rust's flCotton Root and
M Pennyroyal Female! Pills. They never
K9 \a,l and never injure, fl Mailed loany ad*
°f
$A-0° by

Co»2S£*sM'fifi.

Portland, Dec. 7, 1895.

oct4

dtf

romana & iiumiora rails k

y.

Oct. 7, 1895.
DEPARTURES.

8.30 A. M.& 1.16 P.M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckuald, Canton. Dtxlleld and Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m., 1.05 and 6.10 p. m. From Union
Station
tor
Polanl
and
Mechanic Falls.

Train leaving Union Station 1.16 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. B. R.
train for Byron and rioughtou.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on P. & It. F. K’y.
C. BRADFORD. G. P. & T. Agt.
Portland, Mains.
L. LINCOLN Superintendent,
Febiodtf
Rumford Falls. Mains

R.

L.

Boston & Maine R.
in

R.

Effect October 20, 1895.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland. Union .Station,
for
Scarboro Crossing. 10.00a. m.. 6.15,6.20, p.
in.; Scarboro Beach, Fins Point, 7.00,10.00
а. in., 3.30, 6.16, 6.20, d. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. ni.,
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
12.40, 3.30, 6.16,
6.20, p. m.; Kennebunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. m., 12.40. 3.30. 6.16,
For Bath, Popham Beach,
Harbor and б. 20 p.m.; Welli Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.16 p. m.; North Berwick, 13.45, 7.00,8.40,
Wiscassett.
a.m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.15 p. 111.; Kennebunk*
On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the new port,
Somersworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
aud fast
12.40, 3.30. 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.;
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m.;
(via
will leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, on Tues- Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
days, Thursdays aud Saturdays at 8 a in Manchester, Concord. 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
for Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor Rockingham
Junction, Haverhill. Lawand Wiscassett.
rence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3 30 p.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays, m. Exeter. Boston, $3.45. t7.00. $8.40a. mu,
Arrive in Boston, $7.26,
$12.40. 3.30 p. m.
Wednesdays and Fridavs at 6.45 a. ni
for Boothbay Harbot, Bath, Popham' Beach 10.16 a. m 12.65, 4.20. 7.16 p. m. Leave
Boston lor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
and Portland
Fare, *1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and 4.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVER.
For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
President.
and
way stations, 1.00, 4.16 p. m. Arrive iu
Treasurer.
oct2J
Boston. 7.26 a, m., 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
<Kf
Boston for Portland, 3.46 a. m.

STEAMER

SALACIA.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning November 5lh, steamer Merry*
ooneag will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays excepted;
For Long,
and
Chebesgue Islands,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, • 00
p. m. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45 a. m. calling at Harpswell aud intermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 8.15
a .in'
ISAIAH DANIELS.

EASTERN DIVISION.

From Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
$$8.45 a. in.; Saco. Conway Junction,
Wolfboro, 9 00 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Amesbury, Newburyport. Salem,
Lynn, Boston, $2.00. $9.00 a. m.; $12.56,
$6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.68a. in.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.80, 9.00 a. in.. 12.30, 7.00. 7.46 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbur y
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a.m., 12.55
p. m. Arrive in Boston, 5.58 a. in.. 4.15 p.
in.
Leave Boston for Port laud, *9.00 a. m.,
rr

no

n

n.

•Does not

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every
From

Wednesday and Saturday.
Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

f rom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. in.
From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, in.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

Mass._

run

Mondays.

tConnccts with KaU Lines lor New Yack,
South and West
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
Scarboro
reconnects at
Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
tickets
to tu points in Florida,
Through
the Soutu and West '.or sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
ie21
dtf

Wiicassci&Qnebec Railroad

12.00 a.nr and 0.50 p.

206 Middle St., and SIMMONS & HAMMOND

Steamer

a. ni.

and 2. 57 p.m.

J. P TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Geu’l Mgr.
aGmo?
mayl8

Worcester

Peuiaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Femaauid at 6 a. m. for

Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a in for
Boothbay Harbor.
Touching at Squirrel
lslalid.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at !> a. m
for Portland.

Touching

at

Squirrel

Island

Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
Fast Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
augSldtf

BUY
YOUR
GLASSWARE
AND LAMPS
CROCKERY,

at retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods at the
price you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

E. SWASEY &CO„
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
273 Commercial
UQV4

St.,

t,foot of Cross street
®0d8m)

lE

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Enterprise

W'ill leave Fast Boothbay Monday at 7 15
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Bristol
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 "a. m for

in.

Returning trains leave Alhion atG.OO a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassett at 0,05

octggdtf

Monday, Sept, ti,

Co

Oil and after Nov., 4tli 1895. Trains wil
leave Wiscassett for Albion and way stations a
0.18 a. 111. and 3. 55 p. m., arriving in China a

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co
Portland &
FALL
After

afforded.

3SI®C^TP,CEB92S

Bridgton,

points.

ARRANGEMENTS.

OPPOSITE

full assortment is ready
for your in-

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans,

8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
8.30 a. m ; Waterviile. Augusta and Bath,
8.35a.m. j Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Kingfield, Phillips. .Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland auu Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ctnwav and
Fryeburg 4.40
p.
m.;
RockSkowhegan,
Waterviile,
land 5 26 p.
m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
6.36 p. m.; Rangel8y, Farmington, Romford
FaU®» Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.45 p. m; Chicago
aud Montreal and
all
White Mountain
8.10 p.m., all points on B. & a. K. R.,
Bar
Bangor,
Harbor,
1.40
a.
m.:
express Halifax, St. John. Bangor Waicryille
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAY80N TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.

Apply to P. McGowan and H. G.
H. & A. ALLAN. Boston,
or CO H. & A. ALLAN, General
Agents, No.
1 Inda St„ Portland,
Me,_

commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Pmeeage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING
Agent, Central wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 8» State St., Fislce Building, Boston.

PVEKY
£ has

effort
been
made this year
/■
*9
* »
to secure three
redesirable
suits in our assortment.
PflUPDCOP

IN

and

sleeping

STARR, Portland:

Mirrors,

Thermometers.
Traveling Bags.
Work Boxes.
Whist
Counters,
Whist Prizes,
Writing Folios.
White Metal
Goods.

Stands, The Newest,uUllulltdd
The Best,
Dominoes,

Boards, Goods

Christmas

s

i'laiu al

upwards.

InPoxes,

PENNYROYAL PILLS and take no other!
circular. Price $1.00 per box, O boxes for $5.00.

A. M S
or

Novelties,

Dressing

Booklets, Fine Memo.

Collars and
CtiFE Boxes,
Cribbage

Cases,

ARRIVALS

Waterv'Iie,

Express with

ate *30.

Scrapbooks.
Shaving Sets,
Tbiplicate

for DR. MOTT'S
I; Ask Send
for

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
O H G-

Sets,

Calendars,
Backgammon

Card

Celluloid

'DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.,

o

*40 and

Paper Cutters
Stationery

HOLIDAY NOVELTIES,

Auto. Albums,
Albums.

FIRST CLASS
X

From

ool5dtfGen’l Manager

I

Augusta,

11.00 p. m.. Night
cars for ah
paints.

upwards.
Glasgow to Roston direct via Derry and

£
Y

on Blood Diseases imiefl free.

ALL

Bath,

Bangor.

Boothbay

Tettimonyfrom the Mayor of Sequ\nsTmi

Book

TRAINS.

Galway. Prepaid steerage *25.50; intermedi-

bv

c uttered for several years with an unoigbtly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known reme*
my face.
dy but in vain,until P. P. P. was used*
end am now entirely cured.
J. D. JOHNSTON.
(fiignsdbyi

From

••

Cabin,

\

Capt. J. II. Johnston.

I

Liverpool, I Steamships
Portland Halifax.
21
12 Dec.
14 Dec
| Laurentlan.
5 Dec.
26
Mongolian.
28
19 "
Numulian.
9 Jan.
1] Jan
2 Jan.
Laurentian.
23
25
16 Jan.
c> Feb.
8 Feb.
Mongolian,
Steamers sail from Portland about 1 p.m. on
Thursdays after arrival of ail trains due at
Portland at noon.
REDUCED KATES.
CABIN—Portland to Liverpool, $50 to $60.
Return. $100 to $110.
SECOND CABIN—To Liverpool, Londonderry, Glasgow or Belfast, $30. Return,
$65.
Steerage to Liverpool. Queenstown, Londonderry, Belfast, London or Glasgow, $24.60

STATE
LINE {
Steamships.
New York and Glasgow via

ttp
\

_

JA8. M. NEWTON,
Aberdeen, Brown County, O.

syphilis,

k&R

From

me more

Respectfully yours.

Lewiston,

LIIE

Royal mail Steamships.
Liverpool, Londonderry. Halifax & Portland Service

t has done
good than three
?rourP.P.
months* treatment at the Hot

For primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercunal poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without, fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all cases.

\

ALLAH

AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA,
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

Bend three bottles O. O. D.

SUNDAY

7.20 a.m., paper train for Brunswick, Au
gusta, Waterviile and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lisbon Falls.

In Effect

entirely removed hy P.PJP*
—Prickly Ash, Poke Root and Potas*
slum, the greatest blood purifier on
earth.
Abbbdbsn, O.. July 21,1891.
BCbs&bs Lippman Bros. Savannah.
Ga.; Dear Sirs—I bought a bottle of
P. at Hot Springs.Ark.,and

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
the
weak
and
debilitated, gives
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

Nr

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

Are

# Rheumatism
and Scrofula

Coin, Silver Stem Wind ♦
$5,00 to $10.00. t
Every watch wan anted to keep 2
good time, and my prices are the ♦
Solid

Watches,

x

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

W

at

Girls' Silver Watches,

!

W. P.

(A
\

Street,

K. S. DAVIS & CO.,

receipt

|CUilU

AT

STORE

Kennebec

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

caaeoocidoooeoi

From
From
Portland. 1 Halifux

Glasgow,

—

Thousands

Londondery.

From

.

I, I YE.

Royal Mail Steamships-—Liverpool ServlGe

X0$
;fi§

us.

.

D03IIYI0Y

-KJJ

are

crank

a

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
ever} Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1895.

‘0<

certain to
please. Whether you are

§3$^

beyond.

does some-

thin6 radically different

—.

Portland.
BOSTON—Ar llth.
son. Bluehill.
Cld llth. sell Three

the new and palatial stfamkr*
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave I’kankunWharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains lor points

...

A. person who

$>A

Domestic Porta.

....

m

|f AJdJRS

i

g
CRANKS: ||

for

...

ue

NEW YORK —Ar llth, schs Leila Smith,
Smith. Kingston, Ja, 22 days; J Frank Seavey,
Kelley, Greens Lauding; T W Allen, Clark,
Lubec.
Ar 12th. sch S S Kendall, New Bedford.
Cld 12th. barque Beatrice Havener, Hichborn,
Point-a-Pitre: St Katharine. Fraser. Shanghai;
sch Edward Stewart. Kent, Manzknilla.
Sld llth, barque Carrie L Tyler, Demerara;
sell Isaiah Hart.
Passed Hell Gate llth, schs Mary F Pike, fm
New York for Lubec; J M Kennedy, Rondout
for Boston; Sheepscot, Weehawkeu for Wiscasset; Ernest T Lee. Amboy for Lubec; Ira D
Sturgis, New York for Boston ; F G French, fm
Amboy for do; Thomas W Hyde, Savannah for

..

..

BOSTON

*

EVENINGS.

:

M

Sch Nightingale, Rich, from Gowanus, which
Boston, was nearly a month through
Long Island Sound, on account of the rough
weather. Part of her cargo of tar drippings was
lost by the barrels breaking oDen.
Sch Ethel Maud, which arrived at Boston lOtn
from the Banks, reports the loss of four of her
crew, who were out in a dory.
Boston. Dec 12—Sch C W Dexter, of Calais,
from Tiverton for Weymouth, parted her chain
during the gale yesterday, and fouled the schr
Hume of Rockland. The latter had one davit
and the end of her jtbboom broken.
Philadelphia, Dec 10—Brig Rocky Glen. Colbetli, from Jamaica, had bad weather, lost and
split some sails, and parted a few stays.

jfc

Augusta,

Ir’auiis,

8.30

the Jeweler,

arrived at

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC .DEC. 13.
New remedies are being constantly in8 00
troduced to the public, but Dr. Bu pa Sunrises .7 or,llimh watei
water !Sunsets.4
i_ 8 4u
12|ulgn
Cough Syrup still maintains its pre-emiof days.
!» 07;„
n
fi
Length
i
8 m
ht...
nence.
1 Moon rises. 4
■1>0j“elgn"lae 1.. 8 it 8

Woli’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.0o a. m.
for Portland.
J. P. BAXERT.
sephdtf

Mechanic

1 PRWN3-1

Memoranda.
Vineyard-Haven, Dec 12—Sch Sarah & Ellen,
Henley, from Perm Amboy for Portland, lost
both anchors and chains on Nantucket Shoals
Iasi night and put, in here to-day. She was run
aground on the ('anal tlats, east side of the harbor. She fouled the Jennie P Willey while coming up the harbor, doing her some damage.
Lubec, Dec 12—Sch Collector, from Boston
for Lubec and Eastport, with a general cargo,
stranded inside of Quoddy Head and is now full
of water. Crew saved.
Boston. Dec 12—Fishing schr Eva & Mildred,
of Portland, while coming into Boston harbor
to-duy, in a gale, misstayed and went ashore on
the rocks on the westerly end of Georges Island.
She lost her ruder before going ashore.
A tug went to her assistance and succeeded in
pnliing her off after she had been pounding several hours. She does not leak, but her bottom

YbHiyi.J«w

....

In
Effect:
December 9, 1895.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
for
stations
.mined below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows:

monument Square.

Arpe. Philadelphia.
Arat Manila Dec 9, ship Ivy, Lowell. Newcastle. NSW.

Palatia.New York.
Hamburg ...Dec 14
Dec 14
Spoken.
Alf“e.Ne'v York. .Jamaica
Janeiro Dec 17
Dec 11. off Mobile Bar, sch S P Hitchcock
S?1?*™.Jew York. .Rio
I.ivernool
Dec
17
\ork.
M»je*«e.Jew
from Galveston for Pascagoula.
..New lork. .Bremen
.Dec 17
Dec 12. six miles SE from Delaware Bay, sch
*aul
York. .So’ampton Dec 18 Emma C Knowles,
V-1
,.New
liogers, from Charleston for
.New
York.
Kensington..
.Antwerp'....Dec 18 Klizabethport.
York.. Hav & Hex. Dec 18
Clanhel.New York. .Jacniel
Dec it)
York. .Cientueiros .Dec in
Santiago.Jew
Pomeranian ...New York. .Liverpool .Dec in
Alllanca.New Y'ork. .Colon
Dec 20
Newport.New York. .Colon
Dec 20
Veemlam.New York. .Rotterdam. .Dec 21
Campania.... New Y'ork.. Liverpool
Dec 21
Dama.New York. Hamburg. ..Dec 21
Champagne....New York. .Havre.Dec 21
Scotsman.Portland.
Liverpool... Dec 21
Adirondack.. New York. .Jamaica
Dec 21
Philadelphia. New York..L&guayra
Dec ‘’4
for shortening pastry? What’s
Paris.New York. So’ampton...Dee 25
g
New York. .Antwerp.
Friesland
best for frying things? What’s
©
Dec 25
<3
.New Y'ork.. Liverpool.. Dec 25
Germanic
best for every cooking pur2
Obdam.New Y'ork..Rotterdam..Dec 25
3
pose for which lard was forMississippi.New York. .London
Dec 28
Umbria.New Y ork
V
I lee 2s
Liverpool
<3
merly used ? What’s best
New York.. Rotterdam..Dec 28
Amsterdam
for digestion
for health?
2
™
Bourgogne.New York.. Havre.Dec 28
of women
...

McKENNEY,

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Halifax 12th. 3.40 p m, steamer Scotsman, from Liverpool for Portland.
Ar at Nagasaki Dec 11, ship Daniel Barnes,

..

147
113

Sept. 23d will leave PortCOMMENCING
land Pier lor Falmouth, Gonseus Little-

T

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

—

export 1000 hales.

STEAMBOAT CO. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Livermore

BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Dec 11th—Ar, sells
Velma. Young, Portland;for Lubec; Mildred A
Pope, Irons, New York for Bar Harbor; Laura
T Chester,
Beal. Rockland for Boston; Bell
Bartlett, Miller, Mt Desert for Portland: Angie
L Green. Paschal. Greens Landing lor Boston.
In port, sclis Onward, Kelley. Rockland for
Lynn; C B Wood, Stanley. Prospect for New
York; Emma W Day, Taiuter, liockport for
Portland; Wave, do for do.

.......

Europe sin UarKois.
l y TeiRtrra’m.i
LONDON,Dec. 12. 1895.—Consols 106 13-1 Gd
for money ana i()6Va d for the account.
LIY EEPOOL.Dec. 12. 1 896.—Cottoh market
easier: American middling at 4 2l-32d: es-

CORNER

brig Manson;

UTin-onnA

Jan.

_

FREEPORT

RAILROADS.

Daily Line, Sundays Fxceptod.

Caconna;

—

—- ■

Only

I

; Port Tampa.
Cld llth, sch Nellie T Morse, Clark, Sabine
Pass.
NEWPORT NEWS —Ar llth,-sch Cassie F
Bronson. Bennett, Portland.
NEW LONDON—Sld loth, sch Herald of the
Morning. Lewis, New York for Bath.
Also sld 10th, sch E C Allen, for Philadelphia
A M Carlton, do.
Ar 10th. sch Veto, Thorndike, New York for
Thomas ton.
NEW HAVEN—Ar llth. schs Etna, Collins.
New York; Helen J McCarty, Hawley, Fernaudina.
PORT TAMPA—Sld llth, sch John Paul,
Cow n, Baltimore.
Ar llth, schs Mabel
PPILADELPHIA
bush.
Hooper, Vinalhaven; Puritan. Boston; Alice
r"
wneai 4:1" u
Holorook, Ellis, do.
bush; corn 80,000 buslij oats 17,000 busli rve
Cld 11th. barque Lizzie Carter, Dyer, Havana
bush.
Ar up 12th, schs Eieazer W Clark, Goodwin.
JuliaS Bailey, Ciarks Island; HoraPortland;
DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 68% c; Not
White 073/4 c. Corn—No 2 at 29c. Oats—No- tio L Baker, Boston.
rMH 1
'MoMion T
White 2114.
Marcus Hook—Passed down 10th, sch Wm J
lotion Marker,*
Lipsett, for Portland.
Delaware Breakwater llth, sch John S Deer(By Telegraph. >
ing. Woodland. New York for Baltimore.
Passed up llth, sch Eleazer WClark, Good*
DECEMBER i2. 1895.
Portland for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK—The Cor-rnu market to-<iav war- win.
Passed out
sch It F Pettigrew, from
sales
3
95
quiet, steady;
bales; middling up- Philadelphia forllth,
Havana.
lands SYfec; middling gulf H%c.
PKOVIDENCE-Ar llth,|sch Sarah Potter
NF.W ORLEANS—The Coton market to-dav Farnham. Port Royal.
was quiet; middling 8Vic.
SAVANNAH—Ar llth. sch Hugh “Kelley *
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-dav Haskell. New Haven.
VINE YAKD-H AVEN-Ar 12thjsch George
was firm: middling 8c.
Ncvingar, New Bedford for Bangor.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market
to-day
in port, schs Hattie McG Buck, Jennie F Wilwraseasy; Middlings:.
ley, Geo Nevinger, Etta A Stimpson. Kben H
MOBILE—Th* lotion market
to-dav was King. Hattie E King, Ge?i Banks. E V Glover
Sea Bird. S H Sawyer C W Dexter. G M Pordull; middlings 8c.
MEMPHIS—Tii-* cotton market, to-day was ter, Hume, B D Prince, Maud Malloch.and hark
EJmiranda.
quiet; middlings 8 1-16:.
■■ ■

STEAMERS.

Lilian, Norwood, Tremont—J H Blake.
Chaparral. Pierson. North Haven—J H

SAI LED—Steamer
sell Mary H G Dow.

NEW YORK. Dec. 12.1896—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coai.
Hockinr Coal..
2%
Homcstake.
30
Ontario. 8
quicksilver.
2
do pfd.ie%

Silver,
$5.50.

Stem
A

Timer.

Blake.

Blake.
New York Minin? Stocks.
<Rv T^learaph.!

quoted

was

Stock

J H Hamlen & Son.
Sch W c Tanner, Cnndy, Philadelphia—W S
Jordan & Co.
Sch Anna M Preble, Huntley, Addison—J H
Sch
Sell

WARM ~i

:

Genuine Waltham,Double

Steamship Laurentian, (Br) McDcugal, Liver
pool—H & A Allan.
Barque Golden Sheaf, Chandler, Moule.Guad—

prfd.

miscei.eaneocs.

john’s, Great Clieheugue and Bustln’s

!

ight, McDonald, Jonesport.
Sch Harold L Berry. Kennebec for Boston.
Sch Abbie Bowker, Kennebec for New York.
Sch Mary Brewer, Thomas, Saco for Rockland.
Cleared.

Bar silver

1

Sch Morning

York—with

»

123

112%
106%
8%
7%

A

BOYS’ WATCHES.

Arrived.
Steamer Manhattan. Bragg. New
passengers and mdse to J h Coyle.
Sch Wave. Dow. Addison.

miboeilaxkops.

__

THURSDAY, Dec 12.

31 Vi
72

177%

MISCEWLAJiEOHS.

USTEWS

PORT OF PORTLAND.

147%
99%

Ont. & Western. i 6
Pacific Mail. 32
Pulman Palace.162
Reading.
8%
ftock Island
73%
SLPaul & Omaha. 41%
do prfd.123
St Paul. Minn. & Mann...... 112 Vs

go

MARI NTK

14%

Ohio & Miss.

and

65*yf.
Mexican dollars62s4.
At London to-day oar silver
30d
oz and fair.

106%

Old Colony.177Va

Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Dec. 12
Money easy at 2®21/3 psr cent; last loan
at 2 per cent, closing at 2 per cent. lTime iner< amile
paper was nuoted 4.Vao5V2 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was easy, with actual busi4 87 V2 a* 8734 lor
in
bankers bills
ness
bO-Uav
bills and 4 88Va "4 8834 for aernand;
posted ra‘es •! 88V2 «4 89Vi. Commercial bills
bo-days at 4t86v*44 87V4. Government Bonds
New York Stock

New Jersey Central.109
Nerthen Pacific common....
3%
do
no
preferred.... 14%

R.

STATION FOOT OIFPKEBLE STREET,
On

and

Passenger

after fumtsv. October G,
trains will leave Portland:

isos

For Worcester, Clinton, Aver Junction,
NManna, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North

at 7.30 a. a. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochoator, Springvele. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m. 12.30 and
4.25 p, m.
For (lorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m- 12 30.
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mill*. Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7,30
9.45 a.
m..
12.3a
3.0G.
4.25,
and
6.20 o. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
"Hootio
Tonne!
Route" for the West and at Union
Station.
Worcester, for Providence and New York

via “Providence Line,” for Norwich anil
New York, via “Norwich Lino" with ItGston
A Albany R. K. for Uis West, m ! with tile
New York All Kail via "Sm-iosliolil."
Trains arrive at Portland irom VYorcoatdr
1.30 p. w. t from Rochoator at 8.30 is. m.,
ft-■‘0
and
5.45 p.
in.:
from Gorham

at

b.4o,

8.30

aid

10.50

4.15. a am'.
5.45 p.
ni.
For through Tickets to ail

South,

apply

to

F.

it.

Agent, Portland, Me.
4.

a.

n,„

i.;-

West.
u i
COLLINS, Ticket
points

W.i'iIXii&i.bUP.te

T.TTE
NEW

BRIEF

PEKSS.

Franklin Muzzey of Springfield, was
brought before Judge Webb yesterday on
a charge of
selling liquor without a
United States license.
He pleaded guilty

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moore & Co.
J. It Libby.
Bines Bros.—2.
H. H. Hay & Son
L. W. Cleveland.
Larrabee’s Wnite Store—2.
Stevens Silver Co.
il' oner. Sou & Leighton.
Notice hereby given.
Tim Chapman Nat. Bank.
White’s Shoo Stors.
FINANCIAL.
Geo. F. Duncan.
Hutson B. Saunders.
AMUSEMENTS.
Tlie Fatal Card.

and

Yesterday morning
mercury dropping below

very
zero.

cold, the
The day

wind had
very cold, although the
diminished materially from that of Wed-

No Christmas and

New Years’
table
should be without a bottle of Dr. Siegert’s
Angostura Bittsrs. the world renowned apBeware of
petizer of exquisite flavor.
counterfeits!
soothing Syrup”

been used over Fifty Years by million
of mothers for their children while Teeth.ng, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the
best remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Lruggisisin every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s toothing fcyrup
-Sets, a Cottle.
Ins

the

team at

Wednesday

of

Tate

and

York

and
badly
bruised and cut. The driver of the team
took him to his home on Salem street.
The annual exhibition of the China
streets

night,

Decorators’ Club will be held at the diretors’ room of the Union Mutual build-

ing, Dec 17, 18, 19 and 20.
There will be a meoting of the Maine
Department, G. A. R., at department

ami

Aiuiuuao,

nmmi

nuumcugo

not
only oordially invited, but urged to_ be
present. We are requested to say that
this meeting will be, in matters of vital

Mr. and Mrs. P. Williasonm of this
arc visiting in Bangor.

city

Prof. A. E. Rogers of the Maine State
College, left on Tuesday night for Bar
nardston, Mass.,where he will speak in
the Powers Insttute, of which Principal
Francis S. Buck is a
graduate of the
State College in the class ot ’88.
George Downes has been apppointed
city tresaurer of Calais to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of his father, Hon.
L. G. Downes. George has been associated with his father in
business foi
seme time and is familiar with the duties
of the office, ilia appointment gives general satisfaction. He is a graduate ol

prominent
foot

ball

teams.
Assistant

comes,

are

to the college, by far
the most important meeting the association has ever held.
Up to 10 o’olock the station was a lonesome place,but one arrest had been made,
and only three tramps had applied for
interest

lodging.
City

Hail Items.

There was a special meeting
of the
and Board of Aldermen at 10 a.
An insane person
m. yesterday.
was

Mayor

committed to the hospital.
The Police Belief association netted between $800 and $1000 from their tall.

summoned by Marshal Triokey.
He said
that the conductor had been like that for
thirty-five years and had never been comHe agreed to change
plained of befora

this port.

it so as to oonduot the water away from
the basement.
The School of Instruction of the First
Maine Regiment finished yesterday forenoon, its semi-annual session in the City
The forenoon’s session was
building.
well attended.
A new iron fence will be placed around

yes-

terday.
Rev. J. R. Remiek, recently a pastoi
in the Methodist
denomination, and t
member of the Maine conference, has ao
eepted a call to the pastorate of the Bap
tist church in Milo, and will enter upoi
his work at once.
Messrs. Willard B. Maybery, oornet
player, and W. P. “Harrington, bass, botl
of Chandler’s band, left last
evenint
the Boston boat to go
to Richmond,
Va., as members of Swift’s Orchestra ol
Boston.
on

Rev. N. T. Whitaker, of Lynn, Mass,
formerly pastor of Chestnut St. church
Portland, will deliver a lecture at tin
Cornish Methodist
church, Wednesday
evening, at 8 o’clock, on the subject o
“True Success, Bow won ”
The following were among the arrivali
as the Preble house
yesterday: Miss

Amy Busby and A L. Levi of the Fatal
Card Company; R. .J. Ketohum, New
York; G. Sparhouk, M. D. Booth, C. F.
t»

—

I?

T>_1

/I

TT

A

TH

-r»

v

XliUUJI,

XJ.

X.

C. N. Pearson, C. S. Platt, Boston ; N. G.
Wilson, Philadelphia; Col.
S. H. Allen, Thomaston; N. J. Burbank,

Baker,

Kockland; W. A. Waldron, Now Bruns
wiok, N. J., Mrs. T. 1'. Belden, A i
Balden,
Farmington: F. M. Higgins,
Limerick; W. G. Matthews, Boston; W.
B. Berry, Gardiner.
^_^

Pilgrimage

to

Auburn.

This evening the Young Men’s Christian Association respond to to the invitation of the Auburn Y. M. C. A. to spend
the
with them.
A special
evening
train has been chartered on the Grand
Trunk railorad and will leave here at
fi. 10. Eighty one have already purchased
tickets for the trip, and it is anticipated
that about 125 will go. The Auburn Association give our people a grand banquet
their arrival.
A line entertainU:
ment will follow and the return trip will
be made at 11.
on

Fine Flavor
Even Burning
Popular

The other historic spots about
are to be suitably marked by the
commissioners.

change.
the city

opens next Monday, over Owen, Moore &
Co.’s, Congress street, has increased its
Add of work this year by the additions of

drawings

and

Distributing Agents.
Portland.

:-

The

kindergarten,
twenty-five pupils, two weeks; Miss
Baker’s room, thirty-five pupils,
two
weeks; the whole school, four hundred

t.wn And nnA-liAlf

weeks

and

KOfi

interesting

part of the

spirit

from

all this

delights..-we
you

Against the Seaboard Lumber Co.

Freeman, representing New
parties, brought suit against the

Stevens Silver

once.

Co.

making some great offers during the
holidays. Specially low prices just when
Willis
many put on a little more profit.
A. Cntes has the local placing of theii
Call or
goods at 573 Congress street.
him.
are

in

with

*-!vnr«o

Here are nattiest De Joinvilles,
Cts., $1.00.

KID

that

toys,

fire-

really squirt,

a

bright
One

table

Books,—all
books,—from

of

is

full

other

shopping

comfortable and

satisfactory.

P. S.
ROOM FOR THE DOLLS. The Dolls central counters in
front of the Bookkeeper’s office—down by the Silks,—have been
cleared of Baskets and The Dolls Fair is there in full blast.
Every kind of a doll that’s worth talking about is there today.

things

J. R. LIBBY.

and Delft-

Special Friday. RINES

dishes

All Wool Ribbed Hose,
Reduced
8 1-a
ouly.
«5 cents to 15 cents per

Boys’
8,

Doulton

iu

from

and Billeek china, Cha.
fing dishes and brass tea-

_

_

DDflC

tfliUo.

^_

hundred

styles

Birch Bark
anese

25c.

Leather Goods

articles, Jap.

papier
things, wrought

articles

you afford
basement ?

etc.

to

skip

We make very low

DELAY

at once. If prioes will out any figure, this stock will move like a
cyclone. These goods will be thrown on the mercy of the Public at less
than 25 cents on the Dollar, as we must have the cash.
but

come

DON’T

JUDGE

quality by the following prices. The
tising is especially asked to come and it

the

man who is skeptical of all adverwill be a revelation to him; he will
be a believer when he sees these bargains. You who have worn Ready Made
Clothing, and you who have never worn it, are invited to soe this handsome
stock.

Save this and bring it with you and ask for the following mentioned articles.
Men's Woolen

Working Suits,

$2.98.
suit

Is
well made, all to
and really is worth
$13.50. We will allow you to
keep this suit home six days,
and if It does not suit you
in
or
every
respect,
if
do
not
think it
you
worth $13.50, bring it baok and
we will return you your $3.98
Elegant Cheviot Suits for Men,
Single and Double Breasted,
worth $16.50, MUST GO AT

prices

$6.92
Dress Overcoats, handsomely lined and
trimmed in ail shades, worth
$32.00, willlbefslangbtered at

$4.96

Man’s Elegant Fancy Cheviots and
Cassimeres in Double and Single Breasted, worth $33.53, will
go quick at

York representatives, fresh from
Paris.
They are blight new goods
and our prices are as low as any
in the city.
The assortment is now unbroken.

75 cts.,

$1.00, 1.25,

Boston Bags in Cloth, Fancy Leather
Alligator, from 59 cts. to $4.25 each.

in Cutaways and
Cut Saoks, made in
of stlye, whiob cost to
manufacture, $23.00, we will

slaughter

and

Real

Values in Cloth Bags. 9 inch 59 cents. 10
II inch 87 cents each, 12 inch
inch 75 cents each.
$1.00 each.

Special

STREET.

Children’s
and Boys’ Overcoats
and Ulsters, in all shades and
style, sworth as .high as $14.50,
will go from

98 cts. up to $3.78

at

$9.80

$2.74 to 7.18
$7.80

Men’s Fine Tailor-Made Suits in
Dove-Tail Cutaways,
Sacks,
Double and Single Breasted,
worth $34.00, will go at

Men’s Fine Custom-Made Suits,
made
from the finest Clay

Worsted
and Wide-Wale, in
Cutaways and Sacks, Double
and Single breasted, elegantly
lined
and trimmed.
These
suits cost to make as high as
we
$45,00;
will sell them
as
low as

$14.60
Overooat9 in Double and
Single Breasted Beavers and
Frieze, worth from $8.50 to
$31.00, will go from

Pants Suits, in Fine
Cheviots, Cassimere and Worsted, worth from $6.00 to $20.00,
must go quick at from

Boys’ Long

Men’s Heavy Weight Blue Beaver
and Flannel Suits of all the
standard mills, worth $23.50,
must go at

Men’s

SON,

I $2.98 cts. up to $9.72
Men’s Storm Reefers in Chinohilla, and knotted Beavers, Flannel
lined, worth as high as
$9.50, will go as low as

$2.49

$11.48

_

MIDDLE

$9.80.
•Men's Ulsters in'Chinchilla, Beavers and
Irish Frieze, worth
from $12.00 to $30.00, will go
at
from
quiok

styles,

Worsted,

Ladies’ Combination Pocket Books and Card Cases,
25 cts-, 50 cts., 75 cts., $1.00, 1.25, i.50, 1.75, 2-00,2-25,
2.38, 2.50, 2.87 each.

the peers.
We have just received an import order through their New

Tailor-Made

Hound

on a most

Leather Writing Tablets, 62cts.,
1.50, 2.00,2.37 each.

It is natural that the French
should excel as perfumers, it
having been one of Uielr fine arts
lor generations.
Among them Roger & Gallett

$3.22 to 5.48
Men’s
Fine English
Kersey,
Beaver and Melton Overcoats,
made in the latest style, all
colors, Blue, Black and Brown,
worth as high as $26.50, will
go as low as

Men’s

$7.48

Collar and Cuff Boxes, 87 cts., $1.00, 1.25, 1.62,1.75,
1.88, 2.00, 2.25, 2.37 each.

are

Children's Suits in 20 different
styles, worth as high as $3.00,
will go as low

as

87 cts.
Men’s
Strong Working Pants,
worth as high as $2.50, will go
as low as

69 cts.
In
Fine Dress Trousers
Fanoy Worsted. Clays and Casthe
best
in
style,
simores.made
worth from $3.60 to $9.00, must
go at from

Men’s

$1.17 to 3.49
Thousands of Boys’
worth as
sell at

high

as

Pants, some
$1.75, we will
14 cts.

Not more than three pairs to

one

person.

About two hundred Men’s Custom-Made SatinLined Kersey Overcoats, cost to make S4S.OO, will goat

J

Sarsaparilla

NOTICE.
The

Chapman National Eanfc

The annual meeting of the stockholders *
Chapman National Bank of Portland Mo
will be held at its Banking Rooms on Tuescia
tne 14tli day of January. 1898, at 10 o’cloo IV
a. m., for the election of Directors for the
ei
suing year, and the transaction of any utin
business that may legally come before ti ;;
CHESTER 11. PEASE, ( asme,
meeting.
the

Portland, Dec., 14,:188o,

x

will sell this immense stock at 5 per cent above the actual purohase price. This will
will be able to buy your Fall and Winter
a chance that seldom occurs as you
Clothing at prices undheard of.

Men’ Fine English Diagonal Clay

complete line of
Leather Goods for the Holidays.

PERFUMES.

H. H. HAY &

see

many siok for money, and we are ready with the cash to help them out of their
difficulties.
Their stook consists of nothing but the finest and latest style, high-grade, upto-date MEN’S, BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S FALL AND WINTER CLOTHING
This purohase has been made for spot
ever shown in the City of Portland, Me.
cash, and we are compelled to turn these goods into money at onoe, aud to do so we

Men’s Evening Suits,in all
well worth $35.00 at

CHRISTMAS.

FRENCH

This is why Hood’s Sarsaparilla has the
largest sale, and requires for its production the largest laboratory in the world.
Now if you need a good medicine, why
not try that which has dona others so
much good. Remember

until you

THE WHOLESALE CLOTHNIG MANUFACTUREBS’ OUTLET CO. has just
the entire stock of one of New York’s largest clothing
manufacturers,
J. B. Neff & Co., Broadway, N.
Y. The Wilson Bill, stopping of factories, the
scarcity of money and the terrible strikes all over the country have, as you know,
demoralized all kinds of business and pushed some of the strongest manufacturers
to the wall.
Lots of.them' have been able to hold on until now, but^we find a good

$5.72

-FOR-

Can
the

OWEN, MOORE & CO

best advertisements Hood’s Sarsaparilla
has. No other preparation in existence
has such a record of wonderful cures.

clothing

ONLY.

Exchange St., °IcP Portland, Me,

thejbest

The thousands of people whom it has
raised from disease and despair to happiness and health, are
the strongest and

Hood’s

dollar’s worth of

Men’s Fanov Cassimere Suits, in
Cutaways and Sacks, worth
$31.00, we sell quick at

wooden and

mache
iron

at

DAYS

TEN

$3.98

In the basement
the Indian Baskets,

are
a

story of its merit.

Prominently in the public eye, ff; tlx for $5

a

kettles.

say, but what
that tells the

True Blood Purifier

buy

FOR

match,

Christmas is

Is the Only

88

This

largest stock in the
city, Japanese cups and

Sarsaparilla does,

Hood’s

POSITIVELY

MORE

the

Worcester and

ON RECORD.

J. R. LIBBY.

you personally.
glass for instance,

saucers

THE GREATEST

bo

to

Cut

It is Known
By Its Cures
we

square, knotted

yard

35 cts.

Goose

for Christmas.
lor

TABLE OR STAND COVERS. 1
dozen styles, all choice.

in the basemen of interest

Wait!

Wait,

Wait,

DON’T

at 39c.

Officers

HIE.
eod2w

4.50. purchased

a

hundred pages or
stuffed
full of pictures,
so,
are

1.50.

PIECE sets of Ladies’ Underwear. Empire
cover and drawers.

call our attention to.
W e re bound to make your

two

There

$1.00.
1.00.

yau’ll

thick book

big

a

ST.,.PORTLAND,

tied 3

length,

MONEY

of

for

5c

Mother

to

438 CONGRESS

69 cts.

BACK ON YOUR Hoiday purchases just the same as on
ordinary purchases, if you wish it, we, every one of our clerks
that
are your servants, and will promptly correct any error

h i 1 dren’s

c

8 button

Holiday-time-price,

list and

long

a

one.

story

ators, Bells, Batteries and Telegraph
Instruments, Piping and Wiring.

Celluloid Orna-

Price for set,

any
whips
and drums and horns and

e

a

Robe, combination Chemise and skirt, Corset

open
full to

too

FOUR

EXQUISITE

more,

1

Cut Glass Globes, Shades, Etc., Annunci-

Do not

never

they’re

n

FINE DECORATED AND

APRONS, jaunty and chic, made of Sheer Swiss our stock, and we will show you the Finest Stock of
Tailor-Made Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s High Crade
Muslin, Lace and Ribbon trimmed, 75 cts., $1.00,1.25.
FALL AND WINTER CLOTHING ever shown in your city
89
50
and
25
cts.
Waitress Aprons,
Nurse
cts.,
cts.,

fringe
CHENILLE

i

Gas and Electric Light Fixtures,

trucks,

banks that
hold

were

appropriate present

GLOVES, AND HERE THEY ARE. Biamtz,

CHRISTMAS

s

acceptable than

all the choice colors,
Fedora Suedes, colors and black. 4 buttons,
Marquitte glace Kid Gloves, 5 hooks,
Centemeri, we are sole agents for Portland,

drays and
carts with
galloping
horses.
Magic lanterns
that are “good for something,” steam engines
powerful enough to make
a
sewing machine go,

a

more

our

Congress St.

573

games

and “Yankee

Iron

tops,— its

89

THE EXQTISITE CELLULOID things
west window.
Prettier effects than we ever saw before.
The shapes of the Handkerchief, and Glove, and Veil Boxes, the
Hand painted decorations, the silk and Ribbon, all give them a charming
charm.

battleships,

The annual meeting

in

SEE

“Waterloo”

hook and ladder

till

Four-in-hands, Tecks and Bows, 25 cts, 50 cts., 76 cts.,

CO.,

l. w. Cleveland,

some

There’s only one present from a gentleman to a lady
that is

including
“Napoleon”
engines

good

ment, and

the newest

Doodle”

STEVENS SILVER

MAN BUYS a nice Necktie for himself after October. He expects
friend to give hiih one Christmas. Don’t dissapoint him this
time.

NO

prindainty
quaint

in

Unusual
value.

Holder.

YOUR

paper dolls.
All

and send it when

“WELL-TO-DO” FRIEND will accept a pair of these Victor
Blankets just as heartily as she would trinkets, or oold jewelry,
and the price is only $2.50.

Dolls
clothes at all and

no

buy

a

dimity dresses and
Normandy caps.

Maine Industrial

It Is not what

basement
visit.

Dolls

cess.

properties, and that the

Hood's

in-

in the world.
Dolls of
aristocratic mein with

While not quite as large as the State
street church organ which was manufactured by the same company, yet it
is
claimed to bo more powerful, the volume
being sustained and equally effective in
all parts of the churoh made so
bjj, the
excellent
acoustic
properties of the
church.
Mr. Wilson, one of the gentlemen
who has boen superintending
the
St.
setting up of the organ, says that
Luke’s is marvelous for
its
aconstio

5

to

wardrobes fit for

Irinket
you

GIVE

your next
Rows and rows of dolls
from all the doll factories

couplers.

An

the

ready

THAT POOR FAMILY a pair of those warm Christmas
Blankets. Costs you only $1.00 and $1.17 a pair.
The gift will warm their bodies and your hearts all winter.

of

recommend

and of great power. The keyboard of the
organ is in tho choir of the building on
the opposite side from the organ gallery,
the action of keys, pedals and couplers

Appropriate

wealth

jouvenile
elude

now

eu"

AND

Christmas

of

Patterns

WE GIVE YOU A a beautiful Souvenir picture for your homewall— for another present—-with every Dress Pattern you buy in
our Dress Goods
department this week.

a

of the

s

It is satin flu-

Bonbon

you say.

’Twould

store.

new advertisements.

Silver

tour

callous heart indeed
that wotld not catch some

be

Organ.

Wednesday.

most

a

advertisements.

SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICE $1.24.

here for your choice.
We’ll store the one—or more—that

child

a

of this

Messrs. Robert Wilson and C. Myer
from the New York office of Farmed &
Votey, Detroit, finished setting up the
new organ at St. Luke’s Cathedral
last
evening. This organ is one of the best
that can be built and is beautiful in tone

superintendent

LIBBY.
THOUSAND HANDSOME Gift Dres

ONE

are

after

numbers for
larger
periods up to five weeks.
This is really an extraordinary record.
There iiasn’t been more than an average
amount of sickness, but there has boen
much more than the average demand on
the part of parents for sanitary reforms,

on

the

again yourself

small

St. Luke’s New

_new

A Chime of Christmas Bells.

Knic-

stockings

in the basement.
You’ll feel like

pupils,

sketches

Eben W.
York

You smoke it always if

John W. Perkins & Co.,

follows:

as

by a finely decorated or nut glass globe hall
L. W.
Portland architects and by a comparative light or gas or eleotric fixture.
collection of Italian
photographs and Cleveland, 438 Congress street, has a fine
assortment at low prices.
drawings after the Italian masters.' Several of the different teachers throughout
the State have sent examples of the works
of their pupils or sciiools, so that the ex-

architectural

company for a $10,000 note in the Supreme Judicial Court. Other suits against
the company have been instituted through

M. Foster & Co,,
Manufacturers, New York.

closed

Christmas

room

are forty pupils.
They were kept out of
school for five weeks and the whole sohool
of five hundred pupils were kept away for
three weeks.
The Chestnut street school
has been

Santa

Knacs for

chosen the same as last year,
with
park
the exception of the choice of Miss Clara
M. Farwell as trustee in place of Mrs.
The Lincoln c!ub Rooms.
Sarah M. Ware, deceased.
Reports from
For the past week the cosy rooms of the
the superintendent, treasurer, matrons
Lincoln club in Monument square have
and visitors were
submitted and
apbeen in
the hands
of painters and
The committee for the erection
proved.
carpenters. The floor in the main room
of a new school building have plans under
has been relaid and all the walls
have
consideration to be perfected at an early
been handsomely painted.
The reception
All departments of the institution
day.
room is to be carpeted.
were iuuuu iu n
cuiiuitiuii.
uuuiJNmn^
On the walls of the club room
there
There has been an average of about eighty
now hang
of
the inmates at the school
splendid
pictures
during the year and
following: Linooln, Grant, Blaine, Reed, the necessity for greater acoomomdations
Harrison,,Morton, Reid, Cleaves and appears imperative.
Hamlin.
Maine Interdenominational Commission,
This staunch and enteiprising RepubliThe following officers have been elected
can organization is now in a
flourishing for the ensuing year President, Eav.
condition. New members are being added
William DeWitt Hyde, D. D., of Bowat every meeting.
doin; vioe president, Rev. E. T. Adams,
The club can be depended upon to send
of Lewiston; secretary and
treasurer,
sized
a good
representation to the Rev. A. T. Dunu, of Waterville.
The
National Convention at St. Louis next
executive
committee
was
following
J uno.
chosen: W.
DeWitt Hyde, Rev. E. T.
Adams, Rev. I. H. W. Wharfl of EllsLiberal Art Exhibition.
worth, and Professor A. W. Anthony of
The exhibion of Lberal Arts which Lewiston.

Now England.
you smoke it

In this

School,
of the board of
managers of the Maine Industrial School
for Girls was held at the office of the

Co., A.H. Loteu & Co., and others. Thf
creditors of the Seaboard .Company, are
trusteeing wherever they can find debtors
to the company.
Wednesday night Mr.

Your Dealer
Willingly Shows This
Superfine Brand.

weeks.

battlo of Queeustown, Canada, in
the
war of 181?, who died
in
the
hospital
here while on their way to Boston fir ex-

The Seaboard Lumber Company Is a
very large corporation with headquarters
in New York and branch offices in Boston, dealng in lumber. Some of our leading firms do, or have done business with
the company, notably Rufus Leering &

J

ALL

facts were fur-

beautiful
tone
and power of the hne organ can be exhibited to advantage.
The organ will be opened
probably
some night with a recital by Mr. Carter.

hibiton should prove of sepoial interest
to students and teachers of art.
The exhibition will be open to the public as before.

C\GM1

two

the

Clausian

than ever before, or for many years at
least. It began with
school
the West
back in October, and at the present time
the Park anti ; Chestnut street schools are

following

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PORTLAND. Deo., I3tili iggc

The closing of Portland schools during
the present term because of
sickness or
foar of sickness has been more extensive

The

J?R.

Fair.

Estimates.

the old gave yard on the Eastern Promenade in the soring on which the follow“Within
ing inscription to be placed:
this inelosuro were burled
twenty-one
soldieis, aptured by the English at the

Suit

li--

Term—Some

today
likely to be

is

_NEW

r-

The weather

of the neighbors on PortRecently
land
to
street
Marshal being electrical throughout. The exterior
complained
T'rickey of a water conductor on the of the orgaD is to be finished in light oak
grocery store of W. L. Blossom & Son, to match the rest of the furniture of the
that conducted the water on to the side- ehuich. The organ includes two banks of
It inwalk and causedlslippery and dangerous keys, besides the pedal organ.
footing. The owner of the store was cludes twenty eight stops and seven
one

KotzEngineer Hermann
schmar, Jr., has been detached from the
Revenue steamer Hamilton at Philadelphia, and ordered to the Woodbury at
Mr. Kotzselimar arrived

Portland's

two and one-lialf weeks.
headquarters in this city, Deoember 19th.
The Park street school, with two hunThe 12th annual dinner of Bates Coldred and eighty-eight pupils, has been
lege ~Alu7nnl~Association”wiir~ocour "at closed for four
days. These computations
Young’s Hotel, Boston, Friday evening, are made
up to the ond of this week.
December 20. This meeting will be a
| Altogether, at the least calculation, 1190
“ladies’ night." All Alumni with their
pupils have been kept out of sohool for

practical

Bowdoin College and was a
member of the base hall and

corner

of this annual meeting

PERSONAL.

of

Out

Weeks—The Present
Interesting Figures and

by Superintendent Lord yesterday:
The Unitarian Woman’s Allianco will
The West school was closed October 3d,
meet at the Parish House this afternoon
beoause ot
diphtheria and remained
December 13th, at three o’clock.
dosed till Ootober —mi, a period of two
The loss on the Bines building by the
week and a half. In this school there are
Are last woek has been settled for $321.10.
ono hundred and
eight pupils in the
Mr. W. Chuck, of Boston, labor-delegrammar department, and one hundred
gate of the United Government Workers and
eighty-three in the primary, a total
of America for this district, is in town
of two hundred and ninety-one.
dealers
local
the
clothing
interviewing
: Tiie Butler sohool lias
been
closed
in behalf of union made goods in
opthree weeks because of the
demand for
position to sweat shops.
sanitary improvements and previous to
Mr. James McLean, an elderly man,
that the Board of
Health ordered
one
was accidentally
knocked down by a
room closed for

lauios

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Cafltorisi £

Pupils Kept

^

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

--'--

’■

■

School for Over Two

nesday.
The adjourned meeting cf the Associated Charities will be held at room No. 9,
closed.
City Building, today at 3.30 p. m.
nished

F. O. Bailey & Co, will sell at 2 o’clock today
tlio brick house. No. 109 Spring street.

/■t 1_1

Over 1000

his own recog-

was

F. C. White will have his annual Christmas
tree erected in his store Saturday, Dec. 14th,
and he will present a gift from it to all his
customers purchasing goods to the amount of
It
fifty cents and upwards.

Winslow's

on

was

Now Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate neads on Page G.

“Mr*.

allowed to go
of $200.

was

nizance

NEW

extraordinary record.

JOTTINGS.

tlecl3td

BINES

Special Friday.

nil A A

DHIIIV
DllllUi

Strictly One Price and all Coods
Figures. Any inattention oa the part
should be reported to the Manager.

Marked in Plain
of the Salesmen

Mothers will do well to come early to avoid the rush.
REMEMBER this great Ciothing Slaughter will only
last
TEN DAYSribbed
Boys' oue and oue
Hose inti, 7, 7 1-2, 8 1-2. Kc
Opposite Portland Savings Bank, Near Post Office,
dueed from 25 els. to 15 cents PORTLAND, ME- Make no Mistake,
Look for Signs
per iiair.
and Number. OPEN EVERY EVENING.

